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“Fast And Furious”:  
Right From The Source
28
Chris W. Cox 
As the storm grows, top congressional investigators 
speak out. Today, the spotlight is shining more brightly 
than ever on the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 
and Explosives’ disastrous “Fast and Furious” program.

Competition Grade: 
Springfield’s XD(M) 5.25
86
Wiley Clapp 
It is the pistol that world-champion shooter Rob 
Leatham—otherwise known as “The Great One”—
wanted all along. The XD(M) 5.25, with its match-grade 
sights and trigger, and accuracy appropriate for the 
top levels of competition, is the newest addition to 
Springfield’s vaunted XD(M) line.



98
Aaron Carter 
Following in the footsteps of the New Ultra Light Arms Model 24, 
the Forbes Rifle LLC Model 24B is built to Melvin Forbes’ 
specifications and offers his custom touches at a more  
attractive price. But, that’s only the beginning.

The Big Picture: 
Forbes Rifle Model 24B

EXPERTS
IN THE
FIELD

OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
The NRA, the foremost guardian of the traditional American right to “keep and bear arms,” believes 
every law-abiding citizen is entitled to the ownership and legal use of firearms, and that every 
reputable gun owner should be an NRA Member.  —Wayne R. LaPierre, Executive Vice President

Scaling Down A Masterpiece: 
Browning’s M1911-22
112
Garry James 
At little more than three-quarters scale, this .22 Long 
Rifle version of the Government Model remains true 
to the lines, reliability and spirit of the classic 
original—and it’s a lot of fun.
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THE COVER: The Springfield Armory XD(M) has transitioned from just one model 
to an entire family of handguns. Its newest member is the XD(M) 
5.25 designed for competition right out of the box. The 5¼"-barreled 
9 mm Luger pistol shown on the cover also comes with a fully 
adjustable rear sight and a dovetailed fiber-optic front. For more 
on the 5.25, see Field Editor Wiley Clapp’s report starting on p. 86. 
Design by David J. Labrozzi. Photo by Hannele Lahti. 
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American Marksman: 
2011 National Matches 
At Camp Perry
122
Staff Report 
At the 2011 NRA National Rifle and Pistol 
Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio, the country’s 
top shooters faced rain, wind and heat—
and weathered tough competition as well.

“Capable Of Deadly, Accurate 
Work”: Britain’s No. 4(T)
146
Daniel Cotterill 
Britain’s primary World War II sniper rifle, the  
bolt-action Lee-Enfield No. 4(T), chambered in .303 
British, was perhaps the best sniping rifle of the 
war—when combined with the No. 32 telescopic 
sight. In fact, its 7.62x51 mm NATO conversion 
served British snipers well into the 1990s.
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The Ruger® LCP® is a compact
.380 Auto pistol that weighs

just 9.40 ounces (with an empty
magazine). It is lightweight and ideal 

for all-day carry - ensuring you have it 
when and where you need it.

LCP
®THE

RUGER®

just 9.40 ounces (with an emptyjust 9.40 ounces (with an empty
magazine). It is lightweight and ideal magazine). It is lightweight and ideal 

for all-day carry - ensuring you have it for all-day carry - ensuring you have it 
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The Ruger® LC9™ is a
double-action-only, 9mm

Luger pistol that is hammer-
fi red. It has a smooth trigger pull

and features smooth “melted” edges for 
ease of holstering, carrying and drawing. 

LC9
™THE

RUGER®

Luger pistol that is hammer-Luger pistol that is hammer-
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TWO AWARD-WINNING CHOICES, BOTH PERFECT FOR PERSONAL PROTECTION.

2008 Handgun 
of the Year

2011 Handgun 
of the Year

RUGER
®  LC9™  /  9mm Luger

RUGER
®  LCP

®  /  .380 Auto
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America Remembers® Presents

The Marine Devil Dog 
TributeTM Pistol

Honoring the Fighting Spirit of America's Legendary Leathernecks

Model: Colt® Government Model®   Caliber: .45 ACP    Edition Limit: 300

Left side features a classic image of a
Marine Corps bulldog, the beloved mascot of the U.S. Marine Corps.
Behind the portrait a banner unfurls that reads, “Devil Dog,” the nickname
given to the U.S. Marines by German soldiers. Near the hammer is the
phrase, “Semper Fi” (Latin for “Always Faithful”), which was adopted as
the Marine Corps motto in 1883. Framing the artwork on the left is a unique
“spiked dog collar” design.

Display Case
Available
An optional custom-built,
wooden display case is
available for purchase.

All artwork is
featured in

stunning 24-karat
gold over blued

steel. 

As a final touch of
elegance, the grip
screws, slide stop,

hammer, safety
lock, magazine

catch and barrel
bushing are all

polished and
decorated in 

24-karat gold.

The Legend of the “Devil Dogs”
      June 1918 was a month that the U.S. Marine Corps and the rest of the world would
never forget. During weeks of World War I's fiercest fighting, in a thick patch of French
forest known as Belleau Wood, the Legend of the “Devil Dogs” was born. Determined to
halt the German advance through France, fearless U.S. Marines fought their way through
fields of wheat and relentless enemy fire. They were outnumbered and outgunned, but giving
up was not an option. The fighting dragged on for weeks until a final, courageous push by
the U.S. Marines cleared the forest. 
      Legend has it, the Germans were so impressed by the ferocity of the American forces
that they nicknamed the Marines “Teufel Hunden” (Devil Dogs) after the wild dogs of
Bavarian folklore. The moniker stuck and so did the Marine Corps' reputation as fearless
warriors. Today, almost 100 years after the Battle of Belleau Wood, that reputation remains
intact. Since the birth of our great nation, no other fighting force has embodied duty, honor
and excellence quite like the United States Marine Corps. And no other mascot has
embodied the toughness and tenacity of the Corps like their beloved bulldog. 
      Now America Remembers is proud to introduce an exclusive Tribute honoring the
fighting spirit of the U.S. Marines as well as the enduring mascot of America's military
brotherhood:  The Marine Devil Dog Tribute Pistol. For this Tribute, we have selected the
classic military sidearm of the 20th Century Marine:  the Colt® Government Model® Pistol
in caliber .45 ACP. Craftsmen commissioned specifically for this project by America
Remembers decorate each working Colt .45 pistol in sparkling 24-karat gold over a
handsome blued steel background. In magnificent detail, this handsome Tribute captures
the Marine’s time-honored “Esprit de Corps,” that unmatched spirit of camaraderie and
devotion shared by all Marines.
Only 300 Available
      Order now to guarantee your place in the edition. This handsomely decorated working
pistol combines two of the Marine's most faithful companions – the bulldog and the Colt
.45 pistol. Only 300 Tributes will be issued in this strictly limited edition available
exclusively through America Remembers. Delivery will be made to the licensed firearms
dealer of your choice.  And, as always, if you are not pleased with your Tribute after personal
inspection, you may return it within 30 days for a complete and courteous refund.
      Whether you are a veteran, or want to honor someone who has served or is currently

serving, now is your opportunity to remember “The Few and The Proud.” Semper Fi! 

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Daytime Telephone No. ( ) 

America Remembers®

Armed Forces Commemorative Society®

10226 Timber Ridge Drive, Ashland, Virginia 23005
www.americaremembers.com

To place your reservation toll-free call 1-800-682-2291

I wish to reserve ___ of the “Marine Devil Dog TributeTM Pistol,”a working
Colt .45 pistol, at the introductory issue price of $1,995.* My deposit of $195
per Tribute is enclosed. I wish to pay the balance at the rate of $100 per month,
no interest or carrying charges. Certificate of Authenticity included. Thirty-day
return privilege.

� Check enclosed for $______________ .
� Charge payment of $ ______________ to: 
     � VISA  � MasterCard  � AMEX  � Discover

No. Exp. 

Display Case
� I wish to reserve the optional, luxuriously lined, custom-made display case
with locking glass lid. My payment of $149* is enclosed or add to credit card.

*All orders are subject to acceptance and credit verification prior to shipment.
Shipping and handling will be added to each order. Virginia residents please 
add 5% sales tax.

Right side features the time-honored symbol of the U.S. Marine Corps -- the Eagle, Globe and Anchor -- between
two banners that read “First To Fight” and “Anytime, Anywhere.” Both of these mottos capture the essence of
America’s elite fighting force. Near the hammer a banner reads, “Defending Freedom,” signifying the core
mission of the U.S. Marines Corps.

©AHL, Inc.

The Marine Devil Dog Tribute Pistol is issued by the Armed Forces Commemorative Society and is not 
authorized or endorsed by the Department of Defense or the U.S. Marine Corps. The Armed Forces 
Commemorative Society, an affiliate of America Remembers, is a private, non-governmental organization and is not
affiliated with the United States Government. The Society issues projects to honor America’s Armed Forces.

The Tribute also features handsome rosewood grips with the classic “double-
diamond” checkering pattern. Prominently featured on the left side of the grip
is an image of a Marine bulldog. The medallion is crafted in stunning deep red
enamel with 24-karat gold accents and reads “USMC Devil Dog.”

65285 USMC Devil Dog Magazine Ad_Layout 1  10/25/11  7:42 AM  Page 1
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technical

WARNING: All technical data in this publica-
tion, especially for handloading, reflect 
the limited experience of individuals using 
specific tools, products, equipment and 
components under specific conditions and 
circumstances not necessarily reported in 
the article and over which the National Rifle 
Association (NRA) has no control. The data 
have not otherwise been tested or verified 
by the NRA. The NRA, its agents, officers and 
employees accept no responsibility for the 
results obtained by persons using such data 
and disclaim all liability for any consequential 
injuries or damages. See asterisked (*).

* NO ADVERTISED ITEM IS INTENDED FOR 
SALE IN THOSE STATES, OR IN THOSE AR-
EAS WHERE LOCAL RESTRICTIONS MAY 
LIMIT OR PROHIBIT THE PURCHASE, CAR-
RYING OR USE OF CERTAIN ITEMS. CHECK 
LOCAL LAWS BEFORE PURCHASING. 
MENTION OF A PRODUCT OR SERVICE IN 
ADVERTISEMENTS OR TEXT DOES NOT 
NECESSARILY MEAN THAT IT HAS BEEN 
TESTED OR APPROVED BY THE NRA.

OFFICIAL NRA POSITIONS ARE EX-
PRESSED ONLY IN STATEMENTS BYLINED 
BY NRA OFFICERS OR IN ARTICLES IDEN-
TIFIED AS SUCH.

THE EDITORS ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE 
FOR UNSOLICITED MANUSCRIPTS OR 
PHOTOGRAPHS.
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I N T R O D U C I N G

The MOST consistent and 
reliable urban barrier handgun 
ammunition available.
Law enforcement and tactical professionals now have a 
truly advanced, 21st century handgun ammunition solution 
that delivers the most consistent and reliable urban barrier 
performance ever created! The proven Flex Tip® design of 
the new FlexLock™ bullet eliminates clogging and aids bullet 
expansion. Its large mechanical jacket-to-core InterLock® band 
works to keep the bullet and core from separating for maximum 
weight retention and proven terminal performance through all 
FBI test barriers.

9MM 135 gr. FlexLock™  |  9MM +P 135 gr. FlexLock™  |  40 S&W 175 gr. FlexLock™

1  FLEXLOCK™ BULLET
  Incorporates two 

revolutionary Hornady 
features: the patented 
Flex Tip® that initiates 
consistent expansion, and 
the heavy duty InterLock® 
band that locks the jacket 
and core together.

2  HIGH-ANTIMONY
 LEAD CORE
  is extremely tough, delivering 

controlled expansion for 
unparalleled terminal 
performance consistency 
through all FBI test barriers.

3   INTERLOCK® BAND
  works to keep the bullet and 

core from separating for 
maximum weight retention 
and proven terminal 
performance through 
all FBI test barriers.

4   NICKEL-PLATED CASES
  resist corrosion and enhance 

low-light chamber checks.

To see how Critical 
DUTY performs 
through all FBI 
barriers, scan the 
QR codeOr visit 
hornady.com to view 
a video. Search your 
phone’s app store 
for a QR reader.

“BARRIER BLIND” 
PERFORMANCE
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Pictured above:

9MM 135 gr. FlexLock™
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On The Range With Ruger’s Single-Ten
Sometimes it’s easy to forget that target shooting is meant to be fun. The Ruger 
Single-Ten revolver embodies the idea of enjoying an afternoon of relaxing range 
time. Learn why the features of the Single-Ten, and its exceptional accuracy, come 
together to succeed in refining the underappreciated art of plinking, by visiting 
www.americanrifleman.org/SingleTen.
Handloading Lead-Free Bullets
Lead-free bullets are all the rage, primarily because of their optimal performance. If 
you shoot common hunting chamberings, such as .308 Win., .270 Win., .30-’06 Sprg. 
or .300 Win. Mag., you can likely find lead-free bullet options in factory ammunition. 
With less-popular cartridges, such as a .257 Roberts or a .300 Savage, you’ll need 
to load your own. Either way, find out what you absolutely need to know before you 
load at www.americanrifleman.org/LedFree.

An Affordable SCAR In .22 Long Rifle?
For serious plinkers who insist on more than a wood-stocked  
.22 Long Rifle semi-automatic, the selection of tactical .22s that are 
near carbon copies of full-size combat rifles is rapidly expanding. 
AmericanRifleman.org is fleshing out this growing field of tactical 
can-tappers and this month checks out ISSC Austria’s contribution, 
the MK 22. Learn why fans of the FN-SCAR battle rifle will be pleased. 
Go to www.americanrifleman.org/MK22. 
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www.americanrifleman.org

Mobile

Blogs Also On
The Keefe Report 
American Rifleman Editor-In-Chief Mark Keefe checks in on 
happenings with the magazine, the television show, industry 
trends, and other firearm and shooting sports topics.

Clapp On Handguns
Field Editor Wiley Clapp shares more than a half-century of 
experience and knowledge in the technical and historical 
aspects of handgunning. 

The RackAttack
Our own www.americanrifleman.org blogger Paul Rackley,  
an NRA Pistol and Personal Protection Instructor, shares his  
tips and tactics for training and self-defense. 

The Armed Citizen Blog
Can’t get enough “Armed Citizen” from the magazine?  
Read additional accounts of Americans using their  
Second Amendment rights to defend home and family. 

AmericanRifleman.org Mobile
AmericanRifleman.org’s mobile site has been built with your 
user interface in mind, and is now available on Apple or Droid 
operating systems as well as Blackberry. Check us out!



The National Rifle Association was formed in 1871 
to promote “rifle shooting on a scientific basis,” 
and its marksmanship mission has since grown to 

include other firearms. One of the ways the Association 
has done this is through the NRA National Matches, which 
have been held at Camp Perry, Ohio, since 1907 (p. 122). 
This year I was fortunate enough to attend NRA’s newest 
match, the inaugural National Defense Match, and you 
can see videos of it at my blog—“The Keefe Report” at  
www.americanrifleman.org —or scan the QR code 
on the next spread with your mobile device. Check out 

Mark A. Keefe, IV
Editor In Chief

American Rifleman     Jan 2012
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the entries and the accompanying videos 
and, no doubt, you will agree that this is one 
fun match—one that can be replicated at your 
local gun club.

New last year, and worthy of recognition, 
is MidwayUSA’s title sponsorship of the NRA 
National Matches at Camp Perry. MidwayUSA 
is also the title sponsor of the NRA National 
Action Pistol Championships, better known 
as the Bianchi Cup, held near the firm’s home 
base of Columbia, Mo. Competing is one of the 
best ways to become a better shooter, and we 
appreciate the support of all the sponsors that 
make NRA championships possible. But the 
championships are just the tip of the iceberg. 
Shooting Sports USA provides competitive 
shooters with in-depth match reporting, how-to 
articles, firearm reviews, as well as match 
schedules for 11,000 tournaments held each 
year all around the country. You can sign up 
for your free monthly subscription to Shooting 
Sports USA at www.shootingsportsusa.com 
and find a match near you.

C O R R E S P O N D E N C E

Federal Nato 5.56
55gr XM193 FMJ
1000/box

• 1,000 Rounds = $5.99 per 20 Rounds 
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Call Now
For a
Free

Catalog!

Source code: A1200571
Prices subject to change 

due to manufacturers price increases.

Federal 
5.56 62gr 
Green Tip
420Rd Can
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• Ball 420 Rounds on Stripper Clips 
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5.56mm 62gr Green Tip 2000 Pack 
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• XM855 5.56x45mm • 62 Grain
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• Muzzle Velocity: 3250 fps 
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N01FAXM223BLAC.....$524.55 ...$309.50.....$304.50
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 Alright, I need all of you to take out 
your red pen and cross out the “0” in the 
cover line “Taurus 990: 2 Guns In 1” on the 
November 2011 cover and write in a “2.” This 
seems like a better solution than trying to get 
each of the 1.7 million issues of the magazine 
back from you and attempting to fix them all 
myself. 

In case you didn’t notice, there was a glitch 
with the model number of the extremely 
cool .22 Long Rifle or .22 WMR Taurus 
Tracker revolver on the November cover. We 
also repeated the mistaken nomenclature 
throughout the accompanying article. The 
variant on the cover is the Model 992, not 
the Model 990. The Model 990 has a number 
of barrel lengths, but it is a .22 Long Rifle 
revolver, while the Model 991 identifies the 
revolver when chambered in .22 WMR. The 
designation is not visibly marked on the gun, 
as it bears only the name “Tracker.” The gun 
was entered into our system two ways—990 
and 992.

This can happen when we work so close  
to the edge on guns not yet on the market  
at the time of writing. The good news is  
that we have confirmed with Taurus that, 
indeed, its designation is Model 992 and 
won’t be changing. 

Sincerely,

EDITOR’S LETTER
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The New M-223 Laser IRT Rangefinding Riflescope
The M-223 Immediate Ranging Technology riflescope combines the speed and precision of a Nikon 
rangefinder with the optical performance and accuracy of the M-223 riflescope and BDC 600 reticle. 
You can get on target, range and take shot after shot after shot in seconds—without ever lifting your 
cheek from the stock. With patented one-touch laser technology for 12 seconds of continuous ranging, 
tactical turrets with Zero-Reset and technology that calculates the proper range for incline/decline 
angles, the M-223 IRT is just what you need for all-out AR shooting performance. Optimize your 
accuracy even further by matching your chosen round—.223 or other—with Nikon’s Spot On™ Ballistic 
Match Technology.  

BDC 600 RETICLE: 223 Rem. with 55-grain polymer tipped bullet at 3240 fps

NikonHunting.com

All Nikon trademarks are the property of Nikon Corporation
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They were 
arrested when 
they showed up 
at the hospital 
suffering from 
gunshot wounds  
and covered in  
shards of glass.

 It was not a good day on the job for  
one would-be burglar. First, he tried 
to climb in the window of 77-year-old 

Donald McElrea’s home, but was caught in 
the act. Pistol in hand, McElrea confronted 
the burglar. The gun startled the burglar 
so badly that he lost his footing and 
plummeted 20 feet over the side of an 
elevated deck. McElrea told the burglar to 
stay on the ground while his wife called 
the police, and the burglar should’ve just 
cut his losses at that point. Instead, he got 
up and charged McElrea, who opened 
fire. Police arrived to find the burglar 
injured from the fall, shot in the arm and 
considering a new line of work. (Harrison 
Daily Times, Harrison, Ark., 10/18/11)



 Hardworking attorney Curt Crowley was at the office late one 
evening when he heard a filing cabinet open and close. 
Knowing he should be the only one in the office, he retrieved 

his .40-cal. handgun, peered out the door and discovered a burglar 
rifling through cabinets. “I told him to freeze, but not in language you  
can repeat,” Crowley recalled. “He ended up begging me not to  
kill him.” Crowley held the suspect at gunpoint until police arrived. 
(The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss., 10/10/11)

 “Give me your money or I’ll kill you!” When Dale Swallows heard 
those words uttered by the armed intruder accosting his son 
and his son’s girlfriend, he knew he had to take immediate 

action. The intruder was thusly unaware of Swallows, who had gone 
to bed. Swallows retrieved a handgun and approached the unfolding 
robbery. When he emerged, the intruder charged him. There was 
a struggle. Swallows pushed the intruder away and shot him. The 
intruder complained of trouble breathing, and Swallows told him 
to “lay still” until police arrived. The intruder will be charged after 
his release from the hospital. (The Herald Bulletin, Anderson, Ind., 
10/06/11)

 A woman fed her 1-year-old son in a bedroom one evening while 
her other boys, ages 15 and 8, relaxed elsewhere in the home. 
None of them knew that two masked men toting illegal guns 

lurked just outside. The men kicked in the door and aimed their guns 
at the 15-year-old, then at his mother when she tried to intervene. 
The men demanded cash and asked for two people by name, neither 
of whom was known to the woman nor her children. Fortunately 
the woman’s boyfriend arrived at the home soon thereafter, heard 
the commotion and retrieved his firearm. The boyfriend darted into 
the room and shot both intruders before they knew what was 
happening. The intruders ran into a bedroom, broke a window 
and fled. They were arrested when they showed up at the hospital 
suffering from gunshot wounds and covered in shards of glass. 
(The News-Gazette, Champaign, Ill., 10/08/11)

 An elderly woman heard a loud noise at 4 a.m., so she got up 
to investigate. She saw someone open the bathroom door, 
assumed it was her husband and went back to bed—only to 

find her husband there sleeping. She woke him, told him someone 
was in the house and called the police. The 82-year-old man got 
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his handgun and crept down the hallway. He peered inside the 
bathroom and shouted, “Stay where you are!” The 26-year-old suspect 
proved no match for the armed elderly man; he waited at gunpoint 
for police. (Grand Forks Herald, Grand Forks, N.D., 09/30/11) 

 David Whitney received a call from an alert neighbor informing 
him of an unknown vehicle parked in his driveway. He quickly 
returned home and discovered a carjacker sitting in his truck 

while a second man sat in the suspects’ own vehicle. Whitney drew 
a handgun and attempted to detain the suspects. The suspect in 
Whitney’s truck, however, jumped out and rejoined his accomplice. 
That’s when the suspects went from being carjackers to something 
even more dastardly: They drove straight at Whitney in an attempt to 
run him over. Whitney fired several shots into the vehicle, disabling 
it. The shaken suspects were immediately compliant and waited for 
police to arrive. (Grant County Journal, Ephrata, Wash., 09/22/11) 

 With her 1- and 2-year-old daughters nearby, Elizabeth Easterly 
was working behind the counter of her grandfather’s 24-
hour food store when a man entered. He quickly began 

acting erratically. Easterly kept an eye on the man and checked on 
her daughters, but the man interrupted, demanding money and 
grabbing the stroller that held Easterly’s baby. He began to push the 
stroller out the door, but was halted by a shot from Easterly’s gun. 
The suspect was killed; the baby was not injured. (Naples Daily News, 
Naples, Fla., 10/19/11) 

the armed citizen
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Studies indicate that firearms are used more than 2 million times a year for personal protection, and that the 
presence of a firearm, without a shot being fired, prevents crime in many instances. Shooting usually can be 
justified only where crime constitutes an immediate, imminent threat to life, limb, or, in some cases, property. 
Anyone is free to quote or reproduce these accounts. Send clippings via e-mail to armedcitizen@nrahq.org, or 
by mail to “The Armed Citizen,” 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400. For bonus online features, visit 
“The Armed Citizen Blog” at www.americanrifleman.org.

If you have a firsthand “Armed Citizen” experience, 
call NRA-ILA PR/Communications at (703) 267-1193.





standing guard
By Wayne LaPierre, Executive Vice President

Obama  
Steals Power

 For our fragile republic, the emerging 
autocracy of President Barack Obama 
presents the gravest danger to our 

individual liberty in our lifetimes. A single word 
serves to define the rogue rule of the Obama 
regime: Lawless.

Obama—with his election battle cry of “We 
can’t wait!”—has created a constitutional crisis, 
subverting the power of Congress and the 
courts. For him, there is only one branch of 
government: Obama.

Stung from the 2010 landslide defeat of his 
majority in the U.S. House of Representatives, 
President Obama says he doesn’t need 
congressional authority to “fundamentally 
transform the United States of America.”

His transformation means destroying our  
very foundation of liberty—including the 
Second Amendment.

Obama is creating a blizzard of executive 
orders and edicts throughout his bureaucracy. 
He is moving and spending tax dollars as if 
those funds authorized by Congress were his 
political slush fund.

Obama’s edict creating gun-owner 
registration in the four border states— 
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Obama is creating a 
blizzard of executive orders 
and edicts throughout his 
bureaucracy. He is moving 
and spending tax dollars as 
if those funds authorized 
by Congress were his 
political slush fund.
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New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and California—is a case in 
point. He has no authority to register long-gun sales at 
licensed dealers, but he is doing it anyway. And you can 
bet this is just the beginning.

NRA has filed suits in federal courts to stop the 
registration scheme. But will Obama obey a court order to 
stand down? Why should he obey a court when he won’t 
follow the explicit rule of law banning registration?

  For their bigger plans for the destruction of the Second 
Amendment, “we can’t wait” morphs into “we’ll wait for 
the second term.”

Obama routinely brags about circumventing Congress: 
“We can’t wait for a dysfunctional Congress to do its job. 
When they won’t act, I will. I’ve told my administration 
to keep looking every single day for actions we can take 
without Congress.”

“Dysfunctional?” In Obama’s lexicon, that word 
describes anyone or any institution that won’t do his 
arrogant bidding. For Obama, “dysfunctional” means the 
new Congress no longer acts as the president’s functional 
rubber-stamp.

For Obama, “dysfunctional” means attacking 
congressional oversight like the investigations by  
U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa, R-Calif., and U.S. Sen. Charles 
Grassley, R-Iowa, exposing “Operation Fast and Furious”—
the Obama administration’s conspiracy to assist criminals 
in violating federal firearm laws which armed Mexican 
narco-terrorists.

Let me tell you what is really “dysfunctional.”
Perhaps the most important tool citizens possess to 

reveal wrongdoing in government is the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA). With a few narrow exceptions, 
the government must provide documents demanded by 
citizens and organizations like NRA. 

Remember Obama’s promise of the most transparent 
government in history? In January 2009 he proclaimed, “In 
our democracy, the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) … 
is the most prominent expression of a profound national 
commitment to ensuring an open government.”
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Given “Fast and Furious,” the Obama 
administration attempted to revise  
FOIA rules to give bureaucrats power to 
flat-out lie. It would have given agencies 
power to deny the very existence of 
documents requested.

In a scathing letter to Attorney 
Gerneral Eric Holder, Sen. Grassley wrote, 
“It’s hard to believe that the Justice 
Department thinks it’s appropriate to 
make false statements to the American 
people. ...” Grassley warned he would 
take “all necessary action” to block the 
proposed rule. Because of widespread 
outrage, the rule was temporarily 
withdrawn, but only because the Obama 
administration was called out. With this 
attempt to cut off access to government 
decisions, the Obama regime has shown 
its hand for a second term.

With his “we can’t wait,” Obama is 
following the direction of his former 
head of the Office of Management and 
Budget, Peter Orzag, who said:

“We need to jettison the Civics 101 
fairy tale about pure representative 
democracy and instead begin to build 
a new set of rules and institutions ... 
relying more on automatic policies and 

depoliticized commissions for certain 
policy decisions. In other words, radical 
as it sounds, we need to counter the 
gridlock of our political institutions by 
making them a bit less democratic.”

Got that? “Automatic policies” and 
“commissions.” Imagine an Obama  
“gun-ban commission” replacing  
the Congress.

Imagine him setting into place 
“automatic policies” that chip away at 
the Second Amendment every time the 
gun-ban politicians and media declare 
a “gun violence crisis.” It would be gun 
control on autopilot.

As members of the most effective 
political force in America, we must enlist 
the support of friends, neighbors, family 
and co-workers to secure the future. 
And we must keep NRA strong and 
effective—so renew or upgrade your 
NRA membership and commitment to 
freedom today.

The Second Amendment and our 
national character as we know it are at 
stake in the coming elections. We must 
get out the vote as never before. The 
nation cannot survive another four years 
of Obama’s arrogant one-man rule. 
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president’s column
By David A. Keene, President

The Importance of 
the 2012 Election

As I travel around the country I run into 
a lot of people, including some NRA 
members, who seem to believe that in 

light of the Heller and McDonald decisions, 
the Second Amendment is safe regardless of 
whether or not Barack Obama wins a second 
term next fall. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. 

We are facing the most crucial election in our 
lifetimes in terms of the Second Amendment. 
All of us who know President Obama’s beliefs, 
and the opportunities he will be presented 
during a second term, must realize the 
seriousness of the situation.

Long before he emerged as a presidential 
candidate, this president was working overtime 
to gut the Second Amendment; he denigrated 
gun owners during his campaign and recently 
promised The Brady Center’s Sarah Brady that 
he would deliver on his anti-gun commitments, 
but at least for the moment had to work “under 
the radar.”
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The Importance of 
the 2012 Election

This is a president whose 
administration devised the infamous 
“Fast and Furious” program to create the 
illusion that U.S. gun dealers have been 
the principal source of firearms going 
to Mexican drug cartels and has tried to 
cover up its culpability.

This is a president who has signaled to 
the international anti-gun community 
that the United Nations should go ahead 
with its plan to develop a treaty that 
could severely restrict or eliminate our 
Second Amendment rights.

And, this is a president who has 
already appointed two anti-Second 
Amendment justices to the United 
States Supreme Court—one of whom 
told Congress during her nomination 
hearing that the Court’s decision in 
Heller was “settled law,” but promptly 
acted and spoke against that  
all-important decision as soon as she 
was on the bench; and another who 
used the same code words despite 
a record of anti-gun activism in the 
Clinton White House.

But this is also a president who 
understands just how politically 
dangerous it can be to openly confront 
America’s gun owners and Second 
Amendment supporters before an 
election. You can bet that when Obama 

and his political advisors sit down 
to devise their upcoming campaign 
strategy, they remind each other that 
they ought to defer such confrontations 
until the hoped-for second term.

Obama’s managers know what 
happened to Al Gore in 2000 and 
they can read the polls. They know 
that in October 2011, the Gallup poll 
revealed greater support for the Second 
Amendment than ever before; that on 
gun issues, the views of the public are 
far closer to the NRA’s than those of this 
administration. They see the Second 
Amendment as a political “third rail”  
that those on the left should avoid in  
an election year.

But if there is a second Obama term, 
the gloves will come off and “under 
the radar” harassment will be replaced 
by an aggressive all-fronts attack on 
our rights. No one who has followed 
this president’s career doubts this for a 
minute and every gun owner who goes 
to the polls next November should think 
about the consequences of a second 
Obama term.

If he is re-elected, President Obama 
will have an opportunity to appoint  
two, possibly three, more like-minded 
judges to the Supreme Court and 
hundreds of anti-gun jurists to the  

This is a president who has signaled to the 
international anti-gun community that the 
United Nations should go ahead with its plan to 
develop a treaty that could severely restrict or 
eliminate our Second Amendment rights.
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The bottom line is that our rights 
are truly in danger. We cannot rely 
exclusively on the courts or even on 
Congress to protect them.

lower federal courts. If this happens,  
Heller would be openly reversed or 
rendered meaningless by decisions 
allowing restrictions that have the 
practical effect of prohibiting U.S. 
citizens from exercising the very  
rights the courts have recognized  
as fundamental.

Remember, in Heller the Supreme 
Court ruled not only that the Second 
Amendment guarantees us as citizens 
the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, but 
that like other rights this one is subject 
to legitimate regulation. What this 
means is that over the coming decades, 
attorneys will be in court trying to 
determine what regulations are or are 
not legitimate. If the judges trying these 
cases are as anti-gun as the man who 
will be appointing them, we all know 
how they will rule.

We all take some comfort in the fact 
that we have many Republican and 
Democratic friends in both Houses 

of Congress ready to oppose overt 
anti-Second Amendment legislation 
or an anti-gun U.N.-backed treaty, 
but the president has in many areas 
demonstrated a willingness to bypass 
Congress and essentially rule by rules, 
regulations, “demand letters,” executive 
orders and other decrees. The bottom 
line is that our rights are truly in danger. 
We cannot rely exclusively on the courts 
or even on Congress to protect them. 
We are the final line of defense of the 
Second Amendment. We all have to be 
prepared to fight as never before. We 
must organize those who agree with 
us to remove President Obama and 
his allies from the White House next 
November—before it’s too late. 

The stakes are high, so as 2011 comes 
to an end we all need to dedicate 
ourselves to making 2012 the year in 
which we rally to defend the rights 
we enjoy and hope to pass on to our 
children and grandchildren.
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As the storm grows, top 
congressional investigators 
speak out. Today, the spotlight is 
shining more brightly than ever on the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives’ disastrous “Fast and Furious” 
program—an operation in which the 
agency knowingly allowed thousands of 
guns to be sold to suspected drug cartel 
suppliers on the Mexican border.

With attention building in Congress, I 
was fortunate to have the chance to visit 
with Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, and 
Rep. Darrell Issa, R-Calif., chairman of 
the House Oversight and Government 
Reform Committee. These are the two 
lawmakers who have led the charge to 
investigate this fiasco, and all Americans 
owe these two Second Amendment 
champions a debt of gratitude for all 
they’ve done to uncover the truth.

“Fast and Furious” 
Right from the Source
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“Fast and Furious” 
Right from the Source By Chris W. Cox

NRA-ILA Executive Director

NRA-ILA Executive Director Chris W. Cox (center) meets with Sen. Charles Grassley (l.) 
and Rep. Darrell Issa (r.), chairman of the House Oversight and Government Reform 
Committee, to discuss the investigation these two distinguished lawmakers have 
spearheaded into the “Operation Fast and Furious” fiasco. 
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THE OPERATION AND THE INVESTIGATION
Cox: What is the most important thing you’ve learned so far from your 

investigation of “Fast and Furious”? What’s the most important thing 
American gun owners should know about the operation?

Chairman Issa: Individuals can always make mistakes, even really 
stupid ones like ATF supervisors who ordered agents to let guns walk—
“gun walking” is what ATF agents call it when an agent purposefully 

allows a suspect to get 
away with an illegal gun. 
But for officials, up to and 
including the attorney 
general, to have been told 
about “Operation Fast 
and Furious” and to have 
known about gun walking 
and not done anything is 
truly disturbing.

Sen. Grassley: One of 
the most incredible things 
I’ve found is how much 
damage can be done by 
the failure of leadership at 
every level of government 
with knowledge of this 

operation. It started out with the ATF’s Phoenix field office, but was 
supposed to be supervised by the U.S. Attorney’s office in Arizona and 
Justice Department headquarters. The street agents at ATF are just about 
the only people in this whole mess who had enough sense to see how 
doomed the operation was from the beginning. If not for their courage to 
risk their jobs exposing it, we might never have known.

“Determining 
the highest 
ranking official 
who utltimately 
approved 
‘Operation Fast 
and Furious’ is 
one of our top 
priorities.”



Cox: Has your investigation uncovered which office at BATFE or DOJ 
originated the idea for “Fast and Furious”?

Grassley: Determining the highest ranking official who ultimately 
approved “Operation Fast and Furious” is one of our top priorities. 
The attorney general has yet to take responsibility for the Justice 
Department’s policy encouraging ATF to let criminals acquire weapons 
or for his department’s failure to recognize what was happening and put 
a stop to it.

Issa: The investigation has come across some very specific 
information about steps in creating “Operation Fast and Furious.” The 
Justice Department came up with the idea of a cartel-based strategy 
and we know Phoenix ATF made many decisions about implementation. 

We also know that there was a strong desire from senior officials in 
Washington for a bigger operation like what was created. 

Cox: There have been many different reports about how many 
firearms were allowed to be purchased illegally through “Fast and 
Furious,” and about how many crimes have been committed with those 
guns. What’s your best estimate on those numbers right now?

Grassley: Our best estimate is that there were between 1,500 and 
2,000 guns that were allowed to “walk,” and according to the Justice 
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Department, as of Sept. 1, thus far there have been 31 guns found 
associated with violent crimes. 

Issa: It’s really impossible to know how many crimes have been 
committed with them because in Mexico a link can generally only be 
made when a gun is recovered at a crime scene. According to media, 
there have been about 200 human casualties in Mexico linked to “Fast 

and Furious” guns.
Cox: Firearm 

dealers were 
reported to be 
concerned about 
“Fast and Furious,” 
but cooperated when 
agents assured them 
the operation was 
appropriate. Has 
this hurt BATFE’s 
relationship with 
dealers?

Grassley: Of 
course it’s impacted 
the relationship 
between FFLs and 

the ATF. The ATF asked the FFLs to trust them and then broke that trust. 
What the ATF supervisors and the U.S. Attorney’s office asked the FFLs 
to do was inappropriate, unfair and possibly illegal. 

Issa: It is a huge setback for enforcement efforts that are genuinely 
focused on finding and punishing criminals who use guns. In 
“Operation Fast and Furious,” the Obama administration has done 
more harm to real and needed efforts to stop gun violence than any 
administration in my adult life.

“We owe a great 
deal to the 
whistleblowers 
who had the 
courage to come 
forward. Without 
them, I would not 
have started this 
investigation.”



Cox: What would be your advice to gun shops that might have 
information on “Fast and Furious” or similar operations but are 
apprehensive about coming forward with details?

Issa: I would advise them to contact my office. Already we have 
been contacted by a number of individuals and haven’t revealed 
identifying information about any such persons who wanted it kept 
confidential. In “Fast and Furious,” we’ve seen instances where some 
gun dealers who thought they had honest and trusting relationships 
with particular law enforcement officers realize that they were being 
betrayed and set up to take the blame for something that went wrong. 

Grassley: I understand it is hard to trust the federal government 
when that trust has been broken. However, we are committed to 
keeping the confidence of anyone who is willing to provide us with 
information, and we’ve been very successful in doing so for those 
who have come forward so far and who wanted to remain anonymous. 
Anyone with information should contact my office.

FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSES
Cox: Do you think DOJ and BATFE officials will ever tell the 

American people the whole truth about “Fast and Furious”?
Grassley: If Congressman Issa and I have anything to say about it 

they will. I intend to get to the bottom of it, but it won’t be easy.
Issa: I think we’re going to learn a lot more but judging from 

Attorney General Holder’s efforts to hide what he knew from 
investigators, the Justice Department seems to have settled on a 
strategy of fighting against efforts to make the whole truth about the 
operation public.

Cox: Whistle-blowing BATFE agents have played a key role in  
your investigations. What conclusions have you drawn about the 
opinions of the rank-and-file agents on this operation, as opposed  
to their managers?

Grassley: We owe a great deal to the whistleblowers who had  
the courage to come forward. Without them, I would not have started 
this investigation. They all took personal risks to tell the truth, and I 
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will stand by them and fight for them to make sure they aren’t  
retaliated against.

Issa: It is quite clear that the overwhelming majority of the rank and 
file at ATF are horrified by what occurred.

AMERICAN GUN LAWS
Cox: Some of your colleagues have tried to change the focus of the 

investigation to America’s gun laws. Do you believe our current laws  
are a cause of gun running 
into Mexico?

Grassley: The drug 
trafficking organizations 
are violent criminal 
organizations that look for 
any opportunity to make 
money. To protect their 
profits and maximize their 
reach, these organizations 
have become increasingly 
violent, using any type of 
weapon they can get their 
hands on. For example, 

armed cartels have ambushed military convoys in Central America 
to steal military equipment. Those who see this investigation as an 
opportunity to add burdensome new gun laws are simply playing 
politics and are not looking for real solutions. 

Cox: Some politicians, both here and in Mexico, think we need to bring 
back the 1994 semi-auto ban to stop the flow of guns into Mexico. Do you 
think that would affect the cartels?

“The Justice 
Department  
needs to quit 
playing games 
and put the  
facts down on  
the table.”



Issa: It is already illegal to transport guns to Mexico, so it’s not as if 
there’s no law against what is happening. The effects of a weapons ban 
here in the U.S. on Mexican cartels would be quickly offset by their ability 
to get whatever they need to wage their brutal violence elsewhere.

Grassley: Reinstituting the ban on semi-automatic firearms would 
not stop the violence in Mexico, just as it did not stop all gun violence 
when President Clinton pushed it in 1994. Instead of focusing on 
rehashing old policies that did not achieve results, we need to focus our 
efforts on fixing broken investigations like “Fast and Furious,” reforming 
firearm investigations at the ATF, and stopping the already illegal sale of 
firearms to straw purchasers.

Cox:  ATF has imposed a multiple sales reporting requirement for 
border state gun dealers selling certain rifles. Do you think it will  
be helpful?

Issa: I have lots of doubts. A year earlier this was something that 
even the Obama White House had doubts about. It’s a pretty naked 
political move designed to deal with the fallout from “Fast and Furious.” 
It will hurt enforcement efforts because it’s yet another sign from ATF 
that they don’t value or appreciate the amount of voluntary cooperation 
they’ve already been receiving from gun dealers in border states.
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Grassley: Gathering mountains of data on law-abiding gun 
purchasers is just a distraction. The key to stopping illegal gun 
trafficking is to act more decisively to disrupt and deter known straw 
buyers in cooperation with dealers. The administration’s continued 
overreach with regulations continues, and is a distraction from its 
reckless policy to allow guns to walk into Mexico.

LOOKING AHEAD
Cox: What do you believe needs to be done to restore faith in the  

agencies involved?
Grassley: I have three goals with this investigation. One: to get some 

answers for the family of slain Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry. Two: 
to find the top official in our federal government who approved this 
disastrous policy. And three: to make sure something so stupid never 
happens again. If we can get some answers for the American public, it 
will be a tremendous boost in restoring faith in the agencies involved.

Issa: The American people need to know the truth and responsible 
officials need to be held accountable. The Justice Department needs 
to quit playing games and put the facts down on the table. Once that 
happens, a process to rebuild trust can begin. 
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date with receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Coupon cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must 
be presented in-store, or with your order form, 
or entered online in order to receive the coupon 
discount. Valid through 4/18/12.  Limit one 
coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 4
This valuable coupon is good anywhere you shop Harbor Freight Tools (retail stores, online, or 800 number).  Cannot 
be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase 
date with receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Coupon cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must 
be presented in-store, or with your order form, 
or entered online in order to receive the coupon 
discount. Valid through 4/18/12.  Limit one 
coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 5
This valuable coupon is good anywhere you shop Harbor Freight Tools (retail stores, online, or 800 number).  Cannot 
be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase 
date with receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Coupon cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must 
be presented in-store, or with your order form, 
or entered online in order to receive the coupon 
discount. Valid through 4/18/12.  Limit one 
coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 7
This valuable coupon is good anywhere you shop Harbor Freight Tools (retail stores, online, or 800 number).  Cannot 
be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase 
date with receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Coupon cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must 
be presented in-store, or with your order form, 
or entered online in order to receive the coupon 
discount. Valid through 4/18/12.  Limit one 
coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON!

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 7
This valuable coupon is good anywhere you shop Harbor Freight Tools (retail stores, online, or 800 number).  Cannot be used 
with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Coupon cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must be presented in-store, or 
with your order form, or entered online in order to receive 
the coupon discount. Valid through 4/18/12.  Limit 
one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 6
This valuable coupon is good anywhere you shop Harbor Freight Tools (retail stores, online, or 800 number).  Cannot be used 
with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Coupon cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must be presented in-store, or 
with your order form, or entered online in order to receive 
the coupon discount. Valid through 4/18/12.  Limit 
one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 8
This valuable coupon is good anywhere you shop Harbor Freight Tools (retail stores, online, or 800 number).  Cannot be used 
with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Coupon cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must be presented in-store, or 
with your order form, or entered online in order to receive 
the coupon discount. Valid through 4/18/12.  Limit 
one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

OFF
20%

ANY 
SINGLE 
ITEM!

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 1 Use this coupon to save 20% on any one single item purchased when 
you shop at a Harbor Freight Tools store. *Cannot be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not 
valid on any of the following: gift cards, Inside Track Club membership, extended service plans, Compressors, 
Generators, Tool Cabinets, Welders, Floor Jacks, Campbell Hausfeld products, open box items, Parking Lot 
Sale items, Blowout Sale items, Day After Thanksgiving Sale items, Tent Sale items, 800 number orders or 
online orders. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with original 
receipt. Coupon cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must be presented in-store in 
order to receive the offer.  Valid through 4/18/12. Limit one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

FREE!

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 1  Free item only available with qualifying minimum purchase 
(excluding price of free gift item). Cannot be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon 
not valid on prior purchases. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges 
may apply if free item not picked up in-store. Coupon cannot be bought, sold or transferred. 
Original coupon must be presented in-store, or with your order form, or entered online in 
order to receive the offer. Valid through 4/18/12. Limit one coupon per customer per day.  

WITH MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $9.99

SUPER
 

COUPON!

SUPER
 

COUPON!

SUPER
 

COUPON!
SUPER

 

COUPON!

SUPER
 

COUPON!

LIFETIME WARRANTY
ON ALL HAND TOOLS!

FACTORY DIRECT 
TO YOU!

How does Harbor Freight Tools sell 
high quality tools at such ridiculously 
low prices? We buy direct from the 
factories who also supply the major 
brands and sell direct to you. It's just 
that simple!  See for yourself at one of 
our 370 Stores Nationwide and use this 
20% Off Coupon on one of our 7,000 
products*, plus pick up a Free 9 LED 
Aluminum Flashlight, a $6.99 value. 
We stock Shop Equipment, Hand Tools, 
Tarps, Compressors, Air & Power Tools, 
Woodworking Tools, Welders, Tool 
Boxes, Generators, and much more.

Nobody Beats Our Quality, 
Service and Price!

Over•  20 Million Satisfi ed Customers!
1 Year Competitor's Low Price Guarantee• 
No Hassle Return Policy!• 
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed!• 

SAVE 
72%

LOT NO.  68303/67256 /68861

Item 
 68303  
shown

OSCILLATING 
MULTIFUNCTION 
POWER TOOL

REG. 
PRICE 

$59 .99  $1999 

SAVE 
66%

SUPER
 

COUPON!

8 Functions: Sanding, Cut Flooring, 
Cut Metal, Scrape Concrete, 
Remove Grout, Cut Plastic, 
Scrape Flooring, Plunge Cut

SUPER
 

COUPON!

SAVE 
50%

SAVE 
$80

SAVE 
50%

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT
NINE LED ALUMINUM

FLASHLIGHT

REG. PRICE $6.99
ITEM 65020

LOT NO. 47257

 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 

 Includes two 
1.5V button cell 

batteries. 

REG. 
PRICE 

$29 .99  $999 SAVE 
66%

 7 FT. 4" x 9 FT. 6" 
ALL PURPOSE WEATHER 

RESISTANT TARP 

REG. PRICE $6 .99 

LOT NO. 877

 $349 SAVE 
50%

 1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE 

HEAT GUN 
(572°/1112°) 

 $799 REG. 
PRICE 

$19 .99 

LOT NO. 96289

SAVE 
60%

 3 GALLON, 100 PSI 
OILLESS PANCAKE 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT NO.  95275 

REG. PRICE $74.99
 $3999 SAVE 

46%

80 PIECE 
ROTARY TOOL KIT

LOT NO. 97626

 $699 
REG. PRICE $24.99

 ADJUSTABLE SHADE 
AUTO-DARKENING 
WELDING HELMET 

LOT NO.  46092 

 $3499 REG. 
PRICE 

$69 .99 

 $8999 

 800 RATED WATTS/
900 MAX. WATTS 

PORTABLE 
GENERATOR 

REG. PRICE $149.99

LOT NO. 
 66619 

SAVE 
$60

REG. PRICE $229 .99 

LOT NO. 
90599

45 WATT 
SOLAR 

PANEL KIT

 $14999 

SUPER
 

COUPON!

REG. PRICE $59 .99 
 $2999 

LOT NO. 66783

10/2/55 AMP, 6/12 VOLT
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

REG. 
PRICE 

$99 .99 

 2000 LB. 
ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL 
AND AUTOMATIC BRAKE 

 $4999 LOT NO. 
 68146 SAVE 

$50

AR0112



READERS WRITE

Thank you for Martin K.A. Morgan’s  
article “‘Hotter Than The Hinges On 
Hell’s Gates’: Don Burgett” (November 

2011, p. 48). Don Burgett is, and has been, a 
hero and inspiration to me for many years. 
In 2007 I met him in Toccoa, Ga., near my 
home, when he was at a reunion with other 
paratroopers. I have been privileged 
to meet many World War II Parachute 
Infantry Regiment men assigned to the 
various divisions, such as the 101st and 
the 82nd Airborne Divisions. One was Jake 
McNiece—the inspiration for the movie “The 
Dirty Dozen.” Anyway, I was in Toccoa at the 
reunion when I saw Don on a wagon getting 
ready to be pulled down the street in the 
parade. He was seated next to other PIR men—
some of whom I had already met. I walked up 
and asked Don if he indeed was Mr. Burgett.  
He responded with a grace and dignity that 
would have made Robert E. Lee proud. To 
say that this man is a hero is to understate the 
case. I wish I were worthy to carry his water.

Sometimes our childhood heroes seem 
smaller when we meet them in person. When 
standing next to Don, I towered over him 
physically (I’m 6 feet, 6 inches tall)—but I 
didn’t realize it. It seemed to me that I was 
looking up at him. It even amazed me when 
I looked at the pictures I had taken while 
standing and realized that the angle of the shot 
was down—not up.  He will always be a giant 
in my mind.

Carl Todd, Via E-Mail 

Meeting A Giant
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C O R R E S P O N D E N C E

SOMETIMES OUR 
CHILDHOOD 
HEROES SEEM 
SMALLER WHEN 
WE MEET THEM 
IN PERSON. 
WHEN STANDING 
NEXT TO DON, I 
TOWERED OVER 
HIM PHYSICALLY 
BUT I DIDN’T 
REALIZE IT.
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READERS WRITE

Contributing Editor O. Reid Coffield’s 
response to a reader’s inquiry about the 
Smith & Wesson Model 52, “Questions 

& Answers” (October 2011) includes a comment 
that “a few M1911 Colts were converted to .38 Spl. by 

custom pistolsmiths such as Jimmy Clark ... .” I own a Colt 
National Match M1911 chambered for .38 Spl. wadcutters 

that was produced by Colt Mfg. in 1961, serial number 940MR 
(documented by Colt Customer Service). I have been told 
that this pistol was used by the U.S. Air Force pistol team in the 
1960s. The grips are not original and subsequently have been 
replaced with replicas of the originals from Colt. 

riChard Wiklund, MassaChusETTs 

“Readers Write” affords members an opportunity to comment on material published inAmerican Rifleman. 
Single-topic letters are preferred and may be edited for brevity. Send letters to: Readers Write, NRA 
Publications, 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400 or e-mail us at publications@nrahq.org.

Another Semi-Automatic 
Pistol In .38 Spl.

Praise For Sheriff Jim
During the years in which I’ve belonged to the NRA  

it is the piece on “Frank Hamer: Legendary Lawman” 
written skillfully by Jim Wilson (October 2011)  

that I’ve enjoyed more than any other piece I’ve read in 
American Rifleman. Thank you and Jim Wilson. 

kEnnETh W. ClaxTon, TExas
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Suppressors—
Good For Our Hearing

… And The Shooting Sports 

Photo courtesy of Gemtech
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LOCK, STOCK & BARREL 

OPENING SHOT

When I was growing up in the 1970s, 
I shot as often as I could and never 
considered hearing protection. 

I recall when I was 5 years old, my father 
and his friend handed me a 2”-barreled .357 
Mag. and challenged me to hit a Montana 
coyote on the far hillside. I launched all five 
shots and, to the joy of my audience, came 
remarkably close to ending the coyote’s 
rabbit-munching days. Needless to say, the 
experience left my ears ringing for a while, 
and I wondered if they would ever return  
to normal.

We hear the same story from countless 
hunters and shooters who might not realize 
that a lack of hearing protection can result 
in lasting hearing loss—until it’s too late. 
Billions of dollars are spent every year in 
our healthcare system for hearing loss 
conditions, such as shooting-related tinnitus. 
Fortunately, the days of sophisticated 
electronic hearing protection are upon us. 

These little battery-powered marvels 
amplify the good sounds (range 
commands) while still providing a 
significant degree of protection. The 
truth is, however, that even with quality 
devices like these, shooting can still 
cause damage to our hearing.

Sound suppressors attached to firearms 
(less accurately called “silencers”  in 
federal law) are an additional tool available 
to help protect our hearing and are quickly 
gaining in popularity throughout the country. 
Although few may realize it, suppressors are 
not a new innovation. The Maxim Silencer 
Company opened its doors more than a 
century ago. Theodore Roosevelt is reported 
to have used one on his Winchester Model 
94 at his Long Island home in order to avoid 
disturbing his neighbors while dispatching 
varmints. But recent advances in technology 
and manufacturing capabilities have made 
suppressors more available and appealing to 





SOUND-SUPPRESSING 
DEVICES DON’T 
MAKE FIREARMS 
SILENT BUT THEY 
DO HELP MITIGATE 
THE OTHERWISE 
DAMAGING AND 
DISTURBING NOISE. 
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OPENING SHOT
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the shooting masses.
Unfortunately, too many Americans 

(including some gun owners) still fall victim to 
the unfair portrayals by Hollywood. Although 
“silencers” are almost exclusively put in 
the hands of secret agents or assassins on 
the silver screen, in reality suppressors are 
commonly used by hundreds of thousands 

of law-abiding citizens who appreciate 
the many benefits of reducing harmful 
sound. They are virtually never used in the 
commission of crimes today, and criminal 
misuse carries severe penalties. Sound-
suppressing devices don’t make firearms 
silent but they do help mitigate the otherwise 
damaging and disturbing noise. Our society 
is full of devices that muffle sound to prevent 
hearing loss and noise pollution—firearm 
sound suppression is no different.

While American gun owners don’t 
often point to Europeans as providing an 
example that should be followed, the use of 
suppressors in Europe is an exception. In 
many of the countries “across the pond,” 
the use of these noise-attenuating devices is 
actively encouraged. Buying “moderators” 
(their term for suppressors) from a hardware 
store is often no different than buying a 
hammer or a screwdriver. They are often not 
subject to the same draconian regulation as 
consumers here in the United States.

Firearms are usually defined as a weapon 
by which a projectile is discharged by 
gunpowder. Strangely, suppressors are also 
considered “firearms” in the United States 
and regulated pursuant to the 1934 National 
Firearms Act (NFA). In order to acquire a 
suppressor, a purchaser must complete 
the appropriate NFA paperwork, undergo a 
background check, find a licensed dealer 
authorized to conduct the transaction and 
pay a one-time $200 tax for 
each device. 

Recently, Michigan 
became the 39th state 
to legalize suppressor possession. The 11 
states that prohibit their possession and 
use, along with many other states that bar 
their use during specific activities such 
as hunting, are essentially mandating 
that firearms produce as much inner-ear-
destroying noise as they possibly can. That 



Suppressors—
Good For Our Hearing

… And The Shooting Sports 

doesn’t happen with cars, motorcycles, 
airplanes, air conditioning units, 
dishwashers, construction equipment or 
anything else that comes to mind. There is 
no logical reason for firearms to be singled 
out when it comes to our desire to make 
things quieter.

While hearing protection during routine 
shooting practice is arguably the most 
important benefit suppressors offer to civilian 
shooters, there are a number of others that 
deserve mention. Without a doubt, they help 
many shooters increase accuracy. Humans 
have a primordial fear of loud noise that 
contributes to the most common cause of 
missed shots—trigger flinch. The less noise 
a gun produces, the less likely a shooter 
is to flinch just before the shot breaks. Felt 
recoil is another contributor to flinch, and 
the weight of suppressors helps to reduce it. 
More accurate shooting in the field means 
fewer wounded and lost animals—a good 

Photo by Lloyd Hill

thing for hunters and wildlife.
Noise complaints are causing closures 

of shooting ranges, informal shooting 
areas and hunting lands throughout the 
country. This is a trend the NRA and its 
members spend untold resources fighting. 
Increased use of suppressors on ranges 
and hunting lands will work to decrease 
these detrimental complaints. It is worth 
noting that keeping his target shooting from 
disrupting neighbors was what motivated 
Hiram Maxim to begin the country’s first 
commercial production of suppressors.

In addition, the use of suppressors 
in a home-defense scenario cannot be 
discounted. Shooting any firearm in an 
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enclosed space, such as a hallway or small room, sends shock waves to your 
core. The tiny components of the inner ear get pummeled. Of course, prevailing in 
a life-threatening scenario is the first priority, but it should not come at the cost of 
living the remainder of life with a significant hearing disability if it can be avoided.

 Finally, those of us who have tried and failed to find an adequate way to 
protect our hearing while hunting can benefit from suppressors, especially while 
hunting in a fixed location such as a stand or blind where the extra weight is not 
a detriment. My current practice is to rest plugs in my ears so that my ability to 
detect the sounds of approaching game is not hindered. As I consider a shot, 
I fully insert them. Of course, things occasionally happen too quickly for me to 
implement that plan and damage is done. Use of suppressors in such instances 
would certainly reduce the probability of harm.

Some will argue that the legalization of suppressor use for hunting will 
increase incidents of poaching, but the experience of the many states that allow 

the practice clearly proves them wrong. 
Would these opponents mandate the 
use of the .338 Lapua Mag. with a muzzle 
brake in order for shots to be heard 
from the greatest possible distance? 
Is the diminutive .243 Win. simply too 
quiet? As one suppressor advocate in 
Montana asked earlier this year during 

the legislative session, should all bow hunters be required to sound an air horn 
every time they release an arrow in order to alert any nearby wardens? The 
reality is, the less muzzle noise heard by the non-hunting public, the better off 
we all are.

It’s time that policymakers—legislators, wildlife commissioners and gun club 
board members—move to eliminate the laws, regulations and policies that 
discourage or prohibit suppressor use. In addition to decreasing the incidents 
of permanent hearing loss, it will help keep the shooting sports alive and well by 
decreasing the calls to close shooting areas and hunting lands. Suppressors may 
not be for everyone, but that’s the best aspect of freedom—it is your choice.

—Darren LaSorte,  
Manager, NRA-ILA Hunting Policy

Suppressors—
Good For Our Hearing

… And The Shooting Sports 

WITHOUT A DOUBT, 
THEY HELP MANY 
SHOOTERS INCREASE 
ACCURACY. 
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Guns As Jewelry

The National Jewelry Institute is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to preserving, researching and exhibiting 
fine jewelry, which can include firearms and military 

artifacts. In addition to a travelling exhibition displayed on the 
U.S.S. Intrepid in New York and at the Pentagon, NJI Director 
Judith Price has produced a new book entitled Lest We Forget: 
Masterpieces of Patriotic Jewelry and Military Decorations that 
has drawn military artifacts, including jewelry, swords, medals 
and symbolic accessories from all over the world. For firearm 
enthusiasts, notable artifacts include Gen. George S. Patton’s 
Colt Single Action Army, loaned by the Patton Museum, as well 
as an exquisite pair of Nicolas-Noel Boutet flintlock pistols 
owned by Napoleon Bonaparte from the collection of France’s 
Musee de l’Armee. Of particular note is a Thompson submachine 
gun pin rendered in 14-karat gold for the Auto-Ordnance Corp 
in 1947 by Tiffany & Co. Other museums contributing artifacts for 
the exhibit and book include the British Museum, the Imperial 
War Museum and the National Army Museum, as well as public 
and private collections. Also included in the 160-pp. book are 
contributions from the curators of the museums that provide 
additional historical context for the 150 iconic artifacts depicted. 
For more information, go to www.nationaljewelryinstitute.org.
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 www.plasmacam.com
(719) 676-2700 • PO Box 19818 
Colorado City, CO 81019-0818

• Make Artistic Projects and Mechanical Parts
• Cut Detailed Custom Work or Mass Production
• Includes Industry-Leading Software 
• Simple to Operate - Runs Off Your Computer

Call today for
your FREE demo video!

Zeiss For Less

Carl Zeiss Sports 
Optics (www.zeiss.
com) is offering 

customers $100 and $50 
mail-in rebates on all 
Victory riflescopes with 
Rapid-Z Ballistic Reticles 
and Conquest riflescopes 
with Rapid-Z, respectively, 
purchased through Dec. 31, 
2011. The aforementioned 
scopes can be upgraded 
with a custom-engraved 
ballistic turret by Kenton 
Industries for $30 (normally 
$110). The company also 
lowered the price of its 
Victory RF binoculars by 
$200 and Victory 8X 26 mm 
T* PRF laser-rangefinding 
monocular by $100. 
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Let Sisk Do 
The Work

Sisk Rifles now offers custom-loaded ammunition. Using 
premium brass and bullets, the latter including Barnes, Berger, 
Hornady, Nosler and Sierra, the company can assemble 

customer-provided recipes, with discounts offered for five 20-round 
boxes or 10 20-count boxes. For $475, the company will “work up” 
custom loads (of which you’ll receive 20), adjust the trigger (on 
some rifles), check rings, bases and bedding, send a sample target 
and zero the rifle at 100 yds. For an additional $100, Charlie Sisk 
will shoot the rifle out to 285 yds. and provide a ballistic reference 
table. For details, visit www.siskguns.com.
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Country music star Justin Moore 
was born in Poyen, Ark., 
population 272, where he was 

raised on the family’s 100 acres. At a 
young age his grandparents instilled in 
him a love of the outdoors. 

“Though my grandpa sat with me in a 
deer stand before I was 2,” said Moore, 
“I bought my first gun, a single-barrel 
20-ga. shotgun, with my own money.” 

When he’s not touring the country 
performing his hits including “Small 
Town U.S.A,” “Backwoods” and “Bait 
A Hook,” you can find him at home, 
hunting and fishing with his buddies. 
The star has also vowed commitment to 
NRA’s new initiative, NRA Country.

NRA Country celebrates country 
music’s love of family, support of our 
military and appreciation for the 
outdoors. Many of country music’s 
biggest stars have joined the “This 
Is NRA Country” movement to share 
their traditional American values 

with millions of fans.   
Justin recently recorded a song 

called “This is NRA Country.” The song 
contains lyrics that celebrate what 
makes America a great nation. It can 
be downloaded along with the music 
video at www.nracountry.com.  

“I’m a proud member of the NRA, and 
I was honored to write a theme song for 
NRA Country,” said Moore. 

NRA Country has partnered with other 
well-known artists such as Rascal Flatts, 
Blake Shelton, Montgomery Gentry, 
Luke Bryan, Gretchen Wilson and 
many more.  This natural partnership 
celebrates shared values of patriotism, 
freedom and pride in America.

NRA celebrates these values with 
concerts and other events that benefit 
gun-safety programs, youth hunting 
and education programs, efforts to 
support our armed services, and other 
worthy causes. For more information 
visit www.nracountry.com.

“We’ll stand up for what we love because we believe in 
the U.S.A., God and family, and being free.”

—Justin Moore, “This is NRA Country”

Justin Moore Is NRA Country
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“We’ll stand up for what we love because we believe in 
the U.S.A., God and family, and being free.”

—Justin Moore, “This is NRA Country”
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PRODUCT PREVIEWS

LaserLyte TLB-1 
Laser Trainer Target

Accomplished shooters understand 
that trigger control is fundamental 
to good marksmanship. The ability 

to press the trigger completely through 
a clean break without disturbing the 
sight picture is essential to producing 
consistent hits on a target. That’s why 
dry-fire practice is so valuable and 
why the LaserLyte TLB-1 Laser Trainer 
Target is worth its weight in gold—or an 
equivalent quantity of ammunition. The 
TLB-1 can be engaged from up to 50 yds. 
with LaserLyte’s Laser Trainer cartridges, 
available in 9 mm Luger, .40 S&W and  
.45 ACP, and with its bore-mounted, sound-activated LT-PRO and 
LT-1 Laser Trainers—the former’s nearly flush-fitting design allowing 
drawing from holsters and the latter’s adapters allowing it to fit in and 
boresight handguns and rifles. The TLB-1’s secret is 62 laser-activated 
LEDs, which individually register a latent “hit” when struck by an 
incoming beam. Firing the laser at a smaller, separate Display area 
at the lower left of the unit’s 6¼"x9½" housing visibly reveals a static 
display of the entire shot string. Firing on the Reset area at the unit’s 
lower right clears the group and readies the TLB-1 for another session 
or shooter. A manually operated power switch activates the TLB-1, 
which is powered by three AA batteries. The TLB-1 not only offers the 
promise of hours of economical trigger time and a corresponding 
increase in shooting skill, it is also just plain fun to use. Suggested 
Retail Price: $219.95. Contact: LaserLyte (Dept. AR), 101 Airpark Road, 
Cottonwood, AZ 86326; (928) 649-3201; www.laserlyte.com.

—Brian C. Sheetz, Senior Executive Editor

Editor’s Choice
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THE TITANIUM TACTICAL POCKET PISTOL...

Thumb LaTch  
auTo EjEcTs Rounds

TM

Shown 
Actual Size

 Titanium Frame with MIL-STD finish resists corrosion

 2 rounds in chamber & integral grips house additional 2 spare rounds

 Ported barrel reduces muzzle flip & recoil

 Slim, no-snag, hammerless  
design for easy-pocket carry

 Thumb-latch auto-ejects  
spent rounds

 5 Patents pending including  
double-action trigger system

AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY FIREARMS

SPECS:

 Caliber: .45 ACP, 9MM
 Weight: 14 oz Titanium (empty)
 Width: .665 inches
 Length: 5.5 inches
 Height: 3.9 inches
 Barrel: 3.0 inches
 Frame: Titanium or Aluminum

The world’s smallest & lightest .45 ACP concealed carry pistol on the market today.

Grip holds  
2 spare rounds

HeizerDefense.com
ST. LOUIS • MO • USA • EARTH

The first  
concealed carry  
.45 ACP born from  
aerospace technology  
and 100% USA Made.   
The future of concealed  
carry firepower is now  
in your hands!

PaTEnT PEnding doubLE 
acTion TRiggER sysTEm

5/8 inch WidE,  
hammERLEss,  

no-snag dEsign
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S M A R T  G U N  C A R E

The days of ramming conventional brass rods down the bore of your gun are over. Exclusive Breech-to-Muzzle® 

technology from Otis gives hunters and shooters a better way to clean all rifl es, pistols and shotguns. Pull fouling

out of the gun rather than pushing it in. It’s quick. It’s simple. It’s Smart Gun Care.

ITEM 750   TACTICAL CLEANING SYSTEM

otistec.com

O329-21598    Breech-to-Muzzle Ad
Trim: 14.375" W x 4.625" H      Bleed: 16" W x 5.5" H
4/C
Swanson Russell

30"
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34"
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3%ISO 12647-7 Digital Control Strip 2009

Otis HPSD 4c TAR 1011.indd   1 8/2/11   4:30 PM

Hodgdon CFE 223 Propellant

Originally developed for the U.S. military, CFE 
223 contains proprietary chemistry named 
“Copper Fouling Eraser,” which deters 

fouling while shooting; the result is lengthened 
periods between cleanings, and less time spent 
doing so. Being a spherical propellant, CFE 223 
meters easily. Handloading data for CFE 223 is 
currently available for 27 different cartridges, from 
.17 Rem. to .375 H&H Mag, in 147 loads, and is offered 
in 1- and 8-lb. containers, retailing for $22 and $152, 
respectively. Contact: Hodgdon (Dept. AR), 6231 
Robinson, Shawnee Mission, KS 66202; (913) 362-9455; 
www.hodgdon.com.  
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DuraCoat EasyWay Camo Kit

The DuraCoat EasyWay Camo Kit has 
everything needed to camouflage a firearm. 
The kit includes four, 2-oz. DuraCoat 

colors; a 6-oz. aerosol can of TruStrip cleaner/
degreaser; 4 ozs. of DuraCoat Reducer; a Preval 
Aerosol Sprayer; a set of Cut-Rite Stencils; and 
an instructional DVD. Nine pattern options are 
offered, including: ACU, Desert MirageFlage, 
Urban MirageFlage, UnderBrush, Advanced Tiger 
Stripe, Air Force ABU, British DPM, Flame, and 
Barbed Wire. Price: $70. Contact: Lauer Custom 
Weaponry/DuraCoat Products (Dept. AR), 3601 
129th St., Chippewa Falls, WI 54729; (800) 830-6677; 
www.lauerweaponry.com.



Crosman Corp. 
M4-177 Air Rifle

The American-assembled Crosman pneumatic,  
multi-pump M4-177 air rifle has the look of an M4, but 
shoots inexpensive 0.177" pellets and BBs. It features a 

textured polymer forearm and receiver, adjustable polymer 
buttstock, and a precision-rifled steel barrel capable of 
delivering 7.9-gr. pellets up to 625 f.p.s., and BBs upward 
of 660 f.p.s. The M4-177 uses same five-shot Firepow’r 
magazines as the company’s Pumpmaster 760 and Recruit air 
rifles, and the BB reservoir holds 350 BBs. An 18-shot internal 
track feeds BBs into the action. For sighting, the M4-177 has 
a windage-adjustable, dual-aperture, flip rear sight, and an 
elevation-adjustable front sight; however, the M4-177’s rear 
sight can be removed for the installation of an optic. Price: 
$95. Contact: Crosman Corp. (Dept. AR), 7629 Routes 5 & 20, 
Bloomfield, NY 14469; (800) 724-7486; www.crosman.com.

  S I G N  U P  F O R  A M E R I C A N  R I F L E M A N  D I G I T A L    
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Kahr Arms is pleased to kick off their newest series of Kahr pistols - the CM series. 
The new line begins with the Kahr CM9093 which is based on Kahr’s most 
popular 3” barrel 9mm model the PM9093. 

The CM9 slide is only .90 inch wide and machined from solid 416 stainless 
slide with a matte finish, each gun is shipped with one 6 rd stainless steel 
magazine with a flush baseplate. Magazines are USA made, plasma 
welded, tumbled to remove burrs and feature Wolff Gunsprings. 
The magazine catch in the polymer frame is all metal and will not 
wear out on the stainless steel magazine after extended use.

Kahr offers the CM series at a great value price but did not 
compromise on the features, accuracy or reliability found 
in all Kahr pistols.

Factory: 130 Goddard Memorial Drive, Worcester, MA 01603
Sales & Service: 508-795-3919 / Fax: 508-795-7046
Web Address: www.kahr.com

Model: CM9093
MSRP: $565.00

7 rd. Extended magazine optional Made in the U.S.A.

Shipping Soon
CM40!!
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RAPID FIRE

As reported on 
www.nssf.com, on Sept. 18 at Heritage Auctions’ 
Dallas Signature Arms & Armor Auction, an 1836 Colt from 
the Al Cali collection sold for $977,500. It is reportedly the 
highest price ever paid for an American firearm. The .36-cal. 
revolver, serial number 515, had a 9" octagon barrel, shell-
carved ivory stocks, extensive engraving, silver inlays and 
color-casehardening, among other features. The revolver 
sold with a case and accessories. For more details, visit 
Heritage Auctions’ website, www.historical.ha.com. 

SureFire, LLC, recently announced that 
it has been awarded a $23.3 million contract 
for an indefinite quantity of sound suppressors, 
suppressor adapters, blank-firing adapters and 
training adapters, by officials of the Naval Surface 
Warfare Center, Crane Division—the primary 
solicitation center for U.S. Special Operations 
Command—as part of the Family of Muzzle Brake 
Suppressors (FMBS) contract.

In a Sept. 28, 2011, press release, Para USA 
announced it was exiting the rifle market, citing concentration on 
“its core competency in handguns.” Although Para USA will cease 
production of the Delayed Impingement Gas System (DIGS) 
Tactical Target Rifle (TTR), the company will service all that it 
sold. Manufacture and marketing of new rifles using the DIGS 
system will revert back to Al Zitta, the developer of the rifle. For 
more information on new rifles contact ZM Performance Systems, 
Inc. at (802) 777-8964, or by visiting www.zmweapons.com. 
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Ruger, Ruger logo, LCP and 
LC9 are Ruger trademarks.

®

Nikon’s ballistic mapping app, 
Spot On, is now available for Android. The app enables the 
user to select from an extensive database of factory loads and 
handloading components in dialing in his or her rifle, shotgun, 
handgun, muzzleloader, even crossbow. The program gives 
ballistic reports for bullets/loads, as well as trajectory, field-
reference and ballistic graphs, and adjustments can be made 
for atmospheric conditions, magnification changes with BDC 
reticles. It also enables the user to determine the point blank 
range for Nikoplex reticles with adjustable target/vital size. 
Nikon’s Spot On app is available from Android Market for $5, or 
is available to use for free at www.nikonhunting.com/spoton. 
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The Illustrated 
History of Firearms

It’s fitting that a spectacular new 
book from the NRA’s National 
Firearms Museum is entitled The 

Illustrated History of Firearms (rather 
than An Illustrated History) because of 
the way it so completely and skillfully 
spans all truly important firearm 
milestones within a single, practical 
volume. Authored by Director Jim 
Supica and Senior Curators Doug 
Wicklund and Philip Schreier, this 
new outreach echoes the Museum’s 
authoritative, but visitor-friendly, 
appeal in a deluxe hardcover edition.

The authors allowed their subjects 
to speak for themselves. The vast 
majority of the 304 pages are devoted 
to displaying high-quality color photos 
of more than 1,500 firearms, identified 
by useful, but concise, captions. 
Strategically placed sidebars offer 
additional, relevant information, but 
are brief enough not to redirect the 
reader’s attention.

Organizing any work this broad is an 
obvious challenge, and the authors do 
so largely by following a chronological 
order ranging from a primitive hand 
cannon circa 1350 right through to 
present-day examples. Many areas 
of particular interest are magnifed, 

thus offering even greater insight 
into subjects, such as John M. 
Browning’s designs, Exhibition 
Shooters, Hollywood Guns and 
Engraving Today. 

Along with practically every well-
known gun and model variant are 
numerous lesser-known creations 
(including an entire section of 
“Innovations & Oddities”) certain to 
broaden every reader’s perspective. 
No matter where a reader’s interest 
lies, everyone is bound to discover new 
guns and gain a greater understanding 
of their development and use.

What makes The Illustrated History of 
Firearms such a great value at its selling 
price of $29.95 (plus shipping and 
appropriate tax) is that it is so many 
things rolled into one—authoritative 
history, matchless reference, and 
handsome showpiece. Anyone even 
mildly curious about guns will be hard-
pressed to put it down. Autographed 
copies are now available from the 
NRA National Firearms Museum Store 
at (703) 267-1614 or by e-mail to 
store manager Benjamin Van Scoyoc, 
bvanscoyoc@nrahq.org. 

—John R. Zent, Editorial Director

BOOKS IN BRIEF
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Lake City 5.56 
Penetrator M855
Military, 62 Grain, 

1000 Rounds 
Loose Pack
AMM-223C

$359.79

763-501763-501

Speer Lawman® 9mm
TMJ, 115 Grain, 50 Rounds

AMM-4361 … $14.29

Remington UMC® .45 ACP
JHP, 230 Grain, 50 Rounds

AMM-506 … $23.79

SureFire® AR-15 .223 
60 Rounds, High Capacity
MAG-097 … $129.97

GLOCK® 
Model 17, 19, 26 
33 Rounds, 9mm
MAG-242 … $39.97

The largest selection of firearms in the world.

.50 Caliber Ammo Can with 
FREE Set of Three Trays

ZAA-050 … $14.97

Deluxe MRE Meals
Complete 12 Meal Case, Entree, 

Sidedish, Condiments and Heater
MRE-525 … $79.97

Finnish Gas Mask
New Filter, Mask is 

Used, Grade I Condition
MIL-1200 … $11.97

The Perfect Gift! 
Gift Cards and E-Gift Cards!
Redeem online or over the phone!
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  C O M M E N T    

 H O W  T O :  D I G I T A L

New Season Opens With Les Baer

When comes to rifles and pistols, Les Baer is all 
about performance. In our 2012 season opener 
we head to Davenport, Iowa, to see how Baer 

and his gunsmiths get the utmost in accuracy from all the 
firearms the firm builds. Also, Mark Keefe heads to the 
range with the latest Beretta semi-automatic, the Xplor 
Unico. Tune in each Wednesday evening on the Outdoor 
Channel  for  “American Rifleman Television.” 

   Wednesday, December 28
Feature .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..Les Baer Custom
Rifleman Review . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..Beretta Xplor Unico Shotgun
I Have This Old Gun .. .. .. .. Smith & Wesson Victory Model

Wednesday, January 4
Feature .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .  Smith & Wesson Governor
Rifleman Review . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. SIG Sauer M400 Carbine
I Have This Old Gun .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .Springfield Armory M1A

Wednesday, January 11
Feature .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .Inside ArmaLite
Rifleman Review . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Kimber Solo Pistol
I Have This Old Gun .. .. Russian Model 1891 Mosin-Nagant

Wednesday, January 18
Feature .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Making The S&W Military & Police
Rifleman Review . .. .. .. Merkel 147E Side-By-Side Shotgun
I Have This Old Gun .. Heckler & Koch MP5 Submachine Gun

AMERICAN RIFLEMAN TELEVISION
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 U S E  Y O U R  P O W E R

Bushnell 
Outdoor 
Products, 
which is owned by 
MidOcean Partners, recently 
acquired Night Optics USA, Inc., 
of Huntington Beach, Calif. The 
company specializes in night vision 
optics, including monoculars, 
binoculars, and riflescopes for 
military, law enforcement and 
commercial markets. 

Pelican’s new 1920 LED flashlight weighs only 2.2 
ozs. (with two AAA batteries installed), yet emits an ANSI 
FL-1 Standard 67 lumens for three hours. Additionally, 
the $36 light has a CNC-machined aluminum body, 
removable metal clip and “non-slip” matte finish. It is 
also backed by the company’s guarantee. For additional 
details visit www.pelican.com, or call (800) 473-5422.

RAPID FIRE
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Weaver’s redesigned website 
(www.weaveroptics.com) has 
improved navigation, faster searches 
and integrated product information. 
The company’s 2011 product catalog, 
ring charts and EBX ballistic charts 
are available for download, and a 
dealer application aids locating the 
nearest Weaver retailer. Users can 
also discover promotions, watch 
videos and view eNewsletters. 

ANDREA_FIT_FILE.indd   1 10/27/11   11:28 AM
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Ruger Factory Extended 
10/22 Magazines

The Ruger 10/22 semi-automatic carbine and 
variants—full-stocked rifles, compact models, 
AR-style SR-22 rifles and Charger pistols—

represent one of the most popular .22 Long Rifle 
platforms of all time. But since its 1964 introduction, 
Ruger has offered only standard, flush-fitting 10-round 
rotary magazines for the 10/22. That has changed 
with the company’s introduction of the BX-25 factory 
magazine. The black polymer 25-round “banana”-
style unit features a stainless steel, constant force 
spring that lifts a high-lubricity, red polyacetal 
follower to deliver cartridges through stainless steel 
feed lips to the chamber at an ideal 30° angle. The 
BX-25 can be disassembled for cleaning with a 3/32" 
Allen wrench. Price: $29.95 Contact: Sturm, Ruger 
& Co., Inc. (Dept. AR), 411 Sunapee St., Newport, NH 
03773; (603) 865-2442; www.ruger.com.

—Brian C. Sheetz,  
Senior Executive Editor

Premium 8 mm Rem. Mag. 
Ammunition 
Nosler, Inc. (Dept. AR) 
107 S.W. Columbia St. 
Bend, OR 97702 
(800) 285-3701 
www.nosler.com

Flexible, magnetic bore lights 
Real Avid (Dept. AR) 
10700 Highway 55, Suite 150 
Plymouth, MN 55441 
(800) 286-0567 
www.realavid.com

WHERE CAN I GET … ?
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  *For a summary of independent clinical studies and their results, call 1-800-831-1211.
**Restrictions apply. See savings card for details and expiration date. †If not satisfi ed after 30 
nights, call within 45 days of delivery to arrange return. We'll reimburse the purchase price less your 
initial shipping or Home Delivery and Setup fees. You pay return shipping. No returns or exchanges 
on adjustable bases, closeout or demo bed models. ©2008 Select Comfort Direct

77%
Discovered
increased energy

89%
Reported improved
sleep quality

87%
Fell asleep 
faster and 
experienced
deeper sleep

93%
Experienced
back-pain relief

90%
Reported 
reduced aches 
and pains67%

Enjoyed less 
daytime 
sleepiness

1-800-831-1211
sleepnumber50.com

ext. 75523

Clinical studies 
show an amazing 
93% of 
participants 
reported 
back-pain 
relief while 
90% said 
other aches 
and pains 
were 
reduced. 

      The Bed Loved by 
Sore Achy Backs

 YOU CUSTOMIZE 
THE FIRMNESS

The SLEEP NUMBER® bed 
is unlike any other. It’s the 
bed you adjust to your 
exact comfort and firmness 
preference, your 
Sleep Number® setting. 
Our handheld remote and 
advanced air-chamber 
technology allow you 
to quickly adjust the 
firmness on your side 
of the bed. At the 
simple touch of a 
button, YOU can 
change the 
firmness from extra 
firm to feather soft.

 EACH SIDE OF
 THE BED ADJUSTS
 INDEPENDENTLY

On a Sleep Number® bed, each 
of you can adjust the comfort 

and firmness to your exact 
preference—your Sleep Number® 

setting. Once you find your 
Sleep Number® setting, you 
can fall asleep faster, enjoy 
more deep sleep and wake 

up more refreshed. 

Call For More Information
You owe it to yourself to learn more about 

this revolutionary way to improve your sleep.

Receive a Special Thank You Gift!
For a limited time, inquire about our revolutionary bed and 

we’ll send you a special $50 Savings Card to use toward the purchase 
of any Sleep Number® bed or accessory item of $100 or more.**

 CLINICALLY 
PROVEN

It’s the bed clinically proven to relieve 
back pain and improve sleep quality.*

 GREAT VALUE
The Sleep Number® 

bed costs about the same as 
an innerspring mattress yet it 
lasts twice as long. And each 
Sleep Number® bed comes 
with a Risk-Free 30-Night 

In-Home Trial.† 

Mr./Mrs./Ms.
Name (Please print)

Address

City State Zip

Daytime Phone           Email

Mail to: Sleep Number, 9800 59th Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN 55442-9807  ext. 75523

❑ YES!  Please rush my FREE
 Brochure, DVD and Pricing

❑ Limited-Time Bonus!
  $50 Thank You Savings Card!**
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SHOOTERS TIPS

Shooters looking to extend their range sessions 
without “breaking the bank” can do so 
without using oftentimes-inferior, less-costly 

imported ammunition by purchasing American-
made components and ammunition that are less 
appealing cosmetically, or are product overruns 
and discontinuations. During the manufacturing 
process, bullets and ammunition can get 
blemishes. While not detrimental to external 
or terminal ballistics, and not affecting safety, 
such imperfections prevent their being sold 
at full price. Evidently, most shooters demand 
beauteous bullets; though it’s safe to say they’re 
no longer so after traversing a rifled bore. 
Likewise, overproduction and line eliminations can leave 
companies with surplus, be it components or ammunition. 
Discounting moves product, so some manufacturers—such 
as Nosler and Dynamic Research Technologies (DRT)—
make available to consumers, via their websites, these 
items at great savings. Some makers, such as Federal 
Ammunition, sell first to commercial retailers, such as 
MidwayUSA and Cheaper Than Dirt, who often pass on 
the savings. So, when buying ammunition, it’s prudent to 
remember the adage, “it pays to shop around.”

The savings can be impressive. For example, as this is 
written, Nosler has 250-count boxes of first-rate .22-cal., 
69-gr. Custom Competition bullets for $46.95, whereas the 
company’s regular price is $61. From the same line, 250-
count boxes of .30-cal., 190-gr. bullets are selling on  
www.nosler.com for $69.95 instead of the normal $91. 

Shooting For Less
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By Shooting Federal Ammunition’s  
Top Gun Target loads you can support Wounded 
Warriors, as a portion of the sales of this product goes to 
assisting injured service members. Containing a random mix 
of red, white and blue hulls, the 12-ga., 2¾" shells propel 11⁄8 ozs. 
of No. 8 shot to 1145 f.p.s. For more information on the Wounded 
Warrior Project, visit www.woundedwarriorproject.org, and 
additional details about Federal products can be found at  
www.federalpremium.com.  

Need premium, fully-prepped 6.5x55 mm Swedish Mauser 
brass? It’s discounted to $31.95 per 50, as opposed to 

$51. Likewise, DRT posts “second” .300 Win. Mag.  
200-gr. TerminalShock frangible ammunition on 
its website (www.drtammo.com) as costing 
$32.50 per box of 20, and the same component 
bullets cost $25 per 50—essentially half the 

normal price. 
Know that not all companies sell overruns, “blems” 

or “seconds,” as they’re often coined, to consumers; 
they’re used elsewhere. Companies such as Nosler and 

DRT do, however, and by doing so they enable cost-conscious 
shooters more range time. I’ve personally made heavy use of 
them in the past, and will continue to do so in the future; it’s 
too good a deal to pass up.

—Aaron Carter, Managing Editor

RAPID FIRE



That is a very interesting .410/.22. Unfortunately I 
cannot with total certainty tell you where or when 
it was produced. It should be noted that it does not 
have any proofmarks of any kind, which indicates 
it was likely not produced in any country in Europe 
where the proof laws have been in effect and strictly 
enforced for many years.

The design of the gun and the fact that it does 
not have any proofmarks leads me to think it was 
produced in South America. A very similar type of 
firearm called a Garrucha has been manufactured in 
Brazil since the 19th century. Normally it is made in 
the form of a break-open handgun with side-by-side 
barrels and exposed hammers like this gun. These 
were very inexpensive and have often been found with 
no markings of any kind. I would think that it is very 
likely that this gun may have the same “roots” as the 
Garrucha handguns. 

—Reid Coffield

AIMING INSURANCE.
Integrated laser control for your LC9

At less than half the cost of a leading competitor, LaserLyte’s®

side mount laser is the most effective addition you can 

make to your Ruger® LC9. It’s so streamlined, 

you’ll forget it’s even there until 

you need it.

928.649.3201  |  LaserLyte.com

MSRP: $99.95
Part # CK-AMF9



A

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Q

From the photos and description you have provided, 
it appears that you have a very nice Model 1912 
Erfurt with, apparently, almost all matching numbers 
on its major component parts. The 7" barrel is not 
a standard length, and in my research I can find 
no indication that this was a prototype barrel. The 
most likely case here is that yours is a standard 
military piece that was re-barreled sometime after 
its military service, as so many World War I Lugers 
were in countries all over the world. Large numbers 
of Lugers were brought back to the United States 
and England after that war, and in the 1920s, ’30s 
and ’40s there was no shortage of both U.S.-made, 
aftermarket Luger barrels available and gunsmiths 
willing to change them.

The additional numbers on your magazine are quite 
common also since magazines were often swapped 
from gun to gun. Before and after World War I 

A 7”-Barreled Luger?
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Enclosed are pictures of my 1912 Erfurt Luger, serial 
number 2689. It would appear from the markings that this 
was a military gun, but the barrel length is a mystery to me. 
I read in a 1970s publication that this length barrel, 7", was 
used only for prototypes or presentation guns. The barrel 
does not appear to have ever been blued, giving some 
indication that this gun may have indeed been a prototype. 
Also I notice that the magazine has several different 
numbers, including “2689” with the number “1” above it, 
and then “7168” much lighter below. I would appreciate  
any information you could give on this gun.



German armorers would have made sure the magazine 
worked in the particular gun it was placed with and 
then re-numbered the magazine to match that gun. Your 
magazine appears to have been with at least two Luger 
pistols before coming to number “2689” as it has been 
re-stamped twice. 

Lugers are a fascinating field of study. If you would 
like to make contact with Luger collectors to further your 
knowledge of these wonderful old pistols, you may want to 
spend some time at www.lugerforum.com. 

—DaviD R. ChiCoine

GunVault.com

“But I was instantly armed and ready, thanks to my GunVault. The armed 
intruder was met with a hail of gunfire from my .45 as he kicked in my 
door — preventing him from even getting the chance to fire his own 
weapon. I truly believe that no other product would have given me the 
speed and confidence to access my handgun and control the situation. 
Thank you for helping me save the lives of my family.”

                                                                 – J. of San Bernardino, CA

http://www.lugerforum.com


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Garrucha Double Gun?

Q
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A relative recently showed me a firearm that is a combination 
.410-bore shotgun, .22 Long Rifle side-by-side that appears 
quite old. There is absolutely no maker’s mark, serial 
number, or any identifying numbers or letters anywhere on 
the firearm. Even completely disassembled there are no 
hidden marks. There is some engraving, but it appears to be 
of “home-grown” quality. Even some the screws appear to 
have been fabricated, rather than purchased. The buttstock 
is sharply curved—almost too sharply for a grown man’s 
shoulder—and encased in a curved metal buttplate.  
Can you shed any light on this firearm?



That is a very interesting .410/.22. Unfortunately I 
cannot with total certainty tell you where or when 
it was produced. It should be noted that it does not 
have any proofmarks of any kind, which indicates 
it was likely not produced in any country in Europe 
where the proof laws have been in effect and strictly 
enforced for many years.

The design of the gun and the fact that it does 
not have any proofmarks leads me to think it was 
produced in South America. A very similar type of 
firearm called a Garrucha has been manufactured in 
Brazil since the 19th century. Normally it is made in 
the form of a break-open handgun with side-by-side 
barrels and exposed hammers like this gun. These 
were very inexpensive and have often been found with 
no markings of any kind. I would think that it is very 
likely that this gun may have the same “roots” as the 
Garrucha handguns. 

—ReiD CoffielD
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FAVORITE FIREARMS

Back in the mid-1940s we participated in the 
“Adobe Walls Junior Rifle Team.” While we never 
won a national championship, we did win a lot of 

four-position indoor matches and some outdoors. 
We shot at the old 40th Infantry National Guard 

Armory in Exposition Park in Los Angeles. It was 
next to the Coliseum, the site of the 1932 and 1984 
Olympics. This was during the end of and just after 
World War II, and equipment was scarce. The other 
team members shot Remington 513Ts. I shot an old, 
“slow-lock” Model 52 Winchester made in 1931 
(above, back row, second from the left).
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A Winning Winchester

NRA member photo



WE SHOT AT 
THE OLD 40TH 
INFANTRY 
NATIONAL 
GUARD 
ARMORY IN 
EXPOSITION 
PARK IN LOS 
ANGELES. IT 
WAS NEXT TO 
THE COLISEUM, 
THE SITE OF 
THE 1932 
AND 1984 
OLYMPICS. 
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FAVORITE FIREARMS
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I qualified as a “Distinguished Rifleman” 
and won my first NRA membership. I went on 
to shoot the Model 52 on the UCLA varsity 
rifle team. I hadn’t fired the old 52 in almost 50 
years so I took it to the range last month. It will 
still shoot 10-ring-size groups at 50 yds. with 
iron sights.

Back then, most of the team members rode to 
the armory on streetcars or on buses, carrying 
their shooting jackets and cased rifles. We 
were only 15, 16 or 17 years old! Times have 
changed. I would not want to try that today; but, 
back then, no one thought anything about it.

—John Goodlad, California

NRA member photo



The legendary
G.I. issue m1 Garand
rifle awaits you.

The legendary
G.I. issue m1 Garand
rifle awaits you.
From the hedgerows of Normandy to 
the volcanic sands of Iwo Jima, the U.S. 
Rifle, Caliber .30, known as
the M1 Garand, left behind 
a battlefield reputation
second to none.

From the hedgerows of Normandy to 
the volcanic sands of Iwo Jima, the U.S. 
Rifle, Caliber .30, known as
the M1 Garand, left behind 
a battlefield reputation
second to none.

Buyers meeting basic 
requirements can own

these collectible 
military treasures 

and fire them in 
CMP-sanctioned rifle

competitions at
regional and national 

events or at their own
local shooting range.

Buyers meeting basic 
requirements can own

these collectible 
military treasures 

and fire them in 
CMP-sanctioned rifle

competitions at
regional and national 

events or at their own
local shooting range.

1401 Commerce Boulevard
Anniston, Alabama 36207

No FFL required to transfer surplus military rifles from CMP to an individual. 
CMP U.S. Government Surplus Rifle Purchase requirements - Purchaser must: 
1. Be a U.S. citizen at least 18 years of age. 2. Be legally eligible to purchase a 
firearm. 3. Be a member of a veterans’ organization or of a club or state asso-
ciation affiliated with the CMP (see CMP for a list of 4,500+ qualifying clubs or 
associations).  4. Have participated in a marksmanship activity or satisfy with 
other criteria. See catalog for complete instructions.

The CMP is a non-profit corporation chartered by the U.S. Congress to promote 
firearms safety training and marksmanship, especially for youth. CMP sales of 
U.S. Government surplus rifles, ammo and related merchandise help fund CMP 
junior programs, affiliated shooting club programs and CMP-hosted National 
Trophy Rifle & Pistol Matches at Camp Perry.

CIVILIAN MARKSMANSHIP PROGRAM 
1401 Commerce Boulevard 
Anniston, Alabama 36207

No FFL required to transfer surplus military rifles from CMP to an individual. 
CMP U.S. Government Surplus Rifle Purchase requirements - Purchaser must: 
1. Be a U.S. citizen at least 18 years of age. 2. Be legally eligible to purchase a 
firearm. 3. Be a member of a veterans’ organization or of a club or state asso-
ciation affiliated with the CMP (see CMP for a list of 4,500+ qualifying clubs or 
associations).  4. Have participated in a marksmanship activity or satisfy with 
other criteria. See catalog for complete instructions.

The CMP is a non-profit corporation chartered by the U.S. Congress to promote 
firearms safety training and marksmanship, especially for youth. CMP sales of 
U.S. Government surplus rifles, ammo and related merchandise help fund CMP 
junior programs, affiliated shooting club programs and CMP-hosted National 
Trophy Rifle & Pistol Matches at Camp Perry.

TMTM

For ordering information and a Free Catalog, visit www.thecmp.orgFor ordering information and a Free Catalog, visit www.thecmp.org

BACK THEN, 
MOST OF 
THE TEAM 
MEMBERS 
RODE TO THE 
ARMORY ON 
STREETCARS 
OR ON BUSES, 
CARRYING 
THEIR 
SHOOTING 
JACKETS 
AND CASED 
RIFLES. WE 
WERE ONLY 
15, 16 OR 17 
YEARS OLD!
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FAVORITE FIREARMS

In 1948, my Dad, David Witt, at 19 years old, 
bought a new .30-’06 Sprg. Remington Model 
721. It required a lengthy wait to get one, which 

was normal at that time because of demand; 
however, the adage that anything worth having is 
worth waiting for was as true then as it is now.
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Getting It Done
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That’s why you’ll never see us 
use statements like “Deal of the 
Week” or “Lowest Price Ever”.  
That’s why we prefer to use our 
ads to point out the features 
that make Lewis Machine & Tool 
weapons different from the rest 
and help you to retain a higher 
long-term value in your firearm 
investment. 

We understand that deals 
seem appealing, but we also 
understand what it costs to 
build the weapon you want by 
your side for a lifetime. So when 
you find yourself with your 
finger on the trigger, you need to 
decide, do you want a weapon 
built the way a weapon should 
be built or do you want a “Deal 
of the Week”?
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IN 1948, MY 
DAD, DAVID 
WITT, AT 19 
YEARS OLD, 
BOUGHT A NEW 
.30-’06 SPRG. 
REMINGTON 
MODEL 721.
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FAVORITE FIREARMS
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Our family grew up on the deer and elk 
that rifle took, and Dad always kept it in 
perfect condition. After 50 years of chasing 
around in the brush and packing the rifle 
on hunts, I have nearly as many memories 
with the gun as he does. 

A retired Oregon State Police major 
and certified NRA firearm instructor, Dad 
has had access to many different makes, 
models and calibers of firearms through 
the years. However, if asked which would 
be his go-to gun, it would still be his 
Remington Model 721. 

The rifle still shoots a 1" group or better 
and, at 82, so does Dad. As you can see by 
this recent photo, after more than 60 years, 
these two can still get it done. 

—randy Witt, oreGon

… IF ASKED WHICH WOULD 
BE HIS GO-TO GUN, IT 
WOULD STILL BE HIS 
REMINGTON MODEL 721. 

Nearly every shooter has a favorite firearm. If you would like to share the experience of owning yours with 
other American Rifleman readers, send a sharp color photograph of the gun, accompanied by its story 
in fewer than 400 words, with your name, address and daytime telephone number to: Favorite Firearms, 
American Rifleman, National Rifle Association, 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400. Photos 
and submissions cannot be returned and may be edited for clarity and brevity.  



Smart Luxuries—Surprising Prices

Never underestimate your competition. Just ask Demetrius,
the unfortunate Greek general who set out to conquer

Rhodes in 305 BC. He assumed that a massive force of 40,000
men, a fleet of Aegean pirates and an arsenal of wall-smashing
war machines would be enough to crush the tiny Greek island.
He was wrong. The Rhodians were tougher than he thought.
And so is this watch. If you’ve always believed that the biggest,
baddest watches had to cost big, bad money, the $79 Stauer
Colossus Hybrid Chronograph is here to change your mind.   
A monument to toughness. The people of Rhodes were
ready for Demetrius and repelled his attack. To celebrate, they
built the Colossus of Rhodes, a 107-foot bronze and iron giant
that towered over the harbor like a ten-story trophy. It warned
future invaders that “Rhodes is tougher than you think.” You
give the same message when you wear the Stauer Colossus. 
The timepiece that works twice as hard. In designing
the Colossus Hybrid Chronograph, our instructions to the
watchmaker were clear: build it as tough as a battleship and fill
it full of surprises. Make it a hybrid, because it should work
twice as hard as a regular watch. And make it look like a 
million bucks, because when you put it on, you should get 
excited about rolling up your sleeves. Mission accomplished. 
A toolbox on your wrist. It will keep you on schedule, but
the Colossus Hybrid is about much more than time. The 
imposing case features a rotating gunmetal bezel that frames
the silver, black and yellow face. You’ll find a battalion of digital
displays on the dial arranged behind a pair of luminescent
hands and a bold yellow second hand. Powered by a precise

quartz movement, the watch is doubly accurate in analog and
digital mode. And it’s packed with plenty of handy extras 
including a bright green EL back-light for enhanced nighttime
visibility, a tachymeter along the outer dial and a full 
complement of alarms and split-second countdown timers. The
Colossus Hybrid secures with a folded steel bracelet that 
highlights a row of striking dark center links. It’s a rugged
watch that’s more than ready for your daily grind.  
Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed. Wear the Stauer Colossus
Hybrid for 30 days and if you are not 100% thrilled with your
purchase, return it for a full refund of your purchase price. But
once you get a taste of more watch for less money, it’s likely
you’ll be back for more... and we’ll be waiting. 

A Stauer Exclusive
Colossus Hybrid Digital/Analog Watch—$395
Now $79 +S&P  Save $316
Call now to take advantage of this limited offer.

1-888-277-8380
Promotional Code CHW252-02
Please mention this code when you call.

14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. CHW252-02
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

Stauer has a Better Business 
Bureau Rating of A+

WATCH SPECS: -Easy-to-read analog/digital modes  -Back-lighting & luminescent
hands  - Tachymeter, countdown timers & alarms  - Folded stainless steel bracelet
fits a 6 3/4"–8 1/2" wrist

No More Mr. Nice Watch
Forget sleek and subtle, the Stauer Colossus Hybrid is one tough timepiece.

Stauer®

What Stauer Clients Are Saying
About Our Hybrid Watches


“Great watch... an 

impressive piece straight 
out of the box.” 

— C. FROM COLORADO

Offer Limited
to First 5000
Respondents

www.stauer.com

CHW252-02_6.75x9.625_Layout 1  10/31/11  3:15 PM  Page 1
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Competition Grade

It is the pistol that world-champion shooter Rob Leatham—otherwise known 
as “The Great One”—wanted all along. The XD(M) 5.25, with its match-grade 
sights and trigger, and accuracy appropriate for the top levels of competition, is 
the newest addition to Springfield’s vaunted XD(M) line.

BY WILEY CLAPP, Field Editor

Springfield’s XD(M) 5.25

ob Leatham—Springfield’s Million Dollar Man—works 
for the Illinois firm as an exhibition shooter, product 
promoter and all-around expert on things that go bang. 
He has been doing so for quite a few years. Wearing the 

Springfield colors and logo, Leatham has traveled the 
world demonstrating products, teaching their use 

and winning multiple championships. I’ve been 
there for a handful of those events and remain 

impressed with Robbie’s multiple talents, 
teaching skills and unfailing good humor. 



Just last week, I was regaling yet 
another Gunsite Number 250 class with 
my recollections of Leatham shooting a 
perfect 3.9-second El Presidente drill 
(par time for an El Pres is 10 seconds). 
Clearly, this American handgunner 
knows his guns and better yet, knows 
how to use them. It is to Springfield’s 
credit that Leatham was shown a great 
deal of deference in the design of the 
company’s newest line of pistols—the 
XD(M) 5.25 competition models.

First, let’s get a quick review of the 
XD in general, then identify why and 
how the 5.25s are different. Americans 
first saw the XD under another 
name and brand—the HS2000 built 
by the Croatian Metal Co. in a new 
plant in Croatia. Made to fulfill the 
country’s police and military service 
pistol needs, the HS2000 employed 
a modern design and the latest in 
gun-manufacturing technology. It 
had a polymer receiver and metal 
upper, a simplified manual of arms 
and a capacious magazine. Early on, 
a few HS2000s were imported to the 
United States. Gun-savvy executives 
at Springfield saw the gun, realized 
its potential and before you could say 
“Load and make ready!” asked for 
some changes and negotiated the 
import rights. Under the Springfield 
banner, the HS2000 became the XD (for 
eXtreme Duty) pistol. It has already gone 
through several series of upgrades and 

modifications, including the introduction 
of the more refined and feature-laden 
XD(M) pistol (September 2008, p. 64). 
The 5.25s are the most recent.

The XD(M) pistol is a full-size semi-
automatic with a double-column 
magazine. The receiver is polymer 
with steel inserts. Chambered for 
the 9 mm Luger, .40 S&W or .45 
ACP, the XD(M) is a recoil-operated 
pistol, with the breech end of the 
barrel cammed up into register in 
the broad ejection port. The XD and 
XD(M)’s operating system is unique in 
that it uses a grip safety in the backstrap 
that must be depressed by a proper 
grasp in order for the gun to function. 
There is also an articulated safety in 
the face of the trigger, a feature found 
on a number of today’s service pistols. 
This is part of an operating system 
that Springfield calls the Ultra Safety 
Assurance system. It is a very safe 
gun, but one that is quick and easy 
to use. Safeties all work in the act of 
grasping the gun, so there is no need 
for additional manual safety 
levers. On the XD(M), the 
Minimal Reset trigger, with 
a shorter take-up and 
quicker reset, is standard.

With a grip angle 
much like the M1911’s, 
as well as a hand-
filling grip, the XD(M) 
series is ergonomically sound. It 
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In addition to familiar 
XD(M) features, the 5.25 
has a portion of the slide 
top removed to reduce 
weight. The fiber-optic 
front sight is dovetailed 
into the slide.
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is the ergonomics of the gun that 
first appealed to Leatham. With the 
increased popularity of so-called 
“action” shooting games, there is a 
growing demand for attractively priced, 
box-stock pistols with respectable 
accuracy and generous magazine 
capacities. They also need the other 
characteristics of premium competition 

firearms, like precisely adjustable 
sights that are instantly visible, lots of 

spare magazines and other 
accessories such as holsters 
and pouches. This is where 
Leatham’s years of experience 
are so valuable—and why 
it was Leatham who was so 
instrumental in putting the 
5.25 package together.

Springfield wanted to create 
a competition-grade pistol at 
reasonable cost. Literally, it 
wanted a pistol that a shooter 
could buy, sight it in and take 
to the weekend match. It had 
to be a gun that was good 
for USPSA, IPSC, IDPA, NRA 
Action Pistol and possibly 

other defensive pistol uses. This means 
that the gun would pass under the 
bar of rules used in all, not just one, 
of those shooting sports. And that is 
part of the reason the gun got its name. 
Barrel length is important in action 
shooting, since it results in greater sight 
radius, as well as slightly improved 
ammunition performance. Comparing 

the various rule 
books, Springfield 
determined that the 
longest all-around 
barrel length that 
would work is 5.25"—
which is how the 
model got its name.

Offered in 9 mm 
Luger, .40 S&W or .45 ACP, the XD(M) 
5.25 is competition-capable right out 
of the box and is competitive in other 
ways. First, the pistol is accurate at a 
level that most polymer guns do not 
achieve. As we shall see after a range 
visit, three different 5.25s averaged 
right at 2" (five consecutive, five-
shot groups at 25 yds.), something 
that other guns cannot match. It is 
also competitive in the sense of 
handling, extra features and price. 
The 5.25s come in either all-black or 
bi-tone finish and in three different 
chamberings—9 mm Luger, .40 S&W 
and .45 ACP. I had a sample of each 
for review and noted that the guns 
seem to be built on the same frame. 
However, after a phone conversation 

OFFERED IN 9 MM LUGER, .40 
S&W OR .45 ACP, THE XD(M) 
5.25 IS COMPETITION-CAPABLE 
RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX AND IS 
COMPETITIVE IN OTHER WAYS. 



SPRINGFIELD XD(M) 5.25

with Leatham, I discovered that the .45 is slightly 
larger in the fore-and-aft receiver dimension. 
That is not surprising, since the .45 ACP round 
is just a little longer than the 9 mm or .40. 
Magazine capacities are 19, 16, and 13 for 9 
mm, .40 and .45, respectively. Note that three 
magazines come with each gun.

Handling is excellent with this pistol. It is 
a hefty, full-size gun with a hand-filling butt 
section. The mold that creates the receiver 
produces so-called “pineapple grenade” 
checkering on the frontstrap, as well as the 
backstrap. Side panels are extensions of the 
frontstrap checkering and form a series of ribs 
that help anchor the gun 
in the shooter’s hand. 
All of the polymer 
ridges are styled 
like the metal ones 
machined into 
the sides of the 
slide that assist 
in grasping it to 
work it back in standard 
manipulation. Since considerable 
thought went into the contours of this 
handgun, I am not surprised to see the lower end 
of the butt worked into a restrained magazine 
well. Also, the butt features a removable lower 
rear corner. Two extra corners come with the 
gun, in order that the owner can change them to 
suit the size of his hand and his preferences. By 
design, the 5.25’s racy appearance is calculated 
to imply cutting edge functionality. In practice, 
the gun handles even better than it looks.

The drill is utter simplicity. The shooter inserts 
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HANDLING IS EXCELLENT 
WITH THIS PISTOL. IT IS 
A HEFTY, FULL-SIZE GUN 
WITH A HAND-FILLING 
BUTT SECTION. 

The striker-fired 
XD(M) 5.25 can 
be disassembled 
without tools, 
and pulling the 
trigger is not 
necessary to 
remove the slide.  



SPRINGFIELD XD(M) 5.25
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SHOOTING RESULTS (25 YDS.)
Factory
Cartridge

Vel. @ 12'
(f.p.s.)

Energy
(ft.-lbs.)

Group Size In Inches
Smallest   Largest   Average

9 mm Luger

Federal Hydra-Shok
124-gr. JHP

1147 Avg.
11 Sd

363 1.20 1.99 1.58

Hornady HP/XTP
124-gr. JHP

1121 Avg.
18 Sd

346 1.75 2.77 2.05

Average Extreme Spread 1.81

.40 S&W

Remington Golden
Saber 165-gr. JHP

1122 Avg.
22 Sd

460 1.78 2.45 2.08

Federal Hydra-Shok
180-gr. JHP

1012 Avg.
21 Sd

409 1.66 2.46 2.07

Average Extreme Spread 2.07

.45 ACP

Hornady TAP
230-gr. JHP

952 Avg.
24 Sd

463 1.95 2.40 2.23

Federal Gold Medal
230-gr. FMJ

803 Avg.
11 Sd

329 1.64 2.15 1.88

Average Extreme Spread 2.05

Accuracy results determined with five consecutive, five-shot groups fired from a Ransom Rest 
at 25 yds. Velocities measured with an Oehler Model 35P chronograph with screens placed 12 ft. 
from the muzzle. Altitude of test site approximately 5,200 ft. above sea level. Average ambient 
temperature during test 54° F. Abbreviations: FMJ (full metal jacket), HP (hollow point), JHP 
(jacketed hollow-point), XTP (eXtreme Terminal Performance), Sd (Standard deviation).



a loaded magazine into the butt of an unloaded 
5.25, then grasps the slide with an overhand 
grip, pulls it all the way to the rear and releases 
it. This action will strip a round from the top 
position in the magazine and feed it into the 
chamber as the slide closes. At this point, note 
that you can’t do this unless the pistol is held 

in a shooting grip, which compresses the grip 
safety. You can’t perform any slide manipulation 
or trigger press, unless the pistol is held in a 
firm shooting grip. Somewhere around 6 lbs. of 
pressure on the trigger will fire the shot, which 
will then initiate the traditional semi-automatic 
pistol slide cycle and places another round in 
the chamber. There is no manual safety and no 
need for one. There is only a single lever along 
the top left side of the receiver—a slide lock to 
secure the slide to the rear. 

Shooters accustomed to the crisp trigger pull 
of one of Springfield’s M1911 models might 
struggle with the 5.25 trigger at first. The reset 
position is well forward and takes some getting 
used to. With a little practice, it can be learned 
and with intense and careful attention, it can 

BY DESIGN, THE 5.25’S 
RACY APPEARANCE 
IS CALCULATED TO 
IMPLY CUTTING EDGE 
FUNCTIONALITY. IN 
PRACTICE, THE GUN 
HANDLES EVEN BETTER 
THAN IT LOOKS.

model

The world’s most 
versatile 3-gun 
competition rifle

Scan the QR code 
with your mobile device

3G

 www.stagarms.com
stag arms

860-229-9994

*shown with optional sights



SPRINGFIELD XD(M) 5.25
Importer: Springfield Armory,  

420 W. Main St., Geneseo,  
IL 61254; (800) 680-6866;  
www.springfieldarmory.com

Caliber: 9 mm Luger, .40 S&W, .45 
ACP

Action Type: recoil-operated,  
center-fire, semi- automatic 
pistol 

Frame: polymer
Barrel: 5.25"
Rifling: six-groove 1:10" RH twist  

(9 mm); 1:16" RH twist (.40 
S&W), 1:16" RH twist (.45 ACP)

Magazine Capacity: 19 (9 mm),  
16 (.40 S&W), 13 (.45 ACP)

Sights: red-dot, fiber-optic front, 
fully adjustable match rear

Trigger: 6-lb., 8-oz. pull
Overall Length: 8.3"
Width: 1.2"
Height: 5.75"
Weight: 29 ozs. (9 mm Luger &  

.40 S&W), 32 ozs. (.45 ACP)
Accessories: lockable hard case 

with two spare magazines, 
holster, magazine pouch, 
magazine loader, lock, manual, 
spare front sight.

Suggested Retail Price:  
$795 (9 mm blue); $865 (9 mm  
bi-tone), $795 (.40 S&W blue),  
$865 (.40 S&W bi-tone);  
$835 (.45 ACP blue);  
$896 (.45 ACP bi-tone) 
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The rear sight is fully adjustable for 
windage and elevation. The gun may not 
be operated without depressing the grip 

safety on the frame’s rear.



be mastered. Recall that the gun was 
at first a service semi-automatic for 
police and military use. Intended for use 
under stress, it was never designed for 
the bullseye range. But today’s action 
shooting games have their origins 
in combat shooting, so the trigger 
works well and safely when speed and 
accuracy are the order of the day. It’s 
also appropriate to mention that while 
the 5.25s are way too big for most 
people’s concealed carry needs, they 
would make great home-defense pistols. 
And, yes, the molded receiver includes 
an integral laser and/or light rail.

Most of my range shooting centered 
around the Ransom Rest evaluation 
tabulated on the previous spread. The 
accuracy of these pistols was very 
impressive. In limited evaluation shooting 
(two different loads in each caliber) the 
three guns fired around the 2" mark at 
25 yds. There’s also a good chance that 
a thorough search for more accurate 

ammunition might be worthwhile. In 
the hand, I found the guns to be trouble 
free—zero malfunctions—and pleasant to 
shoot, even with ammunition as hot as the 
.45 ACP +P load.

I also have to mention the impressive 
array of accessories that come with 
each 5.25. In addition to a high-quality 
pistol and three magazines, you get an 
attaché-type hard case, lock, manual 
and spare front sight element. There’s 
also a nifty magazine loader, which 
is almost a necessity when those 
magazines are new and have stiff 
springs. Also, there’s a good polymer 
holster and magazine pouch that will 
serve as well as the pricey ones. Finally, 
you get two extra grip inserts that adapt 
the 5.25 to different hands.

It is a very good deal on a very good 
pistol. The micrometer adjustable rear 
sight puts it in a class that cannot be 
equaled. This is a fine new model from 
an established American gunmaker.  
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This early production example 
of the new Forbes Rifle 

Model 24B in .30-’06 Sprg. is 
topped with a Leupold VX-II 
3-9X 33 mm Ultralight scope 

mounted in Talley combination 
bases/rings. The setup has a 

combined overall weight of 
6 lbs., 2.1 ozs. The new rifles 

will feature stocks supplied by 
New Ultra Light Arms and will 

be mated to actions that are 
mechanically identical to those 

of NULA-produced guns.

More on the Web

www.americanrifleman.org 
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here’s no denying the adage 
“everything happens for a 
reason.” Regardless if one 
attributes them to divine 

intervention or something less 
spectacular, life events influence 
future outcomes, even if we don’t fully 
understand why at the time. Such proved 
to be the case with Melvin Forbes, 
owner of New Ultra Light Arms (NULA).  

“My son and daughter are happy 

The Big Picture

Following in the footsteps of the New Ultra 
Light Arms Model 24, the Forbes Rifle 
LLC Model 24B is built to Melvin Forbes’ 
standards and offers his signature custom 
touches—all at a more attractive price. 
But, that’s only the beginning.

BY AARON CARTER, Managing Editor

Forbes Rifle Model 24B

T



with, and well-established in, their 
careers,” confided Forbes. “Nobody 
lives forever. With more than 7,000 
[NULA and Ultra Light Arms, Inc. 
(ULA)] rifles out there, and my children 
not continuing the business, [the new 
venture] made sense. Those people 
will need support,” he added. In a 
world chock full of selfishness, Forbes’ 
reply exhibited true selflessness.

The opportunity to provide future 
services to NULA clientele, not to 
mention expand his customer base, 
came in 2010. “About a year and a half 
ago I was contacted by Jonathan Brawn, 
COO for Titan Machine Products, 
Inc.,” explained Forbes. “We decided 

to bring to market the Forbes Rifle 
Model 24B, in which I shared the design 
criteria, technology and manufacturing 
techniques, then supply the stocks. 
Titan Machine Products, Inc., through 
our new company, Forbes Rifle LLC, 
does the rest. The parts will be fully 
interchangeable with those in NULA 
rifles,” added Forbes. 

For Forbes, it wasn’t his first such 
partnership, nor was it a chance 
collaboration with Brawn. In 1999, 
Forbes sold his Granville, W.Va., 
company, then-named Ultra Light Arms, 
Inc., to Colt’s Mfg. Co., Inc. The Hartford, 
Conn., company desired to employ 
Forbes’ expertise in ultra-light rifles in 
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building the aptly named Colt “Light 
Rifle.” It did so ... to an extent. Certainly 
a folly on Colt’s part, the company used 
injection-molded, ULA look-alike stocks 
from Oneida Molded Plastics of Oneida, 
N.Y., rather than the genuine article, the 
hallmark of Forbes’ rifles. Saco Defense, 

an entity of Colt’s, produced the 
metalwork—to Forbes’ dimensions—
and performed the final assembly in its 
Maine facility. 

During the abbreviated period in 
which the Colt Light Rifle was produced, 
described by the Blue Book of Gun 

Values: Thirty-Second 
Edition as “New 2000-
disc.,” Forbes worked 
closely with Brawn, 
who was vice president 
of operations at Saco 
Defense. According to 
Brawn, Colt’s owned 
Saco Defense for 
a little more than a 

The Model 24B’s carbon-fiber-reinforced Kevlar stock features 
the trim, classic lines and ultra light weight for which Forbes 
is famous. Glass bedding from the tang area to the fore-end 
(bottom) dampens barrel vibrations, which the maker credits 
with allowing the rifle to shoot bullets of different weights into 
the same point of impact. 

“WE DECIDED TO BRING 
TO MARKET THE FORBES 
RIFLE MODEL 24B, IN WHICH 
I SHARED THE DESIGN 
CRITERIA, TECHNOLOGY AND 
MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES, 
THEN SUPPLY THE STOCKS.”



year—purchasing it in 2000—before it sold the company to General 
Dynamics, which eliminated Saco’s manufacture of commercial 
firearms. 

With the Light Rifle project cancelled, Forbes decided to purchase 
his company back from Colt’s; however, because of litigation—
reportedly ongoing even today—in which Colt’s and its entities 
(including ULA) were involved, he was unable to keep the former 
“Ultra Light Arms, Inc.” name. Forbes’ solution was simple—name his 
Sept. 2000 reacquisition “New Ultra Light Arms.” 

Meanwhile, Brawn, looking to invest, became a partner in Titan 
Machine Products, Inc., a company founded in 1978 by Mark Acker, 
and that was a supplier for Saco Defense. The company now has 

80-plus employees and a 40,000-sq.-ft. 
facility in Westbrook, Maine.

In his new-old company, Forbes’ first 
order of business was to build Light 
Rifles—48 in total—that were paid for, yet 
had not been delivered. He received no 
compensation for doing so. “My customers 
come first,” justified Forbes. See a 
recurring theme? Brawn, who has remained 
a friend of Forbes, and his now-business 
partner, did. They also recognized Forbes’ 
expertise in designing accurate, reliable, 
lightweight and marketable product. “We 
[Brawn and Acker] talked about this for the 

past 10 years,” said Brawn. “It was the right guy, the right product, 
and the right opportunity. Melvin’s product is unique and very 
sellable,” he added. 

With future cuts to military funding seemingly inevitable, it was 
fortuitous timing for Titan Machine Products, Inc., which supports 
the production of arms such as the M2, MK19, MK47 and M242. On 
the commercial side, the company aids production of firearms from 
Spencer Rifles and Colt’s Mfg. Co., Inc., the latter having previously 
included the famed Single Action Army.
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“IT WAS THE 
RIGHT GUY, THE 
RIGHT PRODUCT, 
AND THE RIGHT 
OPPORTUNITY. 
MELVIN’S PRODUCT 
IS UNIQUE AND 
VERY SELLABLE.”



A two-position trigger from Timney 
incorporates Forbes’ own safety design.



FORBES

With the partnership forged, it was 
decided that the rifles should come out 
not from Titan Machine Products, Inc., but 
rather a new company using Forbes’ well-
respected surname; hence the company 
was called Forbes Rifle LLC. Though 
offerings—designs, action sizes, and 
chambering—will likely expand, the first 
to emerge from the fledgling company 
was the Model 24B.

The Model 24B
Forbes’ method for designating NULA 

rifle models is simple, yet informative; 

they directly correlate to the actions’ 
overall weights in ounces. Forbes Rifle 
LLC continues that practice. Melvin 
Forbes’ first rifle, and thus action, 
was the intermediate-length Model 
20, originating in 1982 and suitable 
for the .308 Win. class of cartridges. 
Subsequent action introductions 
included the Model 24, 28, 32 and 40, 
which, when combined with the Model 
20, accommodate most chamberings 
from .22 Long Rifle to .416 Rigby. 

“The .270 Win. and .30-’06 Sprg. 
are what the majority of [American] 

SHOOTING RESULTS (100 YDS.)
.30-’06 Sprg. 
Cartridge

Vel. @ 15'
(f.p.s.)

Energy
(ft.-lbs.)

Group Size In Inches
Smallest   Largest   Average

Hornady SF
150-gr. GMX
No. 8112

  3066 Avg.
         17 Sd

      3,131         1.07         1.82        1.39

Norma 180-gr.
Vulkan
No. 20176592

  2624 Avg.
         21 Sd

      2,752         0.82         1.44        1.12

Remington ECL
150-gr. Core-Lokt 
PSP No. R30062

  2880 Avg.
         16 Sd

      2,762         1.07         1.57        1.29

Average Extreme Spread        1.27

Measured average velocity for 10 rounds through an Oehler Model 36 chronograph. Accuracy for five 
consecutive, five-shot groups at 100 yds. from a Coyote Jakes Shoot’n Buddy Rest. Temperature: 61° F. 
Humidity: 34%. Abbreviations: ECL (Express Core-Lokt), GMX (Gilding Metal eXpanding), PSP (pointed soft 
point), Sd (Standard deviation), SF (Superformance).
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www.mkschiappa.com

• 100% precision machined parts

• Natural feel, ergonomic grip

• Loaded chamber indicator

• Centerline point of aim

• Flat sided 
cylinder 

• .357 Mag

It’s the only revolver that
shoots through the 
bottom chamber!

hunters use, so the choice of action [for the 
introductory Forbes Rifle] was simple—the 
Model 24,” explained Forbes. New Ultra Light 
Arms chambers Model 24s in .30-’06 Sprg. and 
its offspring, ranging from .25-’06 Rem. to .35 
Whelen, as well as the European favorite,  
9.3x62 mm, so the ability for diversification 
is present. “We’re [Forbes Rifle LLC] looking 
at increasing offerings, including a big range 
of calibers [and thus different action sizes] is 
possible,” reported Brawn. “Some calibers will 
remain NULA options only, however.” 

The chrome-moly steel receiver is CNC-
machined from round bar stock, and it has the 
same matte-black oxide finish that is found on 
the recoil lug, secured between the barrel and 
the front of the receiver, the barrel, and the bolt 
shroud and handle. Since the barrel is devoid 
of sights, the receiver is drilled and tapped for 
scope bases, which are included. Designed by 
Melvin Forbes, the Talley Mfg., Inc. 1", aircraft 
aluminum rings—with bases integral with the 
lower half—weigh only 2 ozs. per set. 

Like NULA rifles, the Model 24B has a blind, 
three-round-capacity, staggered-column 
magazine that is tensioned by a steel leaf spring 
beneath a steel follower. Although the use of a 
blind magazine further increases stock strength, 
in this case its primary purpose is weight 
reduction. With the exception of the aluminum 
trigger guard, there’s no bottom metal, which is 
traditionally steel and, thus, increases weight. 

At least initially, the Model 24B will have the 
two-position Timney trigger currently used by 
NULA, though Forbes Rifle LLC is designing 
its own. The trigger differs from the standard 
Timney Remington Model 700 offerings 
in that Forbes installs a safety of his own 



FORBES
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design. When in the rear or “safe” position, pushing downward on the 
button enables the bolt to be cycled for unloading, yet the sear remains 
blocked. On the test rifle, the trigger exhibited no discernible creep or 
overtravel and broke at 2 lbs., 9.4 ozs.

Depressing the bolt-release, located on the left, rear of the receiver, 
enables removal of the bolt. The bolt, the body of which measures a mere 
0.591" in diameter, weighs only 8.1 ozs. The body is, for the most part, left in 
white, and receives both jewelling and polishing for enhanced aesthetics. It 
has dual-opposed locking lugs, a Sako-style extractor and a plunger ejector. 
Currently the handle is brazed to the body, as is found on NULA rifles; 
however, Forbes commented that Forbes Rifle LLC is considering a bolt 
machined with an integral handle.

It may, if you have included or plan to include the NRA in your will, trust, or through  
a beneficiary designation. Call 877-672-4483 to find out how this framed giclée can be yours  

as a thank you for supporting the Second Amendment through your estate plan. 

Does this print belong to you?

Defend freedom without firing a shot.
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CLASSIC TURRET PRESS KIT
Fast and convenient when loading 
handgun cartridges, with rates 
in excess of 250 rounds per hour 
possible.

 The kiT includes

Pro Auto-Disk PowDer meAsure & riser
 perfect for handgun and small rifle cartridges 

LArge AnD smALL sAfety Prime 
 make on press priming an ease

instAnt chAnge turret 
 makes changing calibers a snap.

complemenTing your press kiT 

cAse conDitioning tooLs 
 Cutter   ·  LoCk Stud  ·  Chamfer tooL  
 SmaLL and Large Primer PoCket 
 CLeaner   ·  Lee CaSe Sizing Lube  
 CheCk Your Load  
 Lee SafetY Powder SCaLe

compleTing The kiT

moDern reLoADing seconD eDition
 recently revised with all new load data  
 covering 167 cartridges with over 28,000 loads. 

 this kit,
  AnD A set of Lee Dies
is everything you neeD to begin 
              reLoADing. 

THE WORLD’S MOST POPULAR TURRET PRESS NOW AVAILABLE IN A KIT

Catalog #90304

LEE PRECISION, INC.  |  4275 HIGHWAY U |  HARTFORD WI 53027 USA

Send for your new 36-page Lee catalog full of reloading bargains!    www.leeprecision.com

The 24B’s bolt, which weighs 8.1 ozs., 
features dual-opposed locking lugs, a 
plunger-type ejector and a Sako-style 
extractor. Whereas the bolt’s petite handle, 
shroud and forward portion of the body, 
including the lugs, share the same matte-
black oxide finish, the primary body section 
is left in the white, where aesthetics are 
enhanced via polishing and jewelling.
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Whereas NULA uses Douglas 
barrels—customer-selected for 
material, length, contour and twist rate, 
all of which significantly contribute to 
the rifles’ $3,100 starting price—no 
such options are available from Forbes 
Rifle LLC. The Model 24Bs will feature 
standardized 24", sporter-contour 
Bulldog barrels, though the test gun, 

serial No. 11-00001, had a 23" version. 
Why Bulldog Barrels? “We [Brawn 

and Forbes] checked out many barrel 
makers, and some others were good, 
but Bulldog Barrels provides a product 
consistent with the quality we required,” 
explained Brawn. 

Forward of the receiver the barrel 
measured 1.058" in diameter, but 

FORBES
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tapered to 0.605" at the muzzle, where it 
ended in a radius crown with an ever-so-
slight recess. For both chamberings the 
right-hand-pattern rifling is applied at a 
1:10" twist rate, which is sufficient for the 
majority of .27- and .30-cal. bullets.

Melvin Forbes’ greatest contribution 
to the Model 24B is what also 
distinguishes NULA from lookalikes, as 
well as earned him NRA Publication’s 
2011 Golden Bullseye Pioneer Award 
(May 2011, p. 73), his carbon-fiber-
reinforced Kevlar stocks. It’s also the 
primary reason the rifle has a 5¼-lb. 
overall weight. Why? Designed with, 

and constructed using, aerospace 
technology, the stock weighs a mere 
8 ozs. when removed from the mold. 
Interestingly, the relatively firm, 7/8"-
thick rubber recoil pad weighs 6 ozs., 
and the paint alone is 2 ozs., for a 1-lb. 
total weight. Forbes’ stocks, which take 
five days to manufacture, feature a 
classic-style straight comb that directs 
recoil in such a manner that, even from 
NULA’s largest chamberings, is quite 
manageable. 

For the Model 24B, NULA will 
manufacture the stocks, but Forbes Rifle 
LLC will fit—the stocks are individually 
glass-bedded to actions—and finish 
them. Melvin Forbes believes full 
contact between the barreled action 
and stock dampens vibrations, enabling 
bullets of differing weights to impact 
closely, as well as enhancing accuracy. 
As such, the Model 24B is glass-bedded 
from the tang area to the tip of the fore-
end. Transposing targets during testing 
confirmed his belief. 

The stock has a single aluminum 
column through which the forward 
action screw passes. But, according 
to Forbes, it’s there to prevent over-
tightening, nothing more. The stock 
is held to the barreled action via two 
action screws, the rear of which, when 
combined with a smaller screw, secures 
the trigger guard. Two swivel studs 
allow for attachment of a sling.

MELVIN FORBES’ 
GREATEST 
CONTRIBUTION 
TO THE MODEL 
24B IS WHAT ALSO 
DISTINGUISHES NULA 
FROM LOOKALIKES, AS 
WELL AS EARNED HIM 
NRA PUBLICATION’S 
2011 GOLDEN 
BULLSEYE PIONEER 
AWARD, HIS CARBON-
FIBER-REINFORCED 
KEVLAR STOCKS.



Evaluation
Most custom and production rifles 

today are capable of delivering 
respectable, if not excellent, accuracy—
even to levels seldom encountered in 
the past. But, there are some products 
from high-production and custom 
gunmakers that I’ve yet to see fail to 
deliver. Rifles from NULA are prime 
examples, so despite lacking the “extra” 
touches or refinements of Forbes’ 
custom rifles, I had no concerns about 

the Model 24B performing well.  
To evaluate accuracy, I topped the  

.30-’06 Sprg.-chambered Forbes Rifle 
Model 24B with a Nikon Monarch UCC 
4-12X 40 mm scope in the provided 
Talley bases/rings, and shot five 
consecutive, five-shot groups at 100 yds. 
from a Coyote Jakes Shoot’n Buddy Rest. 
Three ammunition types—including a 
non-lead option—and two bullet weights 
were selected, with the latter specifically 

to check for shifts in point of impact. 
True to Forbes’ word, both 150- and 180-
gr. bullets grouped in close proximity. 

Although the barrel was given time to 
cool between groups, such was not the 
case during shot strings. Despite this, 
the Forbes Rifle proved that for three-
shot groups it’s easily a 3/4-m.o.a., if not 
1/2-m.o.a., rifle, but subsequent shots 
enlarged overall group sizes. Vertical 
“stringing,” however, wasn’t as apparent 

as with some other light-
contour-barreled rifles I’ve 
tested, which generally 
can be attributed, at least 
partly, to barrel heat. 
Rather, overall size simply 
increased, so there was 
a measure of shooter 
involvement. That being 
said, the most accurate load, 
Norma’s 180-gr. Vulkan, 

still recorded an average of 1.12" for 
the 25 shots. A pleasant surprise was 
Remington’s Core-Lokt Express 150-gr. 
Core-Lokt, which averaged 1.29". Who 
doesn’t appreciate a rifle that tightly 
groups economical, readily available 
loads? I certainly do.

In the past, shooting lightweight rifles 
off-hand has proven problematic for 
me, so with accuracy testing completed, 
I did just that with the Model 24B. 

  C O M M E N T    
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THOUGH LESS EXPENSIVE, 
THE MODEL 24B IS EVERY BIT 
AS CAPABLE AS ITS CUSTOM 
PREDECESSORS AND RETAINS 
ITS MOST INNOVATIVE 
FEATURES—ESPECIALLY THE 
NULA STOCK. 

FORBES
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When the fore-end is grasped near 
its end, the Forbes Rifle is remarkably 
steady; in fact, I even surprised myself 
with some excellent groups. Melvin 
Forbes attributes this to rifle balance, a 
foremost criterion in designing his first 
ULA rifle, the Model 20.

Even though the Model 24B tested was 
chambered in .30-’06 Sprg., and more 
than 125 rounds were sent downrange 
on a single day, I felt as though I 
had shot only a few—no discomfort 
whatsoever. The little perceived recoil 
that the lightweight rifle produced 
attests to the design of Forbes’ stocks, 
since the not-so-soft recoil pad would do 
little to reduce discomfort. 

Shooters who desire a NULA rifle 
but cannot afford the three-grand-plus 
price—count me among them—will 
appreciate the Model 24B, which Forbes 
quoted as retailing for $1,400. Though 
less expensive, the Model 24B is every 
bit as capable as its custom predecessors 
and retains its most innovative features—
especially the NULA stock. 

In the “Big Picture” called life, one 
cannot predict the future implications 
of one’s decisions. For lightweight 
rifle aficionados, fortunately Melvin 
Forbes decided to partner with Colt’s, 
which, although unfavorable at the 
time, resulted in a partnership enabling 

the production of the Model 24B, an 
excellent rifle in its own right, but also 
ensuring continuance of services to 
ULA and NULA customers.

“Everything happens for a reason.” 
Indeed.  

FORBES RIFLE MODEL 24B
Manufacturer: Forbes Rifle LLC, 

(Dept. AR) 600 County Road, 
Westbrook, ME 04092;  
(207) 899-3254;  
www.forbesriflellc.com

Caliber: .270 Win.,  
.30-’06 Sprg. (tested)

Action Type: bolt-action,  
center-fire rifle

Receiver: chrome moly steel
Barrel: 24"; chrome moly steel
Rifling: 1:10" RH twist
Magazine: internal, three-round 

staggered-column
Sights: none; drilled and tapped  

for scope bases
Trigger: Timney single-stage;  

2-lb., 9-oz. pull
Stock: carbon-fiber-reinforced Kev-

lar: length of pull, 131⁄2"; drop at 
comb, 5/8"; drop at heel, 3/8"

Overall Length: 425⁄8"
Weight: 5 lbs., 4 ozs.
Accessories: case, Talley scope 

bases/rings, safety lock,  
instruction manual 

Suggested Retail Price: $1,400 



Photos by Hannele Lahti

The silhouetted shape behind 
Browning’s 1911-22 represents 

a full-size M1911 and illustrates 
their proportional relationship.
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Scaling Down
A Masterpiece

At little more than three-quarters scale, this .22 Long Rifle version of the Government Model 
remains true to the lines, reliability and spirit of the classic original—and it’s a lot of fun.

BY GARRY JAMES

Browning’s 1911-22

maller incarnations of standard-
size guns are not a recent 
phenomenon. As early as the 17th 
century, scaled-down sporting 

and military arms were being 
brandished by the sons of nobility 
and “cadet” versions of muskets and 
rifles were produced for youthful 

attendees of military academies.
Diminutive copies of existing 

handguns were also built, though 
those generally appeared somewhat 
later than the longarms. Examples 
include the German Erma .380 
ACP and .22 Long Rifle Lugers that 
were popular in the late 1960s, 

S



and the Spanish Llamas, in .32 ACP 
and .380 ACP, made for a number of 
years on the lines of the Colt M1911 
Government Model.

Too, rimfire versions of service 
revolvers and semi-automatics have 
always been popular for training 
and plinking. Conversion kits were 
available for M1911s pretty early on 
as were actual .22 Long Rifle versions 
of the gun, most famously seen in the 
Colt Ace which premiered in 1931.

Appropriately enough, considering 
the name of the company and John 
Moses’ invention of the masterpiece 
Government Model, Browning has 
taken the rimfire/miniaturization 
concept to a new plane with its  
1911-22. Approximately 85 percent the 
size of a standard M1911A1 (whose 
lines it emulates) this spiffy little .22 
Long Rifle blowback promises to be 
a top-notch training aid for shooters 

with smaller hands, as well as a fun 
plinker, and great companion piece 
to a full-size Government Model. 
Plus—it’s just plain cute (a term I 
apply very sparingly to any firearm.) 
The 1911-22’s optimum dimensions 
were decided upon by some clever 
computer work, abetted by the acumen 
of Browning’s engineers and designers, 
and are not only pleasing to the eye, but 
comfortable in the hand.

They say first impressions can be 
quite telling, and in this case that was 
certainly true. When the little Browning 
was received and opened at my FFL, 
everyone who had a chance to look at 
it was captivated. It was hardly out of 
its zip-case before I heard, “Uh, are you 
thinking about buying it?” followed 
by, “If not, I’d sure be interested.” I 
explained it was an evaluation piece that 
was on-loan, and had to be returned, 
causing glum faces all around.

  C O M M E N T    
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Made entirely in the United 
States, the little pistol’s slide 
and frame are constructed from 
aircraft-grade 7075 T6 aluminum 
alloy, which is both durable and 
keeps the gun’s weight down to 
an even one pound. For added 
strength and proper function, the 
slide is fitted with a steel block 
that encloses the firing pin and 
extractor. The stainless steel barrel 
itself is target-crowned and button-
rifled, terminating at the aft-end 
in a dual-pinned barrel block with 
a polished feed ramp. As the gun 
is a blowback, John Browning’s 
swinging link/dropping barrel 

The Browning 1911-22 fieldstrips much like its 
center-fire progenitor. One major difference in 
design, however, is that the rimfire 1911-22 is 
blowback-operated with the barrel remaining 
fixed by the slide stop pin during firing.



arrangement is unnecessary, and 
the barrel is rigidly secured to the 
frame by means of the slide stop 
pin, which passes through a hole in 
a lump on the bottom of the barrel 
block. Other than that, with the 
exception of the magazine, which we 
will deal with later, and a couple of 
minor alterations necessary in the 
scaling-down process, the 1911-22 
incorporates all of the features of 
the parent .45 ACP, including the 
original’s 17.5-degree grip angle. 
It has a conventional manual safety 
and grip safety.

The finish is anodized matte 
black, giving the gun a decidedly 
martial appearance reminiscent of 
World War II-period Parkerizing, 
and stocks are G.I.-style checkered 
brown polymer. Sights consist of 
a basic military blade front, here 
thoughtfully provided with a ribbed 
face to help reduce glare, and a 
drift-adjustable, square-notch rear. 
Not much one can do to alter the 
from-the-factory sight arrangement 
but, hey, the gun is certainly not 
intended to be a competition 
piece and as such, the sighting is 
adequate for its intended purpose—
plus, anything else would simply 
spoil the pistol’s classic lines. 

All controls, to include the slide 
stop, safety catch and behind-the-

trigger button magazine release 
are faithful to the parent pistol. 
One takes down the piece in the 
original manner by first removing 
the magazine, pulling back the 
slide and ensuring that the gun 
is unloaded. Next, simply turn 
the barrel bushing 90 degrees 
clockwise while holding down on 
the recoil spring plug. After the 
bushing has been turned enough 
to clear the plug, it and the recoil 
spring can be eased out 
of the frame. The slide is 
moved slightly to the rear 
until the takedown notch 
is aligned with the rear of 
the slide stop. The stop 
can now be completely 
removed and the slide 
moved forward off the 
frame. Remove the 
polymer recoil spring 
guide. (Note that the 
guide has a small 
projection on the 
rear which fits into 
a corresponding 
dimple in front of 
the barrel block 
to ensure correct 
alignment during reassembly.) 
Finally, rotate the bushing 
counterclockwise until it stops, 
withdraw it from the slide and 
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ALL CONTROLS, TO INCLUDE 
THE SLIDE STOP, SAFETY 
CATCH AND BEHIND-THE-
TRIGGER BUTTON MAGAZINE 
RELEASE ARE FAITHFUL TO 
THE PARENT PISTOL. 



BROWNING 1911-22

SHOOTING RESULTS (15 YDS.)
.22 Long RifLe 
CaRtRidge

VeL. @ 12'
(f.p.s.)

eneRgy

(ft.-Lbs.)
gRoup size in inChes

smaLLest   LaRgest   aVeRage

Remington

hV 40-gR.
997 Avg.

16 Sd

88 2.00 1.51 2.25

WinChesteR

supeR max 34-gR.
1088 Avg.

19 Sd

91 1.75 2.50 2.08

Lapua

masteR m 40-gR.
827 Avg.

8 Sd

61 1.12 2.01 1.75

aVeRage extReme spRead 2.03

MeASured AverAge velocity for 10 roundS froM A 4¼" bArrel uSing An rcbS 
AMMoMASter chronogrAph. AccurAcy for five conSecutive, five-Shot groupS At 15 ydS. 
froM A SAndbAg reSt. rAnge teMperAture: 57° f. huMidity: 65%. AbbreviAtionS: hv 
(high velocity), Sd (StAndArd deviAtion).

extricate the barrel. Reassembly is in the reverse order—
and given the lack of swinging link, which has to be jiggled 
for proper alignment in the .45 ACP, and the less puissant 
recoil spring, the thing goes back together in a trice. 

The 1911-22 deviates from the original most in its 
magazine which, given the difference in caliber, rimmed 
vs. rimless cases and overall sleeker silhouette of the .22 
Long Rifle cartridge, should come as no surprise. It is of 
blued, heat-treated steel and features a polymer base 
pad and follower. Loading is made much easier by the 
presence of dual follower relief buttons, and by using the 
thumb and forefinger the follower can be pulled down 
against its extreme tension, allowing one to easily slide 10 
cartridges beneath the feed lips. 

  C O M M E N T    
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Browning touts the 1911-22 as being able to digest all types 
of .22 Long Rifle ammunition, including subsonic, high velocity 
and hollow point varieties. With this in mind, we toted an 

assortment of loads along with our 
evaluation pistol to the local range 
for its obligatory run-through. I fed 
it all sorts of different Long Rifles 
and, true to Browning’s word, the 
gun dealt with them in a reliable 
manner. Functioning was 100 
percent as it cycled everything from 
Eley Subsonic Hollow Xtras to CCI 
Velocitors. Offhand, potting at targets 
of opportunity, proved the gun was 
pretty much on-target at the various 
ranges at which it was called upon to 
perform. It fit my small-to-medium-
sized hand beautifully and was simply 
a delight to shoot, abetted in no 
small measure by a crisp 4-lb., 12-oz. 
trigger pull.

For the pistol’s formal target 
shooting session, I chose three 
types of ammunition that I thought 
would represent a reasonable cross-
section of what would or could be 
commonly encountered. They were 
chronographed using an RCBS 
AmmoMaster.

The accuracy results can be 
seen in the table on the previous spread, but a few general 
observations are in order to help put the stats in perspective. 
First off, my results at 25 yds. were somewhat disappointing, 

BROWNING 1911-22
manufaCtuReR: browning 

ArMS co., (dept. Ar), 
one browning plAce, 
MorgAn ut 84050-9326;  
(801) 876-2711;  
www.browning.coM

CaLibeR: .22 long rifle

aCtion type: Single-
Action, blowbAck-
operAted SeMi-AutoMAtic 
piStol

baRReL: 4¼" Steel, button-
rifled, tArget-crowned

magazine: detAchAble,  
10-round-cApAcity box

sights: fixed-blAde front,  
drift-AdjuStAble SquAre-
notch reAr

tRiggeR: Single-Action, 
4-lb., 12-oz. pull

stoCks: checkered 
polyMer

oVeRaLL Length: 71⁄16"
Weight: 16 ozS.
suggested RetaiL pRiCe: 

$600



The Browning 1911-22’s 
10-round magazine (r.)—
shown next to a  
.45 ACP M1911 magazine—
features serrated loading 
buttons on each side to 
ease insertion of the  
.22 Long Rifle cartridges.

and while I was able to keep shots in the general 
area of where I was aiming, I was not comfortable 
with accuracy testing the piece at that range. 
Bringing the targets up to 15 yds. made all the 
difference; groups tightened considerably and 
I was able to achieve some pretty good results 
for a 4¼"-barreled plinker. For the heck of it, I 
pulled the bulls forward even more to a “combat” 
range of 7 yds. and was, not surprisingly, able to 
do better—in a couple of cases coming close to 
halving some 15-yd. spreads. The gun did have a 
tendency to shoot a scosh high, but horizontally, it 
was right on. 

General observations on the 1911-22: One heck 
of a lot of fun to shoot, well-built, comely, and user-
friendly—especially if one is familiar with the 
standard Government Model and its variations. As 
noted above, it would make a heck of a training 
pistol. Did I mention it was fun to shoot?

There is no question in my mind the  
1911-22 is currently the plinker du 
jour—and probably for many more 
jours to come. To make things even 
more interesting, Browning is also 
introducing a “Commander”-style 
version of the same gun with a 
35⁄8" barrel, 6½" overall length 
and weight of just 15 ozs. Not 
surprisingly the duo will 
also be available as a 
boxed set. The whole 
deal just keeps getting 
better and better.  





At the 2011 NRA National Rifle and Pistol 
Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio, the country’s  
top shooters faced rain, wind and heat— 
and weathered tough competition as well.

Complete 2011 Coverage On The Web
Starting with Pistol, followed by High Power, Long Range, 
Smallbore and the new National Defense Match, here’s 
what you haven’t read in the blogs.
 
For all the scores, see 
www.nrahq.org/compete/champ3.asp.
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2011 Camp Perry Pistol Nationals
Hemphill Wins the Double Crown
BY CHIP LOHMAN, Managing Editor, Shooting Sports USA

 
icking off the summer’s National Matches were 646 
conventional pistol competitors from all points of 
the compass. Slightly down in attendance from the 
previous year’s 710 competitors, those who made 

the annual migration to Lake Erie’s southern shore were 
rewarded with no rain and mild temperatures—mild for 
Camp Perry anyway.

With 10 National Police Shooting Championships 
to his name, on July 16, recently retired Mississippi 
Highway Patrol Captain Phil Hemphill climbed to the top 
of the podium as the 2011 National Conventional Pistol 
Champion, thus earning him the informal “Double Crown” 
title. In Hemphill’s words: “I spent 27 years in police pistol 
and thought I knew a thing or two about trigger control. 
Bullseye pistol taught me otherwise.” Hemphill’s aggregate 
score of 2632-113X put him three points ahead of second 
place SFC James Henderson of the United States Army 
Marksmanship Unit (USAMU), followed by third place  
John Zurek with a 2626-115X.

Dr. Judy Tant stood in the winner’s circle as top woman 
champion for the fourth year in a row. Tant took an early 
lead in the .22-cal. match and never looked back.

2011 NRA NATIONAL PISTOL MATCHES
Champion Capt. phil hemphill 2632-113X

2nd SFC Jim henderSon 2629-132X

3rd John Zurek 2626-115X
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High Power 
High Power Matches, August 7-12

arl Bernosky won his ninth overall 
title during the NRA National High 
Power Rifle Championship with a 

score of 2393-160X. In the photo at left, Carl 
stands with his record-tying target from 200 
yds. standing with all 20 hits inside the 7" 
10-ring—15 of them in the 3" X-ring. Said 
Bernosky: “Every time I shot [from the] 
standing position, whether in practice or in 
a match, I thought about that record. I always 
thought I could shoot that well. It was tough to 
do and it feels great to accomplish it.”

The traditional format for the four-day 
National Rifle Championships at Camp Perry 
is to make a separate match of each of the 12 
firing lines, with trophies for the 200 standing 
(Members Trophy Match), 200 rapid (Scott 
Trophy) and 300 rapid (Coast Artillery) on 
day one, the 200 standing (Navy Cup), 200 
rapid (Coast Guard Trophy) and 600 prone 
(Army Cup) on day two, and so on, firing 
60 record shots each day plus six sighters. 
Additional award categories are created 

C

“I always thought I 
could shoot that well. 
It was tough to do 
and it feels great to 
accomplish it.”
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through an aggregate score of, for example, the three 200 
yd. standing matches shot during the week. Once special 
awards such as the High Service Rifle with an Optic Sight, 
individual awards such as High Woman, High Senior and 
High Collegiate are included along with class awards and 
sub-aggregates, approximately 63 trophies or plaques are 
presented on awards night. 

By the time match and service rifle shooters had completed 
the first nine matches, Bernosky was tied with Rodrigo Rosa. 
Bernosky didn’t flinch as he continued to drill the center 
out of his targets, including his clean from the 200-yd. line. 
Finishing what David Tubb has called a marathon, Bernosky 
was the overall 2011 champion, also winning top honors in 
eight of the week’s matches. S/Sgt. Brandon K. Green of the 
U.S. Army placed third overall, also winning the Centenary 
Trophy and the Air Force Cup Match.

Bernosky didn’t flinch as he 
continued to drill the center 
out of his targets, including 
his clean from the 200-yd. line.
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The Wes Adams Collection 
of Extraordinary Winchesters

Our March 2012 auction potentially will be the most extraordinary Firearms Auction our company has ever conducted. The 
quality, rarity and value at this early point is almost overwhelming. Winchesters and other firearms from the Wes Adams estate are truly 

special. Mr. Adams was truly an extraordinary man. The success of he and his family and his rise from literally nothing to one of the most prominent developers 
on the West coast is in itself a true Horatio Alger story. A man of great passion, conviction and energy, he amassed in a few short years what is unquestionably one 
of the finest collections of Winchester rifles in the world today. These will be offered over three sessions, the first being our March sale. Also included in the first 
session will be his spectacular Colt single action collection and his superb Marlin collection. Also included is the renowned collection of 
Scagel knives of Dr. Jim Lucie. Dr. Lucie is considered by many to be the foremost scholar, author and collector of Scagel knives today. 
His collection is the finest offering to ever come at auction. Also included is the last collection of the late Robert Howard. Mr. Howard’s 
lifelong collection of antique firearms represented one of the finest of its type amassed during the 20th century. Also included is an 
important single-owner collection of rare Civil War and Confederate items as well as an outstanding private collection of Class III 
weapons. This sale will also include superb high-grade shotguns and sporting rifles; fine military items; early flint and percussion arms; 
extraordinary Colts; Kentucky rifles and important historical items. Whether you have one item or an entire collection, please call us 
immediately to be part of one of the most significant firearms auctions of the 21st century. We are the world’s leading auctioneer of rare, 
high-grade firearms. In addition, our commission on expensive items is the lowest in the industry at...

The Final Robert Howard 
Collection

Dr. James Lucie Collection 
of Scagel Knives

Sampling of the extraordinary Winchesters, Marlins and Colts from the Adams Collection

Examples of Investment Grade SAAs - All In Near New Condition

Planning for the future of your collection? Julia’s New and Unique Estates Division featuring our  “Plan in Place” is the ideal solution. 
Call today! Ask for Sonia MacNeil. Email: smacneil@jamesdjulia.com
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DLX TD 
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Marlin 1893 DLX TD
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TD w/carved stocks

Near Mint 1886 
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Magnificent gold & nickel
 plated Exhib. 1866
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nickel plated 1892 DLX SRC

Marlin 1803 DLX TD 
w/gold & platinum accents

Ex. rare 1886 DLX
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Long Range
Long Range Matches August 13-17
BY LARS DALSEIDE, NRA Media Relations

David Tubb of Canadian, Texas, led 317 long range 
shooters to win the National Long Range High Power 
Rifle Championship. Also winner of the Wimbledon 

Cup, Tubb’s dominant performance throughout the week 
concluded with yet another national record-setting score of 
1249-68X.

“Honestly, my wind reading is the best it’s ever been and 
my prone skills are coming around,” said Tubb. “I’m very 
pleased with the results.” Referred to as the sport’s resident 

heavyweight by Sports Illustrated, 2011 is Tubb’s sixth 
national Long Range High Power Rifle title in 24 years, his 
most recent coming in 2004.

“Usually I shoot a few tournaments before Perry, but this 
is my first one of the year,” said Tubb. “I’ve been coaching 
a lot on across-the-course and steel [matches], so I’ve had 
some time behind the scope; just not behind the trigger. I 
used Tubb 2000 rifles in all stages, and in all of the 1,000-yd. 
matches I shot 6XC Norma brass handloaded with DTAC  

“Usually I shoot a few 
tournaments before Perry, but 
this is my first one of the year.”



2011 NRA NATIONAL LONG RANGE MATCHES
Champion david tubb 1249-68X

2nd John Whidden 1247-68X

3rd rodrigo roSa 1244-53X 

115-gr. boron-nitride-coated 6 mm bullets. In the Palma 
match, I shot a .308 with boron-coated Sierra bullets. All 
bullets were sorted for length and pointed. In the scoped 
matches, I used a Premier scope with the DTR reticle.”

With a final score of 1247-68X, defending champion 
John Whidden finished second overall while Rodrigo Rosa 
took third with a 1244-53X. Also a multiple long-range title 
holder, Whidden shot side-by-side with Tubb on the final 
day of competition.

Michelle Gallagher of Phoenix, Ariz., was named Women’s 
Champion after firing an aggregate score of 1240-64X. 
Robert Skeketee won the Senior Championship with a total 
score of 1243-48X while Brianna Rachinski of Ferndale, 
Wash., notched a 1224-36X to take home the junior title. 
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Smallbore
Position Matches July 21-23
BY HAP ROCKETTO

he 54th NRA Outdoor Smallbore Position Championships 
were fired under some of the roughest conditions in 
memory, reaching 105° F more than once. Capt. Chris 

Abalo of the United States Army Marksmanship Unit (USAMU) 
shot a 400-38X to take the lead. Just an X separated him from 
second place Tarl Kempley of Nevada, while Caitlyn Morrissey 
was third with 36Xs.

Garrett Spurgeon topped the leader board for standing with a 
394-14X. The USAMU’s Sgt. Joe Hein stayed close with a 391-19X, 
with New Hampshire rifleman Brian Jylkka just three Xs back.

The kneeling match would decide the metallic sight 
championship and went to Hein (next spread) with a 397-23X. 
Kempley’s 396-17X and a 394-17X fired by Deanna Binnie 

rounded out the top three. 
After a hot first day, it looked as if the temperature would 

subside for the any sight matches. The prone match was won by 
S/Sgt. Shane Barnhart’s outstanding 400-40X. Cpl. Matt Rawlings, 
Roberts Team veteran Justin Tracy and Michael O’Connor were 
knotted with 400-39Xs and it took the rule book to award second 
to Rawlings, third to Tracy, and high civilian Master to O’Connor.

Sarah Beard of Texas Christian University won the standing 

The 54th NRA Outdoor Smallbore 
Position Championships 
were fired under some of the 
roughest conditions in memory.

T



match with a match record score of 399-23X. Second place 
Barnhart dropped three for a 397-12X while a 396-19X earned 
Brandi Eskew third.

As the kneeling match began, the temperature was in the 
mid-90s, but thunder and lightning, and nearly three-quarters 
of an inch of rain, followed, causing range evacuations and a 
lost relay that had to be refired. Abalo won the kneeling match 
by tying the Perry record of 400-31X set by Michelle Bohren, 
who fired a 399-30X for third place. Sandwiched in between 
was Barnhart’s 400-28X. 

Barnhart repeated his 2010 any sight victory with a match 
record score of 1197-80X. Hein edged out S/Sgt. Mike McPhail 
by six Xs, both scoring 119. A challenge was needed to 
determine the grand aggregate winner. Hein’s final target 
was scored as having only 19 shots but a review found 20 hits. 
Hein returned to the top step of the podium with a score of 
2379-153X to accept open and military champion titles. Silver 
medalist Spurgeon, the civilian, junior and intermediate junior 
champion, posted a score of 2376-132X. Kempley was the 
bronze medalist, 2373-157X.

2011 NRA SMALLBORE POSITION MATCHES
Champion Sgt. Joe hein 2379-153X

2nd garrett Spurgeon 2376-132X

3rd tarl kempley 2373-157X 
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2011 NRA SMALLBORE PRONE MATCHES
Champion S/Sgt. 

miChael mCphail
4796-401X

2nd mark delCotto 4796-380X

3rd Capt. ChriS abalo 4795-388X

Prone Matches July 24-28
BY HAP ROCKETTO

eather reports calling for temperatures in the 
mid-70s were looked upon with relief by over 
300 prone shooters, but, as it turned out, would 

prove a bit unpredictable.
Mike McPhail shot a 400-35X in the first metallic sight 

Dewar Match. Veteran long-range prone shooter Nancy 
Tompkins and former national position champion George 
Norton were hot on his heels with a pair of 400-34Xs. 
McPhail’s 400-34X score at 100 yds. made a strong 
statement about his desire to win his first prone title. He 
had to wrest the match away from 2009 Roberts Team 
member Mark DelCotto on a tie-breaking rule. In third was 
Bart Parnall of Columbia, S.C., with a 400-33X.

The day ended on the 50-meter line with DelCotto 
posting a 400-37X for the win. Rawlings and Abalo 
rounded out the top three with 35X and 34X cleans. 
McPhail posted a clean at 50 meters giving him the first 
day’s aggregate with a perfect 1200-103X.

W



The second half of the metallic sight championship 
opened with British shooter Keith Ridgway, Expert 
Catherine Kauffelt and Abalo knotted at 400-35X in the 
Dewar, finishing in that order. McPhail and DelCotto also 
posted cleans. Air Force Lt. Col. Doug Clark topped the 
field in the 100-yd. match with a 400-32X with Anti and 
Reya Kempley coming in second and third with 440-31Xs 
each. McPhail and DelCotto were still clean.

Clark posted his second win of the day with a 400-34X at 
50 meters. Hein was back in the top three with a 400-33X 
while DelCotto dropped a point. Clark won the second 
daily aggregate with a 1200-99X—just five Xs ahead of the 
second place Kempley. In third was Hein with an 1199-94X.

Kempley took the metallic sight and woman honors with a 
score of 2400-182X. DelCotto was second with a 2398-197X, 
a mere five Xs ahead of Hein. Dave Cramer, who has had 

a long and storied competitive career, was high senior 
as Stephen Angeli, a fellow Keystone state rifleman of 
Cramer’s, took the high intermediate senior title. Noted 
shooting historian Paul Nordquist shot a 2398-186X to earn 
any sight only honors.

Any sights began with Kempley in the lead and DelCotto 
and McPhail two points behind. In the first any sight Dewar, 
Nevius and Kempley tied for first place with a 400-36X. 
Unfortunately for Reya the “Kempley” in question was her 
brother, Tarl, who was relegated to second by the rule 
book. Claudia Duksa was third with a 400-35X. Reya gave 
up two points while DelCotto and McPhail stayed clean. She 
was now tied in points but behind in Xs. Tarl Kempley found 
himself tied for first again in the 100-yd. match. This time 
he fared no better, finishing behind Tompkins after both 
posting 400-24Xs. Charlie Kemp was third with a 400-32X. 

Kempley took the metallic 
sight and woman honors with 
a score of 2400-182X.
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In the Meter Match, Dave Cramer and Ron Wigger each had 400-
37Xs with Cramer getting the win. In third place was Farmer with 
a 400-36X. The average age of these top three riflemen is 74. Day 
three closed out with Tarl Kempley in the lead, a 1200-104X, five Xs 

ahead of Nevius who was just a single X in front of Tompkins.
High heat and humidity marked the final day, yet conditions 

allowed nearly a third of competitors to shoot 400s in the 
Dewar. Tompkins dropped just two Xs to win the match while 
Ginger McLemore of Arizona and Hein were second and third, 
respectively, the best of the seven 400-37X scores recorded.

McPhail was match winner with a 400-38X as Rawlings took 
second with 36Xs. Garald Wise of Wooster, Ohio, was third with 
35Xs. Abalo won the Meter match with a 400-37X while Parker and 
Beard’s identical scores of 400-34X forced consultation of the rules 
book to decide second in favor of Parker.

Tompkins’ perfect two-day score of 2400-200X won both the any 
sight and women’s championship. Parker was second and high 
intermediate senior with a 2399-194X while Justin Tracy was third 
with a 2399-191X. 

McPhail started the match with a win and ended it with the 
aggregate victory. He and DelCotto battled all week and ended 
with identical scores of 4796, but McPhail had 401Xs to DelCotto’s 
380Xs. Abalo was third on the back of his 4795-388X. Nordquist 
matched his first two-day score of 2398-188X with almost an 
identical 2398-185X and was named the any sight only champion.

High heat and humidity marked 
the final day, yet conditions 
allowed nearly a third of 
competitors to shoot 400s ...
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New Action Match
National Defense Match, 
August 13-14
BY NRA STAFF

he inaugural National 
Defense Match (NDM) 
ran concurrently 

with the first two days of the 
Long Range Championships. 
Using an invitation-only 
format, this year’s 60 
competitors helped iron out 
the wrinkles as NRA makes 
plans to not only integrate 
this future 3-gun match into 
the Camp Perry tradition, 
but into local clubs across 
the country as well. While 
the 2011 NDM tactical rifle 
match was designed to 
be shot from seven to 500 
yds., the course-of-fire 
is ultimately designed to 
accommodate a local club’s 
existing 100-yd. range. 

The inaugural match 
received tremendous 
support from the firearm 
industry with FNH USA 
putting multiple firearms 
on the awards table as the 
match title sponsor. Also 

T
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contributing were Geissele Triggers, JP Enterprises, Sinclair 
Int’l, Warne Scope Mounts, Cheaper Than Dirt!, Chiappa 
Firearms and Blade-Tech.  

Earning the first NDM gold medal was the winner of season 
one of television’s “Top Shot” show, Iain Harrison, who said 
he ran the first stage through his mind before hitting the 
electronic start button on the monitor near his right foot.

“I’m very fortunate to have a range between my job at 
Crimson Trace and home,” said Harrison. “They run weekly 
matches at 600 yds., so I used that opportunity to check my 
zeroes and put in a little practice at judging wind and drift. I’d 
never shot at Camp Perry before, but everything I read about 
the venue mentioned the wind conditions, so I figured that 
would be a good place to start.

“Trey Tuggle [Match Director] published the course of fire 
well in advance of the event and he did a good job balancing 
speed and accuracy. With the instant feedback provided by the 
electronic target systems, it was clear that competitors could get a 
little bit of a lead in the close range stages, but lose it completely 
due to penalties at the longer distances,” said Harrison. “I wanted 

“With the instant feedback 
provided by the electronic 
target systems, it was clear 
that competitors could get a 
little bit of a lead in the close 
range stages ...”



2011 NRA NATIONAL DEFENSE MATCH
rank Competitor Class sCore

1 iain harriSon open 249.70

2 tommy thaCker open 331.30

3 edWard altmeyer limited 371.50

every advantage possible within the rules, so for equipment 
I ran my Open Division 3-gun AR-15 with 55-gr. ammunition 
at 100 yds. and under, switching to 75-gr. bullets as the range 
increased. In hindsight, it would have been better to have a 
little more magnification available in my optics, but I can’t really 
complain as the reticle matched the bullet trajectory exactly,” 
he said. “It was a real privilege to be invited to the first match of 
its type and shoot with such a wide variety of service members, 
industry pros and of course my good buddy Chris Cerino from 
‘Top Shot.’”

Subject to modification in year two, this year’s match 
was scored on a time-plus-penalties basis. As a result, 
the competitor with the lowest aggregate time for the 
entire course wins, placing the lowest score on top of the 
leaderboard. The decimal figures are fractions of a second 
rather than X count. 

To view video footage of the National Defense Match, go to: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeT_tHHL5ts.



“Capable Of Deadly,
  Accurate Work”

Britain’s primary World War II sniper rifle, the bolt-action Lee-Enfield No. 4(T), chambered in .303 
British, was perhaps the best sniping rifle of the war—when combined with the No. 32 telescopic 
sight. In fact, its 7.62x51 mm NATO conversion served British snipers well into the 1990s.

BY DANIEL COTTERILL

The British No. 4(T)

British Sgt. K.H. 
Roberts of the Hereford 
Regiment uses his No. 
4(T) rifle to duel with 
an enemy sniper near 
Udem, Germany. The 
leather scope cover 
on Roberts’ No. 32 
telescope has been 
shifted but is still 
attached.  

National Archives of Canada photo. Courtesy of Maj. John L. Plaster.
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he British Army was poorly 
equipped with sniper rifles 
when World War II began. Britain 
had finished World War I with a 

quartermaster’s nightmare of different 
offset-mounted Short, Magazine Lee-
Enfield (SMLE) sniper rifles in the field, 
and was only beginning to introduce 
the deadly accurate Pattern 14 with its 
overhead-mounted Pattern 18 scope 
when the war ended.

Just more than 2,000 P’14 snipers were 
ever made and there were far fewer than 
that number on hand in Britain when 
war came again, with many rifles having 
been sold off to equip Commonwealth 
countries, including Australia, New 
Zealand, South Africa and India. The 
British had nothing much else on hand in 
the way of sniping equipment, and there 
was little that could be done in the short 
term about supplying new sniper rifles. 

“Capable Of Deadly,
  Accurate Work”

T



Enter The No. 4(T)
Work had been done in the years 

following World War I to modernize the 
design of the SMLE and make it more 
suitable for mass production. The rifle 
that resulted from that work, the No. 
4 Lee-Enfield, was being rushed into 
production in 1941, but rifles were slow 
to come off the line. 

Between September 1940 and March 
1941 a telescopic mounting bracket 
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was devised and an initial specification 
for the No. 4(T) determined. The No. 32 
sight was intended to be mounted on 
the left side of the Bren light machine 
gun’s receiver, which is why the 
windage adjustment knob is on the left 
side of the scope rather than right. 

Even though a specification had been 
determined, No. 4 rifles were still in 
short supply at that time as production 
was still in its early stages. To help 
progress on the sniper rifle project, 
some 1,400 early trials rifles were 
utilized for conversion at Enfield.

According to official records, the No. 
4(T) was first available for issue on Feb. 
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RIFLES WERE SELECTED 
FOR CONVERSION TO 
NO. 4(T) SPECIFICATION 
AFTER DEMONSTRATING 
SUPERIOR ACCURACY 
DURING GROUP TESTING 
AT THE FACTORY. 

THE BRITISH NO. 4(T)
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12, 1942, but a number of the Enfield 
converted trials rifles were apparently 
issued to some Commando units earlier 
than that. 

Well-known British gunmaking firm 
Holland & Holland was awarded a 
contract to convert 12,100 rifles to No. 
4(T) specification on Sept. 22, 1942, and 
the first rifle was completed on Nov. 17 
that year. Eventually, 23,187 No. 4(T)s 
were converted by Holland & Holland. 

Rifles were selected for conversion 
to No. 4(T) specification after 
demonstrating superior accuracy 
during group testing at the factory. 
Rifles having passed this test were 

marked “TR” on the left side of the butt 
socket and sent to H&H. 

At H&H’s premises the rifles were 
further checked to see that they 
complied with other specifications 
including five-groove barrel, split 
foresight block band and the early 
Mk I back sight. Those that passed 
were stripped down prior to the scope 
mounting pads being fitted to the left 
side of the receiver. The battlesight 
aperture of the standard rear sight had 
to be removed to allow clearance for 
the scope. After the fitting of the scope 
mounts, the rifles were very carefully 
reassembled with particular attention 

BSA Shirley lee-enfield no. 4(T) wiTh no. 32 Mk iii, .303 BriTiSh



Each No. 4(T) was packed in a wooden transit chest. Prices 
have risen dramatically on original No. 4(T) sniping rifles, and 
accessories, such as the leather scope covers and metal case 
for the No. 32 scope, add to the value.

being paid to the fitting of the 
fore-end. The scope and rifle 
became a matched pair for their 
respective service lives with 
the serial number of the scope 
being stamped on the small of 
the rifle’s butt. 

Each No. 4(T) rifle (with the 
exception of some early Enfield 
conversions) were fitted with a 
wooden cheekpiece that was 
attached to the butt with two 
screws. Its purpose was to enhance the shooter’s cheek 
weld with the stock and allow more consistent aiming and 
follow-through. The scope sits a fair way above the bore 
on a No. 4(T) making the addition of the cheekpiece a 
very practical innovation. 
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AFTER THE 
FITTING OF THE 
SCOPE MOUNTS, 
THE RIFLES WERE 
VERY CAREFULLY 
REASSEMBLED 
WITH PARTICULAR 
ATTENTION BEING 
PAID TO THE 
FITTING OF THE 
FORE-END. 
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Nobody ever said that police work, soldiering, or protecting yourself and your family
was going to be easy. That's why the people who are serious about doing those jobs right demand
work tools that are tough, reliable and accurate enough for anything that's thrown at them. Les Baer firearms
are as tough as they come because they're built from precision made custom parts and hand built for dependable,
unerring performance. Les Baer Custom's selection of extra tough professional fireams incudes:

Les Baer Monolith .308 Semi-Auto SWAT Model
With the MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny Rail System integrated into the upper

receiver, the receiver and mounting system on this smoking .308 become a rock
solid one-piece unit. And, since the upper and the lower are already machined as a
one-piece unit from 7075-T6-51, the scope isn't going anywhere. Like all Les Baer
custom rifles, the accuracy is unmatched. Guaranteed to shoot ½” MOA!
Included with each gun is a target with two 5-shot groups shot at 100 yards.

Les Baer Tactical Bolt Action Rifle
Awarded Golden Bullseye Award As American
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1911 Baer Custom Boss .45
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pistol line, the Boss .45 is based on our popular Premier II, but it has enough
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Les Baer Ultimate 1911 Tactical Carry 5” Model
The Baer Ultimate Tactical Carry Pistol is a serious, full size 1911 self defense
pistol, designed by firearms professionals who teach others to survive in a
dangerous world. This distinctive .45 ACP pistol is extremely practical and includes
virtually everything you need and nothing you don't. That makes it an exceptional
value, as well as a dependable companion that you'll own and trust for a lifetime.
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THE BRITISH NO. 4(T)

Real or Not?
 Good No. 4 (T)s are becoming both 

increasingly scarce and expensive, so 
it will pay to make sure what you are 

buying is authentic before laying out the cash. 
British-converted No. 4(T)s were based on 
rifles made by Savage, Maltby and Birmingham 
Small Arms, in addition to the small batch of 
trials rifles converted at Enfield; and there 
are several markings that can help determine 
whether a particular rifle is genuine and 
original. This list applies to rifles converted by 
Holland & Holland and not those early trials 
rifles by Enfield or those made in Canada.

“T”
The majority of No. 4(T) rifles are stamped 

with a “T” on the left side of the receiver. 
Some rifles converted prior to late 1943 were 
not stamped “T” though many have quite 
legitimately had this mark added later, and 
this will account for a slight variation in this 

marking between rifles. Any such changes 
were made quite a while ago so be duly 
suspicious of anything that looks like it was 
marked last week.

“Tr”
The “TR” mark was also applied to the 

majority of No. 4(T)s on the left side of the 
butt socket at the time of their selection for 
the conversion program. There are always 
exceptions to this rule and a minority of 
genuine No. 4(T)s, particularly those made 
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The No. 32 Scope
The No. 32 scopes are a complete 

area of study all on their own, but 
basically, they consist of Mk I, Mk II and 
Mk III variants. The Mk I had a sliding 
sunshade fitted over the rear lens and 
was adjustable in 50-yd. increments for 
range and two minute-of-angle (m.o.a.) 
clicks for windage. The Mk I scopes did  
not stand up very well to the rigors of a 
hot climate, such as those encountered  

 
in the Western Desert campaign.

The No. 32 Mk II telescope was 
introduced on April 23, 1943. It, too, had 
a sliding sunshade but was recalibrated 
so that one click for either “range” 
(elevation) or “deflection” (windage) was 
equivalent to one m.o.a. Several changes 
were made to the scope’s internal 
components to enhance reliability. 

The No. 32 Mk III telescope was 
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early in the piece, will not feature this marking. 
Again, there is a wide variety in the exact form of this 
stamping, a fact likely accounted for by later addition 
of these marks by armorers.

“S51”
“S51” is the manufacturer code for Holland & 

Holland and was stamped underneath the butt not far 
behind the small of the buttstock’s underside. It was 

universally applied to 
all rifles converted by 
that firm. Because of 
its position the “S51” 
can be partially worn 
away on rifles that 
have spent some 
time on sandbags; 
however, its complete 
absence should be 
viewed with some 
suspicion. Ph

ot
o 
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 a

ut
ho

r

introduced on Oct. 7, 1944, and rectified most of 
the remaining shortcomings of the earlier scopes. 
Not only was it cheaper and easier to produce 
than the earlier versions, it was even more robust 
and far easier to use. Such was its quality that the 
Mk III telescope served the British Army until well 
into the 1990s, converted to a metric range scale 
and re-designated the L1A1 atop the 7.62x51 mm 
NATO L42A1, which was itself a conversion based 
on the No. 4(T). 
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“S”
The “S” stamping appears on the front right 

hand side of the receiver not far behind the 
extractor groove. It signifies that the iron sights 
fitted to the rifle had been sighted in by the 
manufacturer and did not require re-zeroing 
after the No. 4(T) conversion process. Some 
rifles did require re-zeroing and would not have 
been stamped with an “S.” The mark, while 
present on the vast majority of No. 4(T) rifles, 
is therefore one of confirmation rather than 

exclusion when determining whether or not a 
No. 4(T) is genuine. 

“d6e”
The “D6E” mark is just 3/16" tall and 

appears typically on the left side of the 
cocking piece slot at the rear of the 
action. This small and difficult to replicate 
examiner’s mark was stamped by an Enfield 
examiner on site at H&H’s premises, and its 
presence will go a long way to confirming the 
authentic origins of a No. 4(T).

Into Action
The No. 4(T) was a particular favorite of Capt. Clifford 

Shore, author of the book With British Snipers to the Reich, 
in which he described the rifle as “capable of deadly, 
accurate work.” One unusual encounter described by Capt. 
Shore shows both the difficulty of range estimation that 
faced snipers in those pre-laser rangefinder days and the 
effectiveness of the No. 4(T) rifle.

Not long after D-Day, just outside the French city of Caen, 
two British snipers had crawled out to relieve two of their 
comrades in an observation post. Just after the two new men 
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A No. 4(T)’s scope number is stamped on top of 
the small of the butt, while the rifle number stamped 

further forward and 
obscured by the receiver’s 
butt socket. Post-World War 
II rifle serial numbers were 
also stamped on the scope 
bracket, and many earlier 
rifles had this applied later. 
Serial numbers on British 
No. 4(T)s are almost always 
stamped along the fore-end 
rather than across it.

The astute collector can use the presence or 
absence of the markings listed above to form his or her 
own opinion on the authenticity of a given piece. Don’t 
be shy about consulting advanced collectors for their 
opinion and/or the opportunity to compare the rifle in 
question to another known quantity.  

—Daniel Cotterill

had taken up their position they whistled for the 
soldiers they had relieved to come back. Fresh 
eyes had just spotted a long-sought German 
observer who was suspected of directing mortar 
fire onto the British.

According to Shore, “A whispered conversation 
between the four snipers followed as to the range 
to the German observer; they could not agree. 
Two of them said they estimated the range to be 
250 to 300 yards; the others said it was nearer 
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350 yds. The matter was settled in a rather novel manner. Three of 
the snipers set their sights at 250, 300 and 350 yards, whilst the fourth 
man took the binoculars and kept them riveted on the prospective 
target. When satisfied that he was in the area of the observer he 
coolly gave the three men a fire order; the three rifles ‘spoke as one’ 

and the Bosche came 
somersaulting to the 
ground.” 

The No. 4(T) was, “Just 
the thing for putting 
round holes in square 
heads,” according to Capt. 

Shore. Such a remark would raise eyebrows today and is certainly not 
“politically correct,” but is entirely understandable when viewed in the 
context in which it was made during World War II.

Many argue that the No. 4(T) was the best sniper rifle fielded by any 
of the combatant nations in World War II, and it may well have been. 
It was a tough and accurate rifle, but was not without its faults. The 
complaint most often made about the No. 4(T) by those who had to 
use it was its weight. Today, a good, matched No. 4(T) in a transit chest 
with its accessories is a highly coveted collectors’ item—one that any 
serious collector of sniper rifles would be proud to own.   

THE NO. 4(T) WAS, “JUST THE 
THING FOR PUTTING ROUND 
HOLES IN SQUARE HEADS.” 

There were three “Mks” of the No. 32 
telescope, I, II and III. The No. 32 was 
originally intended for use with the Bren 
light machine gun.
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unters who have been to Africa for dangerous-game 
safaris often gain a keen appreciation for the double rifle, 
a specialized gun developed to deal mighty blows quickly 
in close quarters. An actual purchase is another matter, 

however, principally because of cost. Starter doubles from any of 
the well-known European makers begin at around $12,000. That’s a 
deal-breaker for many would-be owners. 

Now comes a half-price, entry-level alternative that is generating 
considerable interest, but also some controversy. The Italian-made 
Sabatti Model 92 Deluxe is being imported by U.S. Sporting Goods 
and retailed exclusively through Cabela’s Gun Library outlets across 
the country. The asking price, depending on features, is $5,000 to 
$5,500. We evaluated a Model 92 Deluxe in .450 Nitro Express 3¼"; it 
is also available in .416 Rigby, .450/400 NE 3", .470 NE and .500 NE. A 
less robust, plainer and less expensive Model 92 Basic in 9.3x74 mm R 
or .45-70 Gov’t is also offered by Cabela’s. 

SHOOTING RESULTS (50 YDS.)
.450 Nitro ExprEss 
31⁄4" CartridgE

VEl. @ 15'
(f.p.s.)

ENErgy
(ft.-lbs.)

group sizE iN iNChEs
smallEst   largEst   aVEragE

horNady No. 8255 
480-gr. dgx

2073 Avg.
20 Sd

4,927 2.13 2.78 2.32

MeASured AverAge velocity for 10 roundS froM 24" bArrelS fired through An oehler 
Model 36 chronogrAph At 15 ft. AccurAcy for five conSecutive, five-Shot groupS At 
50 ydS. froM A cAldwell leAd Sled reSt uSing fActory open SightS. AbbreviAtionS: 
dgX (dAngerouS gAMe eXpAnding), Sd (StAndArd deviAtion).

H



The modified Anson & Deeley-type boxlock action has two massive 
underlumps engaged by corresponding sliding square-faced lugs 
controlled by the gun’s top-lever. To further strengthen the action, 
the front underlump hinges around a 0.44"-diameter axle and then 
extends a square foot that fills a recess in the receiver floor. 

The underlumps are part of a monobloc into which the barrels 
have been joined using a silver alloy at medium temperature.  The 
chrome-molybdenum steel barrels are regulated through the 
insertion of steel wedges in the rib, which are then silver-soldered 
permanently in place. A U.S. Sporting Goods spokesman told us that 
the regulation is now accomplished by state-of-the art machinery, 
though the traditional test-firing is still done. The barrel assembly 
features a standing quarter rib containing one standing and two 
folding rear sight leaves that are notched and lined to aid rapid 
sight acquisition. The front sight presents a brass bead mounted in 

Regulation is by steel 
wedges inserted between 

the barrels at the front.
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a piece that slides into a slotted ramp at the muzzles. That piece is 
replaceable with taller or shorter units, and thus can be used to shift 
point of impact elevation. The quarter rib is also drilled and tapped 
for scope mounting, and our rifle was supplied with a 4.1" section of 
rail compatible with Weaver-type rings.

The receiver begins as a high-strength steel billet that is milled 
to provide a solid standing breech attached to a double-limbed 
watertable that extends 2.45" and is slotted to accept the underlumps. 

The standing breech features large hemispherical fences that mate 
against the barrels’ breech ends. A sliding tang safety activates only 
when manually manipulated.

 Our sample rifle’s walnut stock was straight-grained (as is the 
customary choice for hard-kicking big-bores), with more dramatic 
figure on the left side, highlighted well by a gloss finish. The stock has 
a pistol-grip configuration and raised cheekpiece for right-handed 
shooters. The wood-to-metal fit was proud (not perfectly flush), 
though consistent, with the wood slightly higher than the receiver. A 
thin, red rubber buttpad, though functional, clashed somewhat with 
the rifle’s appearance. The beavertail fore-end sported matching 
grain and it was fitted with an Anson-type pushrod release controlled 
by a forward plunger button.

Our rifle was sent with a 50-meter factory test target bearing four 

The beavertail fore-end  
sported matching grain and it 
was fitted with an Anson-type 
pushrod release controlled by  
a forward plunger button.



SABATTI MODEL 92 DELUXE
maNufaCturEr: SAbAtti S.p.A.,  

viA AleSSAndro voltA,  
90-25063 gArdone v.t., itAly

importEr: u.S. Sporting goodS 
(dept. Ar), p.o. boX 560746, 
rockledge, fl 32956-0746;  
(321) 639-4842;

     www.uSSginc.coM

mEChaNism typE: breAk-Action, 
boXlock, center-fire, Side-by-Side 
rifle

CalibEr: .416 rigby, .450/400 ne 3", 
.450 ne 3¼" (teSted), .470 ne, 
.500 ne

oVErall lENgth: 41"
WEight: 9 lbS., 8 ozS.
rECEiVEr: nickel-plAted Steel

barrEls: cold hAMMer forged, 24"
magaziNE CapaCity: none (two 

bArrelS)
triggEr: double-MechAnicAl; 8-lb., 

2-oz. pull, front;  6-lb., 1-oz. pull, 
reAr

sights: replAceAble front beAd, 
eXpreSS reAr with three leAveS 
on quArter rib

stoCk: europeAn wAlnut: length 
of pull, 151⁄4"; drop At heel, 2¼"; 
drop At coMb, 1¾".

aCCEssoriEs: fitted plAStic cASe,  
dovetAil rAil optic Mount

suggEstEd rEtail priCE:  
$5,000 (eXtrActorS only);  
$5,500 (with ejectorS)
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The sample boxlock Model 92 
Deluxe—which uses mono-bloc 
construction for its barrels and 

dual underlumps (r.) in its Anson 
& Deeley-style action—was 
chambered in .450 NE 3¼". 
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bullet holes, two each marked “1” and “2.” The latter pair were 
touching and approximately 1" right and 1" low of the central 
aiming mark. Shooting the same Hornady load with the 480-gr. 

DGX bullet as noted on the target, we alternated the left and right 
barrels in firing our customary five, five-shot benchrest groups. All 
of our 50-yds. groups printed inside 3" and that accuracy threshold 
remained consistent when we extended the range to 100 yds.

Our rifle was fitted with strong 
ejectors that flung out empty 
cases several feet, however, 
it is also available in an 
extractor-only variant. 



Given the action type, the sights and the heavy recoil involved, 
we feel this level of accuracy, and thus the regulation of the barrels, 
is entirely suitable for the rifle’s intended purpose of shooting very 
large, heavy game at close ranges. 

Our rifle was fitted with strong ejectors that flung out empty 
cases several feet, however, it is also available in an extractor-only 
variant. All the other controls—double triggers, safety, break-open 
lever and fore-end latch—worked perfectly, and we experienced 
no misfires or other function problems. 

At 9 lbs., 8 ozs., the Sabatti is a bit lighter than many 
contemporary doubles, and of course that will affect felt recoil. We 
mitigated that somewhat using a Caldwell Lead Sled when shooting 
from the bench, but did not find the rifle prohibitively punishing 
in that set-up or when firing it offhand or from shooting sticks. 
However, the kick was stout enough that none of the test shooters 
wanted to fire too many shots in any single session. That aside, the 
Model 92 balances well and comes to the shoulder naturally.   

As the Sabatti gained attention in the U.S. market, it also received 
criticism on internet message boards, with barrel regulation at 
particular issue. As stated earlier, we did not observe a problem 
in this area, and while we normally confine our reviews to only 
what we have experienced, we want readers to have the very best 
information available and to know we were aware of this concern. 
At any rate, Cabela’s long-standing policy to stand by its wares 
gives purchasers recourse.

Based on our experience, the Sabatti is a perfectly functional, 
capable dangerous-game rifle whose styling and embellishments 
are in keeping with double rifles costing much more. 
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ore than 20 years ago Canadian-
based Para Ordnance introduced a 
true double-column, high-capacity M1911 

pistol. The firm then went one better and turned the 
American classic into a double-action. Today, Para USA 
produces its guns in Pineville, N.C., and has recently added 
two new models to its line.

The Para USA LTC, designed as a compact single-column 
magazine pistol, and the 14-45 Tactical, a full-size double-column 

magazine gun, bring many of the classic Para features to a true 
tactical pistol. Both models feature Para’s Power Extractor, which 
replaces the M1911’s traditional single piece spring steel extractor 
with an articulated four-piece spring-loaded design.

The engagement surface of the Power Extractor is 50 percent 
larger than on a traditional extractor and engages a larger portion 

M

Both models feature Para’s 
Power Extractor, which replaces 
the M1911’s traditional single 
piece spring steel extractor 
with an articulated four-piece 
spring-loaded design.



The LTC Tactical incorporates a host of 
upgrades, including a beavertail grip 
safety, an extended Ed Brown magazine 
well, Ed Brown bushings, and a Cylinder 
& Slide skeletonized hammer.  
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of the case rim to provide increased reliability and ensure that dirty 
or stuck cases are positively extracted from the chamber. 

The pistol’s fully adjustable rear sight is dovetailed and deeply 
set into the rear of the slide and features a flat, serrated matte black 
surface facing the shooter to help diminish glare. It also contrasts 
sharply against the very bright red fiber-optic front sight. That was 
the intended effect, drawing the shooter’s eye quickly toward the front 
sight for faster target acquisition and follow-up shots. An additional 

red insert and a high-visibility green insert are also included with 
instructions on changing the front sight. A sight adjustment tool for the 
rear sight is also provided. 

The slide and frame are both made from stainless steel but of slightly 
different compositions to help prevent galling, and both feature a matte-
black PK2 finish chemically bonded to the metal. The slide has deep, 
wide serrations at the front and rear for maximum purchase, and it has 
a full-length guide rod. The frame’s dust cover has an integral rail for 
mounting accessories, such as tactical lights or lasers. Match-grade 
features abound on both the LTC and the 14-45 including match-grade 
stainless steel barrels, Ed Brown bushings, slide stops and flat checkered 
mainspring housings with 25-l.p.i. checkering. 

The skeletonized trigger, also match grade, includes an overtravel 
stop that has been factory-set, and adjustment is discouraged. The 
Cylinder & Slide Tactical II skeletonized spur hammer provides a faster 
lock time than conventional hammers. 

The slide and frame are both 
made from stainless steel but of 
slightly different compositions 
to help prevent galling ...



PARA USA LTC TACTICAL
maNufaCturEr: pArA uSA, inc.

(dept. Ar);10620 Southern loop 
blvd., pineville, nc 28134-7381; 
(704) 930-7600;  
www.pArA-uSA.coM

CalibEr: .45 Acp
aCtioN typE: recoil-operAted,  

Single-Action, SeMi-AutoMAtic, 
center-fire piStol

framE: pk2 covert blAck StAinleSS 
Steel

slidE: pk2 covert blAck StAinleSS 
Steel

barrEl: 4¼"
rifliNg: SiX-groove, 1:16",  

left-hAnd twiSt

magaziNE: Single-coluMn, 
detAchAble boX with eight-round 
cApAcity

sights: fiXed-poSt front with 
fiber-optic inSert, reAr notch 
AdjuStAble for windAge And 
elevAtion. 

triggEr: Single-Action; 4-lb. pull

oVErall lENgth: 8"
Width: 15⁄8"
hEight: 6"
WEight: 36 ozS. 
aCCEssoriEs: Molded plAStic cASe,  

five MAgAzineS, owner’S MAnuAl,  
cAble lock, Sight-AdjuStMent 
tool, replAceMent fiber-optic 
front SightS, buShing reMovAl 
tool, Allen wrencheS.

suggEstEd rEtail priCE:  $1,599
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SHOOTING RESULTS (25 YDS.)
.45 aCp 
CartridgE

VEl. @ 10'
(f.p.s.)

ENErgy
(ft.-lbs.)

group sizE iN iNChEs
smallEst   largEst   aVEragE

amEriCaN EaglE
230-gr. fmJ

806 Avg.
17 Sd

332 2.43 3.76 3.02

blaCk hills
230-gr. Jhp

781 Avg.
14 Sd

311 1.90 4.18 3.04

doublE tap
185-gr. Jhp

1132 Avg.
30 Sd

526 1.95 3.65 2.51

aVEragE ExtrEmE sprEad 2.85

MeASured AverAge velocity for 10 roundS froM An 4¼" bArrel fired through An 
rcbS AMMoMASter chronogrAph. rAnge teMperAture: 69° f. huMidity: 54%. 
AccurAcy for five conSecutive, five-Shot groupS At 25 ydS. froM A SAndbAg 
reSt. AbbreviAtionS: fMj (full MetAl jAcket), jhp (jAcketed hollow point), Sd 
(StAndArd deviAtion).
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Safeties on the Para pistols include an extended ambidextrous 
thumb safety for cocked-and-locked carry and a beavertail grip safety 
with an extended memory pad. Internal passive safeties include a 
disconnector, which prevents the gun from firing unless the slide has 
completely closed on a chambered round, and a hammer half-cock, 
which prevents accidental firing in case of primary sear notch failure. 

Two additional passive safeties are also included to prevent the gun 
from an accidental discharge as a result of being dropped. They are a 
captured firing pin, which keeps the firing pin from striking the primer 
on a live round unless the hammer fully strikes the firing pin, and a 
firing pin block, which prevents forward movement of the firing pin 
unless the trigger is completely depressed.

Several features set these two tactical pistols apart; most notably the 
14-45 features the wide frame and 14-round-capacity magazine for which 
Para is best known. The larger pistol also has a 5" barrel as opposed to 
the LTC’s 4.25" barrel, is half an inch longer, and 6 ozs. heavier. The very 
aggressive and somewhat sharp frontstrap checkering is also slightly 
different with the 14-45 featuring 25-l.p.i. checkering, while the LTC has 
30-l.p.i. checkering. That said, both should provide an extremely sturdy 
hold even in inclement conditions. 

Each pistol also carries different stocks with the LTC using a tough 
G10 composite while the 14-45 Tactical features high-impact, ultra slim 
polymer stocks with standard checkering. The checkering on the LTC 
stocks feature a mixed pattern with a cross cut in the front portion and 
diagonal cuts in the rear with a groove on the left grip for easier reach 

Several features set these two 
tactical pistols apart; most 
notably the 14-45 features the 
wide frame and 14-round-
capacity magazine.



to the magazine release. To expedite magazine changes, both pistols 
also have enlarged aftermarket magazine wells with the 14-45 featuring 
a Dawson Precision well and the LTC an Ed Brown magazine well. 

The LTC Tactical pistol was tested for accuracy at 25 yds. from a 
bench rest. There were no malfunctions experienced in either bench 
use or offhand shooting; however, one of the five magazines provided 
did have an occasional tendency for the follower to jump over the 
internal slide lock tab and lock up the action. This was easily corrected 
by pulling out the stuck magazine. None of the other magazines 
exhibited that issue.

The Para USA Tactical pistols offer excellent fit and finish with tight 
tolerances, crisp triggers and all the extra features shooters have come 
to expect from the Para brand. 

The American Rifleman has used the phrase “Dope Bag” since at least 
1921, when Col. Townsend Whelen first titled his column with it. Even then, 
it had been in use for years, referring to a sack used by target shooters to 
hold ammunition and accessories on the firing line. “Sight dope” also was a 
traditional marksman’s term for sight-adjustment information, while judging 
wind speed and direction was called “doping the wind.”

WARNING: Technical data and information contained herein are intended 
to provide information based on the limited experience of individuals 
under specific conditions and circumstances. They do not detail the 
comprehensive training procedures, techniques and safety precautions 
absolutely necessary to properly carry on similar activity. Read the notice 
and disclaimer on the contents page. Always consult comprehensive 
reference manuals and bulletins for details of proper training 
requirements, procedures, techniques and safety precautions before 
attempting any similar activity.



 Here at NRA-ILA, we fly in a constant headwind 
of disinformation. Anti-gun groups generate 
outlandish claims on a daily basis and the biased 

media parrot their propaganda without question. We  
are constantly correcting the lies, misstatements and 
half-truths that our political opponents strew in our path. 

In truth, I don’t mind because there is a positive side 
effect. Anti-gun groups erode their own credibility with 
every provable lie. By the same token, we build our own 
credibility every time we disprove an absurd statement 
made by the enemies of freedom.  

What I do mind is when small, self-described “pro-gun” 
groups constantly sound false alarms about solid pro-gun 
reform legislation in an effort to raise money. These repeat 
offenders peddle misinformation as the gospel. They 
dilute the good work your NRA staff and fellow members 
do to protect the Second Amendment. 

Friendly fire is an all-too-common accident in war, 
but these misrepresentations are different—they’re 
intentional. I’m especially thinking about the  
misguided, unfounded and just plain wrong information 
circulating on the Internet lately regarding H.R. 822— 
the “National Right-to-Carry Reciprocity Act of 2011,” 
which has just been favorably reported by the  
U.S. House Judiciary Committee.

Political report

by Chris W. Cox,  
NRA-ILA Executive Director

Exploding the Myths 
About National 
Right to Carry

O f f i c i a l  J o u r n a l   American Rifleman | Jan 2012
INSIDE NRA
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H.R. 822 is a good bill. It enhances Americans’ right to  
self-defense by enabling millions of permit holders to 
exercise their right to self-defense while traveling outside 
their home states. It would allow any person with a valid 
state-issued concealed firearm permit to carry a concealed 
firearm in any state that issues concealed firearm permits,  
or that does not prohibit the carrying of concealed firearms 
for lawful purposes. 

H.R. 822 would not create a federal registration or 
licensing system, nor would it establish a minimum federal 
standard for permits. Rather, it would simply require states to 
recognize each others’ carry permits, just as they recognize 
carry permits held by armored car guards or driver’s licenses 
held by average citizens. 

But myths about the bill continue to be generated by these 
self-proclaimed “gun rights” supporters who have no active 
lobbying presence in Congress or any state legislature.

One myth suggests that H.R. 822 would involve the federal 
bureaucracy in setting standards for carry permits—such as 
higher fees, waiting periods, national gun owner registration 
or worse. In truth, H.R. 822 doesn’t authorize any such action 
by any federal agency. No federal rules or regulations would 
be needed to implement H.R. 822, which simply overrides 
certain state laws.

Another myth holds that H.R. 822 would undercut 
permitless carry laws such as those in Arizona, Alaska, 
Vermont and Wyoming. In reality, H.R. 822 would have 
absolutely no effect on how the permitless carry states’ 
laws work within those states. If you live in Arizona, Alaska 
or Wyoming, where permits are not required but remain 
available under state law, H.R. 822 would make your permit 
valid in all states that issue permits to their own residents—
in other words, everywhere except Illinois and the District of 
Columbia. And if you live in Vermont, where no permits are 
issued or required, you could still get a nonresident permit 
from any other state to enjoy the same benefits. 

IL A Grassroots :  (800)  392-8683  •   NR A-IL A:  (703)  267-1170  •   NR A-IL A website:  www.nra i la .org
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Another myth suggests that when H.R. 822 moves 
through the legislative process, it will be subject to  
anti-gun amendments. If we let ourselves be paralyzed  
by that fear, we could never promote any pro-gun  
reform legislation anywhere. 

Instead, we move ahead to make positive changes for 
gun owners because we know we can avoid or defeat 
anti-gun amendments by careful vote counting and 
strategic use of legislative procedure. This was proven 
when the House Judiciary Committee considered 
amendments to H.R. 822. Anti-gun lawmakers offered  
a blizzard of amendments to weaken or gut the 
legislation, or just to score political points against  
Second Amendment supporters. Every one of those 
amendments was easily defeated. 

If you see or hear these myths continue to circulate, 
you might want to ask the sources why they continue to 
spread misinformation. (While you’re at it, you can ask 
them what exactly they intend to do with the money 
they’re asking you to send.)  

But enough about the myths. Let’s talk about the truth: 
H.R. 822 is solid, positive, pro-gun reform legislation and it’s 
a natural extension of our success in enacting Right-to-Carry 
laws at the state level. That’s why NRA-ILA is strongly 
supporting it. By the time you read this column, the bill 

may already have come to 
the floor of the U.S. House. If 
so, it will need your help to 
get through the Senate. Visit 
www.nraila.org today to see 
the bill’s current status, and 
use the “Write Your Reps” tool 
to express your support for 
this important bill. 
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Trouble With the Taxman
Every year, as tax payers file their annual returns, identity 
thieves use the opportunity to steal information and file 
fraudulent forms with the federal government. This allows 
them to report wages never earned and receive returns for 
hours never worked.

Reports show that the frequency of tax-related identity theft 
has increased dramatically since 2009,1 and tax or wage 
related fraud identity theft is the number one way identities 
are misused according to the to the federal government.

For the taxpayer, it is often impossible to detect until they 
are notified by the IRS that a second return was filed under 
a Social Security Number. Actual returns can be lost or 
delayed until it is proven that the fraudulent ones were 
the result of identity theft—meaning money owed to the 
taxpayer can be withheld.

How to Avoid Tax Identity Theft
•  Secure your tax returns. When you are filing your taxes, 

all of your financial information is gathered in one place 
for the taking. Be sure that you are on a secure Internet 
connection (look for the “https:” in your browser’s address 
bar) with a working anti-virus system.

•  Find a qualified tax preparer. Make sure that your tax 
professional is licensed, affiliated with a professional 
organization, or listed with the Better Business Bureau, 
the state board of accountancy, or another trusted 
institution.

•  Watch for correspondence from the IRS. The IRS will not 
initiate contact with you through email, so never provide 
personal financial information to emails claiming to be 
from the IRS.

It’s Your Return and Your Identity. 
Protect Yourself With LifeLock.
Don’t wait around for identity theft to happen to you. Let 
the protection experts at LifeLock safeguard your good 

name today. LifeLock works 24/7/365 to protect you from 
identity theft before it happens. 

NRA Members: Enroll now in LifeLock identity theft 
protection and receive peace of mind during tax season and 
every season. NRA members get a 60 day money back 
guarantee and save 10% off the continued membership 
price! Call 1-800-LifeLock (543-3562) or visit LifeLock.
com to learn more and enroll today.

1 US Government Accountability Office. “Taxes and Identity Theft.” May 2011. 

*You can cancel within 60 days of enrollment for a full and complete refund by calling 1-800-543-3562. At the end of the 60-day period your card will be billed automatically ($9.00 
monthly/$99.00 annually for standard LifeLock membership) unless you cancel within the 60-day trial period. Offer is for new LifeLock members only.

LifeLock, the LockMan Logo and “Relentlessly Protecting Your Identity” are trademarks or registered trademarks of LifeLock, Inc.

Identity Thieves and the IRS:
How Imposters Attack at Tax Time

- Advertisement -

When tax season looms on hard-working Americans across the country, 
identity criminals wait in the wings to take advantage. And the crime 
seems to be escalating.

Spotlight on Security presented by NRA and LifeLock

Protect Yourself Now with LifeLock  
Identity Theft Protection:

60 DAY MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE* +10% OFF

Promo Code: AR1
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 What if you could help save the 
American way of life by going 
shopping, or contribute to the 

cause of freedom and end up owning 
great gear in the process?

That’s exactly what happens when you 
shop at the NRAstore, where 100 percent  
of the profits go directly to support NRA’s 
vital programs.

For several decades, the NRAstore has 
made listening to its customers a top 
priority.  “When you send a letter or e-mail 
to the NRAstore, you’re communicating 
directly with our team,” said Sales Manager 
Dirk Grove. “We share a bond with our 
customers. We’re active NRA members, 
too, and we’re determined to serve our 
fellow members to the best of our ability.”

This members-first focus has fueled the 
NRAstore’s growth from a small pin, patch 
and decal center into today’s multifaceted 
resource. With an array of 4,000-plus 
products, every NRA member can find 
something he or she would be  
pleased to own. Take a quick tour of 

NRAstore.com, and you’ll find apparel, 
hats, home/office décor, shooting gear, 
how-to books, limited-edition collectibles 
and more. And nearly every item proudly 
displays the famous NRA logo.

A few items are long-time favorites. 
“We’ve been offering the NRA Concealed 
Carry Vest since 2003,” Grove said. “We’ve 
sold more than 20,000 of them to date, 
and its popularity continues to grow.” The 
Minuteman Concealment Clock has a 
custom-designed NRA face, and its false 
front can conceal a handgun where it can 
be available at a moment’s notice. “When 
we sold over 300 in just one day, we 
knew we had a real hit on our hands,” said 
Operations Manager Kathi Reca.

To meet increasing demand for specialty 
gear, a dedicated team focuses on 
developing unique new NRA products. 
The store’s approach to product design 
echoes its customer-service philosophy 
and, in fact, customer suggestions often 
result in best-sellers. “When a member 
wrote to thank us for shipping her order 

COMPANY YOU KEEP
The NRAstore offers more than 4,000 products 
for shooters and hunters, and every purchase 
supports the cause of freedom.



Minuteman 
Concealment 
Clock

27 Words T-Shirt

promptly, she mentioned her conviction 
that ‘the 27 words of the Second 
Amendment were worth fighting for,’” said 
Grove. “And that gave us the inspiration 
to create our popular 27 Words T-Shirt.” 
Customer input continues to invigorate 
the design process: NRA Over-The-Glasses 
(OTG) Eye Protection, the NRA Firearms 
Record Book, the NRA Concealed Carry 
Denim Jacket and the NRA American 
Damascus Explorer Knife (part of the 
extensive collectible category) are the 
result of customer suggestions.

The NRAstore is not a brick-and-mortar 
establishment, so you won’t have to fight 
the crowds to shop in it. Instead, it’s easy 
and convenient to purchase gear 
by telephone, mail or online. “Since 
NRA members live in every corner 
of the world, our website and 
catalogs allow us to reach and serve 
everyone equally at all times,” said 
Reca. “Except for a few major holidays, you 
can call (888) 607-6007 any time to place 
your order with a real, live person. And our 
web store is never closed.”

Color catalogs are mailed every 
winter, spring, summer, fall and holiday 
season. Each catalog showcases proven 
best-sellers and a steady stream of new 
offerings.

The NRAstore team constantly upgrades 
its website, NRAstore.com,with improved 
features and increased functionality.  
“Most recently, we added product videos, 
streamlined checkout, guest shopping, 
catalog quick-order, a ‘send-to-a-friend’ 
function, and lots of bigger and better 
product photos,” said Grove. “And we now 
offer NRAstore gift cards. They’re the ideal 
gift … always a perfect fit, and recipients 
get exactly what they want every time.”

Exploring the new NRAstore website 
yields valuable fringe benefits. If you want 
to receive the catalog, there’s a request 
feature on the home page. When you 
create an account, you can access order 
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NRA Concealed 
Carry Vest

The NRAstore offers a virtual shopping 
experience that members access on 
their home computers, but it elicits 
the same kind of satisfaction that 
comes from selecting just the right 
merchandise in person. The best part is 
that the profits from purchases directly 
support NRA’s fight to preserve the 
Second Amendment.

tracking and your personal purchasing 
history. The site even provides a link 
to renew your NRA membership. 
And you’ll find one of the web’s 
best-kept secrets: the NRAstore 
Customer Club. “We reward 
Customer Club members’ loyalty 
with e-mails announcing new 
products, items just placed on 
clearance, and special discounts,” 
said Reca. “Plus, they get priority access to 
many products that are unavailable elsewhere.”

Whether you’re a firearm enthusiast, hunter, 
competitive shooter, collector, patriot or anyone 
who cherishes American freedom, you’ll find 
a lot to like in the NRAstore. Best of all, every 
single penny of profit from your purchase will go 
directly to support the NRA’s ongoing fight for 
your Right to Keep and Bear Arms.

Call (888) 607-6007 or visit  www.NRAstore.com 
to request a catalog today.

We’re waiting to serve you! 



In The Courts: 
Action on Age Limits, Gun Bans, 
Ammo and More

 Recent months have seen heavy 
action in the courts. Unfortunately, 
not all the outcomes have been 

positive, but even the bad decisions 
should remind us of how much work 
remains to be done—and of the 
importance of judicial appointments in 
next year’s election.

On Sept. 29, a federal judge in the 
Northern District of Texas decided in 
favor of the federal government in a 
case brought by the NRA challenging 
the federal restriction on the purchase of 
handguns by 18- to 20-year-old adults. 
People at this age are adults for virtually 
every other purpose, such as voting 
and military service, and should be able 
to purchase handguns from licensed 
dealers. The case is far from over, as the 
NRA has already filed an appeal.

Days later, in a split ruling in 
an ongoing NRA-supported case 
challenging the restrictive gun laws 
established by the Washington, 
D.C., government in defiance of the 
Supreme Court’s 2008 Heller decision, 
a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit upheld a number of highly 
restrictive gun laws. Misreading the 

Heller decision as presuming that any 
type of “longstanding” restriction is 
constitutional, the majority opinion 
upheld the more traditional aspects 
of the registration system, such as 
the requirements that the registrant 
provide his or her name and address. 
However, the judges returned more 
“novel” provisions, such as training 
requirements, to a lower court for 
further review.

The court also found D.C. laws 
banning “assault weapons” and 
magazines that hold more than 
10 rounds of ammunition to be 
constitutional—despite uncontested 
evidence that semi-automatic rifles  
and magazines holding more than  
10 rounds are in “common use,”  
which is the standard suggested  
in Heller for determining whether  
an “arm” is protected under the  
Second Amendment.

Fortunately, in a long and well-reasoned 
dissenting opinion that may provide 
a road map for other courts, Judge 
Brett Kavanaugh explained why he 
would have struck down the entire 
registration system, as well as the gun 
and magazine bans. Arguing that “text, 
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history, and tradition” should be the standard for 
review of laws under the Second Amendment, he 
argued that “it would strain logic and common sense 
to conclude that the Second Amendment protects 
semi-automatic handguns but does not protect 
semi-automatic rifles,” which “have not traditionally 
been banned and are in common use today.” Judge 
Kavanaugh also would have rejected the entire 
registration system, arguing that D.C.’s registration 
system for all guns is not “traditional” and “remains 
highly unusual today.”

In other cases around the country, the NRA has filed 
“friend of the court” briefs in cases involving the right 
to carry firearms outside the home for self-defense; 
won an important victory against anti-hunting 
activists who would ban all lead ammunition; and 
opened a new front in California with a challenge to 
the state’s gun sale fees. 

IN MEMORY NRA-ILA CONTRIBUTIONS
(September 27-October 26, 2011)
Curtis Breland, Leakesville, MS (from Kathryn Breland);  Ronald Seymour, Coalgate, OK (from Anita Seymour); Edwin 
Miller, Albuquerque, NM (from Saundra Miller); George Alves (from Warren & Vickie Alves); Stanley Harvey, Upper 
Chichester, PA; (from Wes McKinney); Lionel “Lonnie” Moore Sr., Sparta, IL (from The City of Sparta);  James Nerison, 
Elmhurst, IL (from B. J. Markel & Family); Louis Rossi, Hazelton, PA; (from Melanie & Carl, Paula & Savannah); Bill Swartz 
(from Dundee Sportsman’s Club); Kenneth Hardee (from Charlotte Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc.).

ILA CONTRIBUTIONS
(The following contributed $1,000 or more to the NRA Institute for Legislative Action during September 27-October 26, 2011)
Harold Berenson, Larkspur, CO; William Dunn, Stuart, FL; David Bush, Big Prairie, OH; Zane Jones, Belton, TX; 
John Spencer, San Bernardino, CA; Thomas Archipley, Okemos, MI; Fred Waite, McConnellsburg, PA; James A. 
Winne, Fulshear, TX; Jay West, Germantown, TN; Francis E. Savard, Intervale, NH; David Sipos, Youngsville, LA; 
Barbara Cowan, Havre, MT; Laurie Landeau, Northport, NY; Justin Bouscal, Middletown, CA; Patricia Spinks, 
Ocala, FL; Frank Byrne, Philadelphia, PA; James McBride, Eaton Rapids, MI; Walter Obermeier, Cranberry, Twp., 
PA;  Brownells, Inc., Montezuma, IA; Cape Radiology Group, Cape Girardeau, MO.

For details on all NRA-ILA legal efforts and to subscribe to NRA-ILA’s 
new online Legal Update, go to www.nraila.org/legalupdate.
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With so many key court cases in 
play today, First Lady Michelle 
Obama recently reminded us 

all of the stakes for gun owners in next 
year’s election. 

Speaking at a fundraising event for her 
husband’s reelection campaign, she said, 
“[I]n just 13 months, we’re going to make 
a choice that will impact our lives for 
decades to come … let’s not forget what 
it meant when my husband appointed 
those two brilliant Supreme Court 
justices … let’s not forget the impact that 
their decisions will have on our lives for 
decades to come.”

As if to punctuate Mrs. Obama’s 
reminder about one of the longest-lasting 
legacies any president can leave, retired 
Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens 
was recently asked by Time magazine 
what one thing he would fix about the 

American judicial system. 
The justice’s response: “I would make all my dissents into 

majority opinions.” Asked to single out one in particular, 
he said, “I would change the interpretation of the Second 
Amendment. The court got that quite wrong.”

Throughout the 2012 election season, every gun owner 
should be thankful that Justice Stevens could only muster four 
votes for his view that the Second Amendment only protects a 
right to arms while serving in an organized military force. But 
likewise, every gun owner should be mindful that a one-vote 
change on the Court could change that overnight. 

More on the Courts: 
A Message from the First Lady 
and Justice Stevens

Justice Stevens
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2011 Florida Legislative Session Ends 
With Three New Pro-Gun Laws

This year’s Florida legislative session 
brought new gains for gun owners,  
with three important pro-gun bills 

signed into law by Gov. Rick Scott, R.
Senate Bill 234, sponsored by Sen. 

Greg Evers, R, and Rep. Chris Dorworth, 
R, makes three much-needed changes 
to the state’s Right-to-Carry law. First and 
foremost, it protects concealed weapons 
license holders from being charged with 
violating the state’s open carry ban if a 
concealed firearm accidentally becomes 
visible. It also permits concealed weapons 
license holders to store a firearm in a 
private vehicle anywhere the vehicle is 
lawfully parked except those places where 
the state’s “parking lot” gun storage law 
doesn’t apply, such as prisons and nuclear 
power plants. Finally, it conforms state law 
to current federal requirements that allow 
purchase of long guns in other states. 
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From l. to r.: Rep. Chris Dorworth, former 
NRA president Marion P. Hammer and Sen. 
Greg Evers are on hand to witness Florida 
Governor Rick Scott (seated) sign S.B. 234 
into law. Dorworth and Evers sponsored the 
bill that provides for much-needed changes  
to Florida’s Right-to-Carry law.

O f f i c i a l  J o u r n a l   
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House Bill 155, sponsored by Rep. Jason 
Brodeur, R, and Sen. Greg Evers, R, stops 
doctors from invading privacy rights of 
gun owners and bringing anti-gun politics 
into medical examining rooms. 

Not surprisingly, anti-gun doctors (with 
legal assistance from the Brady Center) 
challenged the law in federal court within 
days of its signing. The NRA weighed 
in with a “friend of the court” brief 
arguing that the plaintiffs had misread 
the law, which is much less restrictive 
than the plaintiffs claim. Unfortunately, 
a federal judge read the law in a much 
more restrictive manner and issued a 
preliminary ruling that the law improperly 
restricts the free speech rights of doctors.  
The state is expected to appeal the ruling 
when it becomes final.

House Bill 45, sponsored by Rep. 
Matt Gaetz, R, and Sen. Joe Negron, R, 
puts new teeth in Florida’s 24-year-old 
firearm preemption law, which stops 
local politicians and governments 
from imposing gun controls that aren’t 
authorized by the state. Under the new 
law, citizens and organizations can sue 
agencies and governments for violating 
preemption and be compensated for 
attorneys’ fees. Violators can be subject to 
monetary penalties. This bill took effect 
on Oct. 1, and many local governments 
quickly scrambled to repeal anti-gun 
ordinances and regulations. However, 
several south Florida municipalities are 
defying the law by keeping restrictions  
in place. 
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N O R T H E A S TS O U T H E A S T

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA  
members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, 

American Hunter and America’s 1st Freedom.  
The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA 

conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled in your 
region for the current month. Call to verify event dates 

and locations before traveling.
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Ruger & Davidson’s To 
Offer NRA Special Edition 
Ruger LCP Pistols

Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc. (Ruger) and Davidson’s, 
Inc. have teamed up to offer two NRA Special  
Edition .380 Ruger LCP pistols. The pistols are 

available exclusively through Davidson’s website:  
www.GalleryofGuns.com. They can be purchased  
through a federally licensed firearms retailer in full 
compliance with all government regulations. 

“Davidson’s will donate $10 to the NRA Institute for 
Legislative Action (NRA-ILA) for each Ruger LCP pistol 
purchased through our website,” Larry Massimo, director 
and senior vice president at Davidson’s, announced.  
“We’re honored to take part in this project to support  
the Association.” 

Ruger CEO and NRA Golden Ring of Freedom 
member Mike Fifer added, “We are excited to create a 
commemorative NRA version of our most popular firearm. 
We will also give NRA-ILA $10 for every one sold. This is an 
excellent personal protection firearm, and NRA members 
can be proud to know their purchases help support the 
important work of NRA-ILA.” 

Established in 1975, NRA-ILA is committed to preserving 
the right of all law-abiding individuals to purchase, possess 
and use firearms for legitimate purposes as guaranteed by 
the Second Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.



Ruger & Davidson’s To 
Offer NRA Special Edition 
Ruger LCP Pistols

“On any given day, NRA-ILA is fighting 
for our gun rights and hunting traditions 
on many levels ranging from the United 
Nations, to the nation’s highest courts, 
to legislative bodies. Our challenges are 
abundant but our resources are limited. 
Ruger and Davidson’s generous and 
innovative program could not come at a 
better time and we are truly grateful,” said 
Chris W. Cox, NRA-ILA executive director.

“Ruger and Davidson’s are true friends 
of our freedom,” NRA Executive Vice 
President Wayne LaPierre added. “We are 
grateful for their support and appreciate 
them taking the initiative at this critical 
time for our Second Amendment. NRA 
members can be sure they are getting 

quality firearms with outstanding service 
from these great American companies.”

The 9.4 ounce, .380 Auto LCP pistol 
has a magazine capacity of six rounds. 
With a height of only 3 5/8" and a width 
of 7/8", the small, lightweight LCP 
pistol is a reliable carry pistol. The high-
performance nylon frame is topped by a 
hardened blued slide. The NRA Ruger LCP 
commemorative pistol will retain all of 
the great features of the original, but has 
a natural gear camouflage frame. When 
size and weight savings count, the Ruger 
LCP pistol is a natural choice for personal 
defense carry. To purchase the NRA Special 
Edition .380 Ruger LCP Pistol, please visit 
www.galleryofguns.com/NRALCP.htm.
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The 2010 Donn C. DiBiasio Outstanding Club Award was presented by NRA President David Keene 
to the Monumental Rifle & Pistol Club of Catonsville, Md. The club’s president, Tim von Eiff (third 
from left) accepted on behalf of the club. Also representing the club were Mike Bruzdzinski, 
Robert Shanks, Jeff Andrews and Robert Markert. NRA General Operations Executive Director 
Kayne Robinson (far left) and NRA 1st Vice President James Porter II (at podium) were also on 
hand for the presentation.
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NRA National 
Awards Winners

The awards listed below were presented at 
the Board of Directors meeting on Saturday, 

September 17, 2011.

2010 Donn C. DiBiasio
Outstanding Club Award
Monumental Rifle & Pistol Club,  
Catonsville, Md., Tim von Eiff, President

2010 Public Service Award 
David C. Baron, Trumbull, Conn.

2010 Most Outstanding Friends of NRA 
Committee Award
Colorado State Friends of NRA Committee,  
Rich Wyatt*

2010 Gun Show Recruiter of the Year
Harry Jacobs, South Plainfield, N.J.

2010 Club Recruiter of the Year
Tulsa Red Castle Gun Club,  
Tulsa, Okla., Alan Woodside

2010 Dealer Recruiter of the Year
Shoot Straight, Inc., Apopka, Fla., Sal Crivello

2010 Jay M. Littlefield Memorial  
NRA-ILA Volunteer of the Year
Jeff Nass, Pulaski, Wisc.
Sean Maloney, Liberty Township, Ohio
Dave Battaglia, Kittanning, Pa.

2010 Law Enforcement  
Officer of the Year
Wildlife Officer Michael K. Neal,  
Moro, Ark., Arkansas Game & Fish Commission

2011 Outstanding Achievement  
Youth Award
Benjamin Zimmerer, Gainesville, Texas

2011 Sybil Ludington Women’s  
Freedom Award
Marlene Duncan, Lake Havasu City, Ariz.

*Not present to accept

The National Rifle Association 
recognized 12 outstanding 
individuals and clubs during a  

special NRA National Awards ceremony  
at the Board of Directors meeting,  
September 17, 2011. 

The NRA National Awards Program  
was established in the 1980s to recognize 
the exemplary service of those persons 
who support NRA in areas such as 
legislative affairs, club operations, 
women’s and youth programs, and 
fundraising activities.

“These awards each year go to 
those who devote an extraordinary 
amount of time, talent and treasure 
to the continuing struggle to protect 
the Second Amendment rights of all 
Americans,” said NRA President David 
Keene. “They are true heroes and we 
are proud to honor them because we 
recognize that the men and women 
willing to step up to the plate on behalf 
of all of us are the reason we still enjoy 
the rights bequeathed to us by the 
nation’s founders.”

Except for the Sybil Ludington Women’s 
Freedom Award and the Outstanding 
Achievement Youth Award, which are 
presented in the year in which they are 
earned, NRA service awards are given for 
the previous calendar year.

If you or your club would like to find 
out more about this program, call  
(800) NRA-CLUB or (703) 267-1343. 
You may also write to: NRA Clubs & 
Associations, 11250 Waples Mill Road, 
Fairfax, VA 22030-9400.
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Tom King was raised in the small 
suburban village of Fairport, N.Y. 
He earned a bachelor’s degree at 

St. John Fisher College in Rochester and 
now owns an insurance agency.

As president of the N.Y. State Rifle 
& Pistol Ass’n (NYSRPA), King helped 
institute the New York City women’s 
shooting league, a direct result of NRA’s 
successful Women on Target program. 
King said that it is important to get 

women and youths involved in the 
shooting sports. Getting more youths 
involved in the shooting sports was 
one reason King lobbied the N.Y. state 
legislature to have the law changed 
so 14- to 18-year-olds can receive 
instruction in handgun shooting.

King helped initiate the N.Y.S. 
Sportsmen’s Outreach Day in 2010.  

The event is a partnership between the 
NYSRPA and the Assembly Minority 
Conference. “NRA EVP Wayne LaPierre 
was the keynote speaker and we 
crammed 3,500 members into the 
building,” noted King. “The event 
consolidated our grassroots and  
political supporters and let our 
opponents in the legislature know  
we’re united and mean business.” 

Although King grew up in an anti-gun 
family, he developed a love of hunting  
and the shooting sports. King’s 
grandsons have been hunting with him 
since they were 10 and 11. Everyone 
in the King family enjoys shooting in a 
variety of disciplines. 

An NRA Benefactor member, King ran 
for the NRA Board because he wanted 
to preserve our firearm freedoms for 
his grandkids. He currently serves on 
the NRA Clubs & Associations, Public 
Affairs and Shotgun committees, and 
as vice chairman of the Shooters with 
Disabilities Committee.

King said all gun owners should get 
involved before the next elections. 
“Work with a local candidate, or donate 
to the NRA so we can help those 
candidates who help us,” he said.  
“But most importantly, vote for 
candidates who will protect our  
Second Amendment rights.”  

Although King grew up 
in an anti-gun family, he 
developed a love of hunting 
and the shooting sports. 
King’s grandsons have been 
hunting with him since they 
were 10 and 11. Everyone 
in the King family enjoys 
shooting in a variety of 
disciplines.
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The new DR® RapidFire™ Log Splitter slices 
through logs in under two seconds—up 
to six times faster than ordinary 
log splitters. We’ve replaced 
hydraulics with two 74-pound cast 
iron fl ywheels that generate 
massive power. 
Split the 
toughest 
logs with 
ease…guaranteed!

LIMITED-TIME OFFER!
• Introductory Pricing
• 1-Year Trial

PATENT PENDING

WORLD’S FASTEST 
LOG SPLITTER!

1-800-656-1926   DRLogSplitters.com     

Call for a FREE Catalog and DVD 
on the full lineup of new DR® Log Splitters 
including gas, electric, and 3-point hitch models!

OUTSPLITS A 

34-TON!
Watch the 

video online.

Gunstock

Laser
Precision Quality
• Wood
• Metal
• Glass
• Eggshell
• Scrimshaw
• Antler

No Experience Necessary
No Artistic Ability Needed
   • 400,000 RPM Engraving Tool
   • Unlimited Potential
   • Complete Stencils
CAN YOU TRACE A LINE?
There is no experience necessary because
SCM developed a business opportunity 
that will have you producing professional 
engraving in a few short hours • just by 
tracing lines • It’s that easy!

Engrave on almost any material!
To find out just how easy it is,
call for details... 

1-800-755-0261
www.scmart.com
N64 W19760 Mill Rd.
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051

Ask about our DEMO DVD (deposit required)

Glass

River Rock Metal

S T A R T  Y O U R  O W N  B U S I N E S S

CUSTOM
ENGRAVING

DEMO

Job #:114108
Date:10.27.2011  
Version:SCM ad Rifleman
Size: 4.5 x 4.75”    Op:BZ

C M Y K



FAR FASTER & EASIER to use than 
hard-to-handle, walk-behind tillers.

TOWS BEHIND ATVs, riding mowers or 
lawn tractors.

TILLS A 3-FOOT SWATH with each pass 
— twice the width of most walk-behind tillers!

24 STEEL BOLO TINES turn at 230 rpm 
to create perfect seedbeds for planting.

REMOTE CONTROL lets you make 
precise adjustments to tilling depth from your 
tow-vehicle.

TOLL-FREE

1-800-656-1926
www.DRrototiller.com

Call for a FREE DVD & Catalog!

DR® ROTO-HOG™ 
POWER TILLER
Till While You Ride!
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www.ar.dillonprecision.com
FREE Catalog I43-14690, Call 800-762-3845

www.ar.dillonprecision.com
FREE Catalog I43-14690, Call 800-762-3845

Get SERIOUS about reloading!

Dillon’s XL 650
Get SERIOUS about reloading!

Dillon’s XL 650
Includes 
Dillon’s
Famous
Lifetime 

“No-B.S.” 
Warranty

New XL650 AR 1-6  11/19/10  1:31 PM  Page 1

An unprecedented End of Year Clearance Sale on tons of 
excellent gear awaits you when you visit NRAstore.com.
Hurry – this o� er is valid from December 26, 2011 through January 2, 2012 only!

What’s the

DEAL?
BIG

For more info, scan this code 
with your mobile device 

or visit NRAstore.com 
and click on 

“What’s the BIG DEAL”

Want to reach Millions of Potential Clients?

For more information, contact Lillian Cliff 817-741-0320
Run youR ad heRe!
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THE MARK I

MacKENZIE VALLEY TIMBERWOLVES
½ wolf-½ shep. cubs bred for pro-
tection, or ¾ and up cubs. Have a
true friend... own a wolf-shepherd.
Brochure with 20 photos - $5.00

CHARLES DYSART, JR
BOX 597   Henrietta, NC 28076

(828) 657-6220 / Cell: (828) 429-0053
www.dysartswolfkennel.com

RATES: For Classified Advertising--$17.00 per word with 
a 10-word minimum. Count street address and box 
numbers as two words. All city, state and zip codes 
as three words. Website is one word. Make sure to 
include your telephone number. Send advertising 
copy and remittance to: American Rifleman, NRA 
Classified Advertising, ATTN: Lillian Cliff, Classified 
Advertising, 3902 Sandshell Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76137. 
For information about available categories/headings, 
or for any other questions regarding classified ad-
vertising, please call: (817) 741-0320 or e-mail: Lillian@
rossmediagroup.us. Inquiries and credit card orders 
may be faxed to (817) 741-0323. All classified advertis-
ing is payable in advance by check or money order 
to National Rifle Association (NRA). We accept all 
major credit cards. Please remember to provide 
the complete credit card number, expiration date, 
signature and billing address. All classified advertising 
and payments must be received at the above-noted 
address by the 15th day, three months in advance 
of the issue.

ACCESSORIES
COBRAY MAC AR15 M16 AK47 UZI FAL Parts Kits 
Accessories Magazines RUGER GLOCK SIG 
1911 Threaded MATCH GRADE BARRELS CLASS 
III GUNSMITH BOOKS DVDs TOOLS  
WWW.FTFINDUSTRIES.COM

AMMO/RELOADING
Quinetics-Reloading Supplies for the reloader. 
Made in USA www.quineticscorp.com

BOOKS/MAGAZINES
New Book-The Reality of Armed Self Defense (Surviving 
The Attack And The Aftermath) Easy reading, 115 
pages, $20 Postpaid; www.bobirwinbooks.com
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Follow Universal Coin & Bullion
President Mike Fuljenz on

Board Member:

ICTA

1-800-459-2646
Vault Verification: UAMRFMH0112

Offer Expires: 01/15/12

Please read important terms and conditions that accompany
products purchased, including arbitration agreement. Texas residents
add 8.25% sales tax to orders under $1000.

he Burnside was one of the best
carbines of the Civil War. It was the
Third Model, fitted with a fore-

stock, and was introduced in 1861 at the
request of the U.S. Ordnance Dept. That same
year, President Abraham Lincoln signed
Senate Bill 82” into law, which contained a
provision to establish a “Medal of Honor” to
acknowledge individual acts of military valor
above and beyond the call of duty.

To commemorate the 150th Anniversary of
the Medal of Honor, our nation’s highest
military honor, Universal Coin & Bullion
proudly offers the brand new 2011 Medal
of Honor Silver Dollar to NRA members,
while supplies last. (limit 1 per household)

Each Silver Dollar comes with a Certificate of
Authenticity, U.S. Mint decorative box, and Heroes
of America DVD documentary, plus FREE priority
shipping on the first 100 orders. ($7 Savings)

Quantities for this historic coin are limited and
this offer could be withdrawn at any time without
notice. For current pricing, availability and order
placement, call toll free today.

T

andrea_fit.indd   1 11/8/11   9:10 AM

BUSINESS/SERVICES
Need career? Do LIE DETECTION. Own your 
business. NO franchises. PSE and Voice Stress 
Analysis for lie detection. Men or women can do 
this. BIG money! Criminal, Civil and Employment 
tests. Go to www.DektorPSE.com. Click “Business”.

COLLECTIBLES

EDUCATION/TRAINING

PENNSYLVANIA GUNSMITH SCHOOL,  
professional Gunsmith training since 1949. 812A 
Ohio River Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15202. Call Today  
(412) 766-1812; www.pagunsmith.edu

FIREARMS
LUGER LIST, 400+ collector quality, $2, Oldest 
& Largest Luger Dealer, Simpson Ltd; 140 S 
Seminary St., Galesburg, IL 61401, (309) 342-5800, 
www.simpsonltd.com; lugers@simpsonltd.com

Lugers, P-38s, Nambus, Broomhandles, Relics 
Catalogue $2.00. Hoffman, 4105 Stephanie Dr., 
Branch, MI 49402.

GUNSMITHING/REPAIR
Hot Bluing and Parkerizing. Hot Flash Gun  
Refinishing Service - www.hotflashrefinishing.com

INSURANCE
Hunting, shooting, reenactment clubs & outfitters/
land leases. Call Yates for a quote! (866) 505-2663.

OPTICS

REAL ESTATE

FREE! Ozarks’ largest real estate catalog.  
Affordable getaway properties of all types.  
www.onlineoml.com, (800) 591-4047.

SAFES/SECURITY/ 
SELF DEFENSE
BurglarBomb stops intruders in seconds. Monitoring, 
police response unnecessary. BurglarBomb.com

WANTED
Guns & gun collectors. American Defense Gun 
Shop will pay top $ for your unwanted guns. Call 
Scott @ (561) 252-8378.
MACHINE GUNS - top dollar paid for single guns or 
collections. (215) 293-0200.

WINE/BEERMAKING
WINEMAKERS-BEERMAKERS. Free catalog.  
KRAUS, Box 7850-R, Independence, MO 64054. 
(800) 841-7404. www.eckraus.com/offers/r.asp

�������

AWARD WINNING
GOLD GUIDE-FREE

Official Rare Coin & Bullion Dealer of the NRA

GET THE ONLY NUMISMATIC
LITERARY GUILD

Discover the best gold options for you with
our 24 page comprehensive gold guide.

1-877-479-0478
OFFER EXPIRES: 01/15/12

UNIVERSAL COIN & BULLION

VAULT VERIFICATION: UAMRFGG0112

New book from
NRA 

is the authority on guns, 
ammo, shooting, ballistics, 
safety and firearms history. 

Order your copy today! 
www.nrastore.com

888-607-6007 
Item No. PB 01548 plus shipping  

and applicable sales tax

Straight From The Source

NRA Store Sourcebook_4.5625 BW.indd   1 11/14/11   11:06 AM



The Burnside, one of the best carbines 
of the Civil War, was designed by one 
of its worst generals. Actually, Maj. Gen. 

Ambrose Everett Burnside had sold the interest 
in his breechloader well before the war started, 
so he was unencumbered with the need to 
further its development or, sadly, to reap the 
proceeds that would have resulted from its 
success as the conflict’s third most widely 
produced Federal carbine, after the Sharps  
and Spencer.

Burnside’s invention employed a rotating 
block, released by a loading lever that was 
activated by a hinged, clamping catch. It 
chambered a unique .54-cal. cone-shaped brass 
cartridge with a thick, rounded belt (there were 
also some earlier, coiled cases, sans belt) at its 
mouth and a small hole in the base that allowed 
ignition from a separate percussion cap. The 
round was loaded, base down, into the chamber. 
Next, the lever was closed and the block locked 
in place with the belt halfway between the 
chamber and barrel, providing an excellent seal. 

After the carbine was fired, the lever was again 
lowered and the spent case easily removed from 
the block with one’s fingers. If extraction became 
difficult, it was possible to pull it out with the 
base of the next cartridge. After the soldier got 
the hang of it, a Burnside could easily be fired in 
excess of a dozen rounds a minute.

The Burnside Carbine (there were rifles, 
too) went through a considerable evolutionary 

Photos by Jill Marlow

Fourth/Fifth Model Burnside Carbine
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I HAVE THIS OLD GUN …

Gun: Fourth/FiFth Model Burnside CarBine

Caliber: .54
Serial number: 34300



process and provides a fertile area for 
the collector. About 300 First Models 
were produced by the Bristol Firearm 
Co. in Bristol, R.I., a manufactory 
founded by Burnside himself. It was 
a .54 caliber with an overall length of 
40". First Models had no fore-stock 
and incorporated a unique side lever, 
which operated a tape primer and 
also locked the breechblock in the 
open position. The carbine’s frame 
was case-hardened, and the barrel 
was blued.

Second Models did away with the 
side lever and tape primer, though 
they still had no fore-stock. Premier 
Second Models were made by the 
Bristol Firearm Co., though later ones 
were produced by the reorganized 
Burnside Rifle Co., in Providence, R.I. 
The Third Model, fitted with a  
fore-stock, was introduced in 1861 at 
the request of the U.S. Ordnance Dept. 

A Fourth, and final, variant appeared 
toward the end of the Civil War. It 
had a double pivoting breechblock 
to make the gun easier to open and 
close. Later on, a second type of 
Fourth Model (sometimes called “Fifth 
Model”) appeared with a screw in the 
right side of the action to prevent the 
block from dropping out of the action, 

thus speeding up loading. These guns 
will be seen with both blued and 
case-hardened frames.  Markings on 
most Fourth Models are, “BURNSIDE’S 
PATENT/MODEL OF 1864,” though 
there are some examples with the 
earlier 1856 date. 

The Fourth (or “Fifth,” if you will) 
Model seen here does have the 1856 
stamping, and this marking, though 
interesting, does not really add 
that much to the value of the piece. 
Condition is NRA Fine, the bore is 
good with minor pitting, and the gun 
exhibits traces of case-hardening 
on the frame and much color on the 
barrel and other parts. The stock is 
in very clean condition, with a sharp 
“GC” cartouche at the wrist, the mark 
of assistant sub-inspector George 
Curtis. Because they were made in 
large quantities and appeared toward 
the end of the Civil War, Fourth Model 
Burnside Carbines are the least 
valuable of their ilk. In fact, it is not 
unusual to find them in virtually unfired 
condition. The carbine shown is valued 
at between $2,700 and $3,000. Not 
too steep a price for one of the most 
important cavalry arms of one of 
America’s most important conflicts. 

—Garry James

Fourth/Fifth Model Burnside Carbine
Condition: nra Fine (antique Conditions standards)
manufaCtured: 1864
Value: $2,700 to $3,000
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Authorized Dealer:

$5 Value
NOW ONLY

$2
WITH FREE
SHIPPING

Follow
Mike
Fuljenz

“FIRST DAY OF ISSUE”
NGC Certified

“FIRST DAY OF ISSUE”
Brilliant Uncirculated
Abraham Lincoln Golden Dollar*

$5 Value
NOW ONLY

$2
WITH FREE
SHIPPING

�On November 18, 2010 the United States
Mint issued the new Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Dollars, 16th in the series.

�In 1863 Lincoln’s historic Emancipation
Proclamation set the stage for the
13th Amendment to the United States
Constitution abolishing slavery.

�His Gettysburg Address in 1863 is one of
the most quoted speeches in history, and
is widely viewed as the seminal statement
on the American principles of nationalism,
equal rights, liberty and democracy.

-

�One of four U.S. Presidents memorialized
on Mount Rushmore, Lincoln is widely
regarded by legal and historical scholars
as one of the top three U.S. Presidents of
all time, along with Washington and FDR.

Republican
President

1861-1865

In 2007, the United States Mint
launched the Presidential $1 Coin Program, an
ambitious new golden dollar coin series that honors
every U.S. President in chronological sequence,
beginning with the nation’s first president, George
Washington. The series will produce and release
four coins per year until all deceased Presidents
have been honored. In a manner fitting the historic
nature of this coin series, several design innovations
were implemented to make the Presidential Golden
Dollars unique among all United States coins.

The obverse features a detailed likeness of
President Abraham Lincoln while the top and
bottom inscriptions feature his name and motto
"IN GOD WE TRUST" (respectively) along with his
designation as the "16th President" and his term

years "1861-1865." Each Lincoln Golden Dollar is
adorned with edge-incused inscriptions of the
mint year, mint mark and "E PLURIBUS UNUM"
motto. In place of the traditional "Liberty" inscription,
the Presidential Dollar reverse features a striking
rendition of the Statue of Liberty, along with in-
scriptions denoting "United States of America"
and a "$1" legal tender denomination.

These NGC certified, Abraham Lincoln Dollars are
a $5 value, however, we are initially offering on a
first come-first served basis at a below dealer cost
price of ONLY $2 per coin. However, you must order
immediately as our allotment is limited and this
offer will be withdrawn without notice once our
supply is depleted. (The Numismatic Guaranty
Corporation [NGC] is a preferred grading and
authentication service of Universal Coin & Bullion.)

The Official Rare Coin & Bullion Dealer of the

1.800.459.2646CALL TOLL

FREE TODAY...
24 / 7 Check or

Money Order

*Our Choice of Mint Mark, Philadelphia or Denver
Limit One (1) Per Household • Availability Not Guaranteed • No Dealers Please

Please read important terms and conditions that accompany products purchased, including arbitration agreement. Universal Coin & Bullion
reserves the right to void offer in the event purchaser has not complied with stated terms and conditions. All statements or opinions herein are believed to
be accurate to the best of our knowledge at this time. They are not guaranteed in any way by anyone and are subject to change over time. We advise you to
independently verify all representations. • Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax to orders under $1000 • All customers will receive a five (5) year subscription
to our 14-time NLG Award Winning newsletter or e-newsletter, Investor’s Profit Advisory ($200 value) at no charge with order. • We may contact you from time to
time regarding items of interest • If for any reason you are not 100% satisfied with your Lincoln Golden Dollar purchase, then return up to 15
days after receipt of order for a refund. NO REFUND PRIVILEGE ON QUANTITY SILVER AND GOLD BULLION, Please allow up to 2-3 weeks for delivery
after receipt of good funds • This ad may not be reproduced or represented in any other medium without the express written consent of the
advertiser. Original hard-copy must be in hand to place order. | Universal Coin & Bullion ® • 7410 Phelan Blvd. Beaumont, TX 77706

universalcoin .com
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adorned with edge-incused inscriptions of the
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Please read important terms and conditions that accompany products purchased, including arbitration agreement. Universal Coin & Bullion
reserves the right to void offer in the event purchaser has not complied with stated terms and conditions. All statements or opinions herein are believed to
be accurate to the best of our knowledge at this time. They are not guaranteed in any way by anyone and are subject to change over time. We advise you to
independently verify all representations. • Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax to orders under $1000 • All customers will receive a five (5) year subscription
to our 14-time NLG Award Winning newsletter or e-newsletter, Investor’s Profit Advisory ($200 value) at no charge with order. • We may contact you from time to
time regarding items of interest • If for any reason you are not 100% satisfied with your Lincoln Golden Dollar purchase, then return up to 15
days after receipt of order for a refund. NO REFUND PRIVILEGE ON QUANTITY SILVER AND GOLD BULLION, Please allow up to 2-3 weeks for delivery
after receipt of good funds • This ad may not be reproduced or represented in any other medium without the express written consent of the
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universalcoin .com

©2011 Kimber Mfg., Inc. All rights reserved. Kimber names, logos and other trademarks may not be 

used without permission. Names of  other companies, products and services may be the property of  

their respective owners. Kimber firearms are shipped with an instruction manual and California-approved 

cable lock. Copy of  instruction manual available by request.

Kimber, One Lawton Street, Yonkers, NY 10705 (800) 880-2418

The Pro CDP I I™ .45 ACP has a 
4 - inch barrel and ful l - length grip.
It weighs just 28 ounces.

CDP pistols feature night sights and 
a Carry Melt™ treatment for rounded 
and blended edges.

T H E  C H O I C E  O F  A M E R I C A ’ S  B E S T

kimberamerica.com

The Kimber CDP.
Carry Without Compromise.

The new Ultra+ CDP II™ (left) with full-length 
grip and Ultra CDP II™ with short grip are 
chambered in .45 ACP. Both have 3-inch 
barrels that make them easy to conceal.

The Custom CDP I I™ .45 ACP is a 
ful l -size 1911. Even with a 5 - inch 
barrel, i t weighs only 31 ounces.

Absolute dependability combined with power and accuracy is everything in a carry pistol. Kimber® 
CDP (Custom Defense Package) models take that to the extreme, blending all the important carry 
features into a light weight, high-performance package. Built in the Kimber Custom Shop,™ each 
has front strap checkering, match grade barrel, chamber and trigger, stainless steel slide and 
ambidextrous thumb safety. Seven models are offered, each an unequaled value. Chamberings 
include .45 ACP and 9mm. A carry pistol is the last place to compromise. Carry a Kimber CDP.



DON’T MISS 
YOUR SHOT!
To add the digital edition of 
American Rifleman  
or one of our other digital 
publications to your 
subscriptions from NRA, call 
NRA Member Services at 
(877) NRA-2000 or go to 
NRAMemberServices.org.
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Coming in the February issue of 
American Rifleman:

Expert’s Touch:  
The Wiley Clapp-Inspired TALO/Ruger GP100

 
Karabiner Comeback:  

Mitchell’s Mausers New Model 98k 

Breaking Through:  
A History Of The FBI’s Ballistic Research Program  

Seeing The Light: 
Flashlight-Assisted Handgun Shooting 
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